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PREFACE

This is a collection, not a book. 

Not yet. 

I've gathered writings from my years as a chaplain, written in the moment. 

At some point, I'll bnd the kest frameworu for them, I'll proof and polish them. 

In the meantime, I thinu the collection can ke helpfBl for people who are starting to 
provide spiritBal care to people in health crises in and oBt of the hospital. 

I'll ueep woruing. 

JBt yoB may bnd this helpfBl. 

Son jwanson
@on.swansonFsocialmediachaplain.com
2ekrBary 40, 434



INTODUC TIDN

BEFORE YOU WALK IN

“Hi, I’m Jon. I’m one of the chaplains here.”

And you are here because you are curious or scared about visiting someone in the hospital. 
You may be a pastor or other member of church staw. You may be a neW chaplain. You 
may be considering hoW to improve your pastoral care.

!elcomeB

I Want to help you have conversations With people Who are in the hospital. :ut I have a 
confession before We startk I am an introvert. !al-ing into groups and starting conversaT
tions is hard. I struggle to -noW What to say xrst, hoW to -eep the conversation moving. 
!hich is a curious statement coming from a person Who has spent a career as a college 
professor, college administrator, pastor, and noW hospital chaplain. I spend a lot of time 
interacting With people I don’t -noW.

I’ve discovered that I li-e to have frameWor-s for conversations With people I don’t -noW. 
2he frameWor- doesn’t have to be complicated. “2his is my friend Jon” gives me a 
connection. “Here’s the challenge you are facing, and I have some ansWers” gets us past 
the small tal-.

!hen I became a hospital chaplain, I discovered that there are many times that chaplains 
have to Wal- into rooms Without a frameWor-. In sales, this is a “cold call.” And so I began 
to create frameWor-s. I Wrote scripts that Would e0plain Why I Was in the room. I found 
scripture that Would frame my day.

And that’s the story of this boo-. It’s a collection of essays and lists that may be helpful 
to other people Who have the opportunity to Wal- into hospital rooms and have converT
sations.

I started Writing in 16M', When I Was hired as a chaplain. Healthcare Was diwerent then. 
Sas-ing policies, visitation policies, -inds of death have changed. :ut IEm not sure the 
underlying commitments to providing support have changed. Fo I havenEt revised all the 
reOections to xt current protocols. 
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I’m helped by my Dh. . in rhetoric. Cot because it made me a great spea-er. Uar from it. 
:ut because I learned hoW to evaluate situations and suggest the -inds of discourse that 
could be helpful.

2hin- of this boo- as devotional primer. It’s a primer because it’s ust a starting point, 
reOections on some of the basics. You Will uic-ly have your oWn e0periences, your oWn 
rexnements, your oWn conversational scripts. It’s devotional because I’m trying to root 
my practice in reOections on )od and people and their intersection. You may, as I do, xnd 
it helpful to read some of these to reTcalibrate your heart and practice.

I invite you to read it. :efore you Wal- in.



I. HOW DID I GET HERE?
MY PATH TO CHAPLAINCY

Everyone in ministry has their prst frolessiona. visit to a hosfita.w Everyone ditnesses their 
prst beath ol someone other than a lami.y memkerw Everyone ’nods dhat itcs .i’e to ke 
u.,e.essg to ke .ostg to str,BB.e dith the dorbs to sayw

Weua,se de a.. have those prst momentsg de eauh have o,r odn storiesw Te te.. them to 
eauh other the day veterans te.. dar storiesw -hey Bive betai.s to those dho ,nberstanb the 
Briel anb ,nuertaintyw -hey Bive the kr,shIoN to those dho do,.bnct ,nberstanbw

Weua,se this is my koo’g Jcm startinB dith my storiesw qot keua,se they are ,n,s,a.w O,st 
the offositew -o .et yo, ’nod that they are ,ni ,e.y the samew r uommon.y inbivib,a.w



PO RENRAT(TRWHCNARANSNYYTO)
HOW I CAME TO BE A HOSPITAL CHAPLAIN.

I was standing in the hallway of a hospital, holding a patient’s chart.

The chart is a 5-ring binder, with thick plastic covers. It is a paper record of the hospital 
life of a patient. It follows a patient wherever they are in the hospital.

This patient was getting a CT-scan. More accurately, the patient was supposed to be 
getting a scan. At this moment, the patient was getting CPR. While I held the patient’s 
paper life, the medical stax were working hard to hold onto the patient’s actual life.

While they were working, I started thinking about my own life. In all my years in higher 
education and in pastoral ministry, this isn’t where I ever ejpected to stand. I enBoyed 
teaching, both in the college classroom and eventually in church group. I was exective at 
parts of being an administrator, Nrst in higher education and then in churches.

2ut in 0ovember, 1OS5, it had become clear to me that it was time to change Bobs. qr 
better, to resign my Bob as an ejecutive pastor without knowing what was nejt. It was, 
0ancy said, like Abraham. Told to move. 0ot told where.S 

Lo I resigned, exective in ten weeks. We started thinking and praying about what would 
be nejt.

I saw a Bob for Ltax Chaplain at a local hospital. I looked through the reGuirements and the 
duties. I didn’t have a theological degree, but I did have a decade and a half of pastoring. 
I didn’t have the formal chaplaincy training, but I had made hospital calls and oxered 
hours of counsel and conducted funerals. It looked like something that I could do, in 
the meantime at least. The listing said that the position was PR0. I looked it up. Pro re 
nata is a Uatin term, used in medical circles to mean part-time. qn call. As needed. When 
necessary.

S. The story of Jod calling Abraham to move starts in Jenesis S1. 6nlike Abraham, I 
received no promise of becoming a great nation.
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Lomething would be better than nothing. I applied. I heard nothing.

We kind of forgot about it, actually, assuming that the position had been Nlled.

6ntil I got a call in 7anuary. 

I went to an interview where I started to discover that what I thought chaplains did was 
about 15 percent of being a chaplain. I discovered that the other 85 percent could be 
learned. And I discovered that I liked the people I met.

The nejt step in the interview process was a four-hour walk-along with a current chaplain. 
7ust to see what it was Iike.

It was lots of walking. There was no praying, but some talking. It was some responding 
to trauma arriving in the R.

It was wonderful.

I was oxered and took the Bob.

The training was O hours of following several chaplains. I learned that there are individ-
ual voices. I learned that there are many similar situations, but no identical ones. I learned 
that the people who have been chaplains for years still have events that happen only 
once or twice a year. As a result, chaplains are constantly learning, constantly discerning, 
constantly preparing. I learned that being a chaplain is a blend of running and charting 
and waiting and listening. And sometimes holding a patient’s chart, while the other S5 
people in the room do everything they can to preserve the life so there is something to 
write in the chart.

Chaplaincy is living in a way to be available PR0. When necessary.



SOMETIMES WE SEE THE FUTURE

MY FIRST EMEGNECPY AVTIECT ISIT

Everyone has a trsl reap hosi.lap v.s.lw Everyone mho kafes hosi.lap v.s.ls gor a p.v.n,V 
anymayw b.s.ls m.lh gak.py kekders ’oncl uoTnlw Ihe ,ran’iarenlV lhe uh.p’V lhe iarenlw 
B ha’ ’one lhosew RTl mhen yoT have a gak.py uonneul.onV yoTr gouTs .s on yoTrsepg .n 
soke mayV on yoTr repal.onsh.is lo lhe ial.enlV on yoTr gearw

Ry lhe l.ke B mas gorly B ha’ deen lo lhe E' gor ky kok-s k.n.1slrofew B-’ v.s.le’ ky ’a’ 
gor a han’gTp og oieral.onsw B-’ deen lo lhree d.rlhsw B-’ even deen lafen lo lhe E' agler 
iass.n, oTl mh.pe sieaf.n, one l.kewM  

RTl lhen lhere .s a v.s.l mhere yoTcve nol kel lhe ial.enlw Fayde .lcs lhe gak.py og a gr.en’w 
Fayde .lcs lhe gr.en’ og a gr.en’w 2or ke .l mas E’wW  

EppenV E’cs m.geV morfe’ m.lh kew Ae mere iarl og lhe a’k.n.slral.ve slaO al a uoppe,ew B ha’ 
no .nleresl .n k.n.slry or uhaipa.nuy or morf.n, .n a uhTruh al lhal io.nlw Ngler tgleen 
yearsV B mas ireiare’ lo morf .n h.,her e’Tual.on gor lhe resl og ky uareerw

Hne even.n,V B ,ol a uapp grok oTr kTlTap dossw E’ mas .n lhe hosi.lapV gau.n, eker,enuy 
sTr,eryw Sanuy an’ B menl lo see E’ an’ Eppenw

E’ mas lapf.n,V dTl a p.llpe suare’w ].s m.ge mas slay.n, uapkV dTl mas suare’w HTr doss an’ 
B mere p.slen.n,V lapf.n,V lry.n, lo Tn’erslan’w

Mw Jer.oTspyw RTl lhere masn-l anylh.n, mron, an’ lhe E' slaO loof lTrns asf.n, 
mhal ha’ haiiene’ lo hear lhe slory og lhe sieeuh irogessor mho iasse’ oTl mh.pe 
sieaf.n,w

Ww 8B-k ,o.n, lo Tse nakes lhroT,hoTl lh.s doof an’ lhey m.pp never de lhe ierson-s 
aulTap nakew
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Ihey sa.’ lhal he ha’ an aorl.u aneTryskw B ha’ no .’ea mhal .l maswj  B lhoT,hl aneTrysks 
mere .n lhe dra.nw Npp B Tn’ersloo’ .s lhal lhey mere ,o.n, lo ’o sTr,ery on h.s hearlw B 
Tn’ersloo’ lhal .l moTp’ de r.sfyw RTl B apso Tn’ersloo’ lhal me mere adpe lo lapf m.lh 
h.kw B uoTp’n-l .ka,.ne lhal sokeone me uoTp’ uhal m.lh uoTp’ de near ’ealhw

B mas uongTse’w

Jokehom .n lh.s rookV .n a zalhop.u hosi.lapV m.lh a zalhop.u s.sler an’ a uhaipa.n 
slan’.n, .n lhe rookV B en’e’ Ti de.n, lhe one iray.n, gor lhe sTr,eon an’ gor E’ an’ 
gor ky gr.en’w B have no .’ea mhal B sa.’w RTl B rekekder de.n, amare lhal .l mas ky qod 
al lhal kokenl lo oOer .nleruess.on an’ uokgorlw

Ae menl lo lhe ma.l.n, rookw Joke gak.py shome’ Ti gor Eppenw B ka’e sTre lhal lhere 
mas koney gor snaufs s.nue Eppen ha’ncl ealen .n amh.pew Sanuy an’ B menl hokew

E’ ’.’ncl sTrv.ve lhe sTr,eryw Ae menl lo lhe gTnerapV menl lo lhe skapp uoTnlry uekeleryw 
Nl soke io.nlV Eppen uake dauf lo morfw Nn’ lhen B pegl lhal qod an’ slarle’ lo morf as 
a iaslorw

Fosl og lhe kokenls .n ky p.ge are gT““y or gor,ollenw Ihal n.,hl .n ire1oi .s upearw 
B masncl amare og lhe hosi.lap skepps or lhe hosi.lap eLT.ikenlw B masncl amare og ky 
h.slor.u LTeas.ness aroTn’ nee’pesV lhe f.n’ lhal ha’ uaTse’ lhe 'e’ zross lo sayV ”(el 
olher ieoipe ’onale dpoo’) agler B ha’ iasse’ oTl lm.ue goppom.n, dpoo’ ’onal.onw B mas 
uokipelepy gouTse’ on E’ an’ Eppen an’ oOer.n, sTiiorlw

B ’oncl lh.nf lhal B reue.ve’ ky uapp.n, lo k.n.slry or uhaipa.nuy lhal n.,hlw B hear’ no 
vo.uesw RTl Bck irelly sTre lhal B mas ,.ven a lasle og ky gTlTrew

jw Som B fnom lhal .l-s a dTp,e aneTrysk  .n yoTr aorlaV lhe d.,,esl dpoo’ vessep .n lhe 
do’yV uarry.n, dpoo’ grok lhe hearlw Bg .l dTrslsV dpoo’ oms .nlo yoTr uheslw bery 
’an,eroTsw RTl lhe sTr,ery lo reia.r lhe aneTrysk uan de ’an,eroTsV loow



CHAPLAINCY DOESN'T SCALE

EXPECTING A SMALLEU AD IENCE

In addition to reading books and articles and blog posts about chaplaincy and spiritual 
formation, I read about publishing books and writing for social media. In that reading, 
I hear the word “more” often. More readers. More emails. More sales. More pages. I 
sometimes try little things to get more readers, more emails, more sales. I make links from 
my blog to my books. I post stories on Facebook about my email newsletter which is based 
on my blog.

It’s a thing called scaling. We want to scale up production, impact, signivcance, outreach. 
We want to haAe all of whateAer that we can possibly haAe.

Bnd sometimes I feel a little bit of failure when I don’t get more. I’Ae neAer had a Aideo 
go Airal. My audience for a blog post attracted, well, neAermind. jecause I’m falling into 
that :ustivcation and comparison trap.

I think you might fall into the trap of comparison, too. Bctually, I know you do, because 
I’Ae talked with you.

jut here’s a lesson I’m learning in one part of my life that I think has application to many 
parts of my lifeO Chaplaincy doesn’t scale.

-ne day, I had a conAersation with a couple. It was Aery sweet, Aery tearTproAoking. Bll 
three of us knew that some day, ineAitably, something is going to take oAer the patient’s 
brain. Bnd when it does, there is nothing that can be done.

qhe conAersation took time. Bnd energy.

I imagine trying to scale that conAersation, to bring in three or four other people from the 
same hallway facing some of the same things. I imagine going on Facebook liAe with the 
conAersation, I imagine a webinar with this couple, where they tell their story and people 
ask zuestions and I tell them eAerything will be okay.

jut I’m crying as I type these words. jecause the intimacy of that moment would be 
completely destroyed, deAastated, by anyone else in the space. qhere is a holy space created 
when we realiJe that we traAeled, we were carried, we were called for years and miles to 
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be with this person now. -ur liAes, and their liAes, our learning and their suYering, our 
suYering and their learning are coming together in a specivc geography at a specivc time. 
Sothing can scale that moment.

I wrote three words to myself on the notepad I carry. ere. Sow. ou. My friends, a Airal 
audience may be two people, if they are the ones who need your words and silence and 
presence. 1ometimes the biggest impact we can haAe is by being as faithful as we can be 
and as present as we can be with the smallest audience there isO the person in front of us.



FINDING YOUW OVN COIE

LEARNING COMPASSIONATE CREATIVITY WITHIN BOUNDARIES

When I started my training as a chaplain, I struggled with who I should be.

When the training process started, I followed one person for several shifts. He explained 
many parts of the process of being a chaplain. I watched him in conversations with 
patients and stak. I too“ notes on the ways that he too“ notes. I used him as the ”standard 
of chaplaincy.U

Sntil I followed another chaplain for several shifts. ’he did several things dikerently. ’he 
didnAt contradict my trainer, but she put the accent on dikerent words. Her life experience 
gave her dikerent ways of understanding the vocabulary of healthcare. Her commitment 
to the practice of chaplaincy led her to explore dikerent areas.

:nd she gave me a simple piece of advicez ”Watch what the rest of us do, but -nd your 
own voice.U

I reali1ed that there are several constraints as we are discovering our own voice as chapT
lains.2  

Phere are legal requirements. We are bound by privacy laws to not share information with 
anyone who as“s, no matter how much they may beg.9  We are bound to not interfere 
with police investigations of crimes that may include people in our facility. We are bound 

2. Phese constraints probably apply to discovering our voices in many areas, particuT
larly professions. 

2. Phese constraints probably apply to discovering our voices in many areas, particuT
larly professions. 

9. HI6:: is the Health Insurance 6ortability :ct of 2MM' tal“s about individually 
identi-able healthcare information. Jany people have a sense of frustration with 
the way hospitals have to protect information. However, imagine that youOve had a 
diagnosis that could shape how people at a church or in your family or in your place 
of employment would thin“ about you. PhatOs why it matters. 
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by laws about witnessing documents, about informing patients of their rights in speci-c 
situations. :nd we can be called into court in relation to our wor“.

Phere are organizational requirements We do our wor“ within a facility or a group 
of facilities. We are bound by policies for training, for crises, for communication, for 
documentation. Phere are hierarchies that constrain our interactions. :nd these put 
boundaries around things weAd love to say.

Phere are departmental requirements. We are part of chaplaincy or patient care or volunT
teer services. :nd within our departments, we write standard operating procedures which 
govern what we can and cannot do. Phey become scripts which tell us what we can and 
cannot say. 3ecause chaplaincy is often considered a marginally necessary part of some 
healthcare facilities, those re?uirements may seem defensive or arbitrary or even unspirT
itual. 3ut they have formed across time within the organi1ational and legal re?uirements 
and de-ne what it means to be a chaplain at Junicipal Jemorial Hospital.F 

Phere are best practices that come from the generally understood role of chaplaincy, that 
come from our particular faith tradition, that come from our community. Phere are 
cultural norms in our departments that are not part of the rules but de-ne the “inds of 
interactions and vocabulary and actions.

:nd then there is you. :nd me. We have our own experiences and values and personality 
that shape our interactions.

I could have started with us, but IAm not sure thatAs healthy. Phe rest of the constraints 
matter. Phey provide the boundaries and practices that ma“e this into the role called 
”hospital chaplaincyU and not the role called ”social wor“erU or ”baristaU or ”creative 
artistU. :s valuable as each of those other roles may be, they arenAt what we are called to 
do and be.

However, at some point in our wor“, we begin to discover how a chaplain that loo“s 
li“e us can wor“ and spea“. What are the stories that we bring to patients from our own 
experiences  How does your strength as an extrovert allow you to engage with people 
that I, as an introvert, would struggle with  :nd how does my strength as an introvert 
allow me to approach people with a ?uietness that some people need  :fter we learn the 
boundaries and norms, how can we breathe our life into them

Phe process ta“es time. qot everyone is built for chaplaincy, whether paid or voluntary. 
’ome people are never comfortable in a hospital. 3ut when we learn the constraints well 
enough to be creative within them rather than in spite of them, we can begin to spea“ to 
patients, families, and cowor“ers with our uni?ue voice that harmoni1es well. or their 
sa“e.

F. Br whatever the name of your hospital is. 



II. WHAT DOES IT MEAN TO BE A CHAPLAIN?

When I tell people I’m a hospital chaplain, they say, “Who do you talk to–everyone or just 
the people who call you?” Or they tell me stories of the one time that a chaplain helped 
them or that no chaplain came. Or they assume I’m a volunteer or that I’m an evangelist 
or that I’m a priest.

And so I start to explain what we do and who we are.

Like this.



CHAPLAINS AND PASTORS

DIFFERENT APPOCAHSEU TC UPIRITLA  HARE

After 15 years as a pastor, I became a hospital chaplain, As is true for many others of the 
chaplains who have made that transition, I had to learn a dikerent way of worgin. with 
peoplex

A pastor often has the lu’ury and the challen.e of worgin. with people in a variety of 
settin.s, across lon. spans of timex As a pastor, across several years IMve had the privile.e 
of hours of conversation with several family membersx IMve done funerals for people that 
IMve gnown for nearly three decadesx IMve done weddin.s for the children of people I gnew 
in colle.ex A pastor deals with moments across lifetimesx

In contrast, a chaplain deals with lifetimes in momentsx Ey contact with a family may be 
for two hours, from the time a loved one arrives in the RO until they are moved to a roomx 
-r from the time the patientMs heart stops until I walg the family out of the hospitalx And 
while these may be some of the most intimate and heartCwrenchin. moments in a family, 
I am only there for the momentx I donMt gnow how the story startedx I wonMt gnow how 
the story .oes onx

“haplains worg in shiftsx -ur .oal is to provide patients and families with ”continuity of 
carejx -ne chaplain meets the person who Tust had an accidentx (he ne’t chaplain may 
worg with the family who arrived from out of townx (he ne’t chaplain may pray with the 
si.ni)cant other before the sur.eryx All the way throu.h, we are passin. on information 
so that there is someone who can carex

In contrast, pastors are the continuity of carex A pastor can learn the familyMs connections 
and names and stru..lesx A pastor can listen to the stories as they are passed from one 
.eneration to another Sand can even become part of those storiesxP A pastor remembers 
the late ni.ht conversation about dru. use and then the process of reconciliation and then 
the celebration after the healin.x

“haplains seldom teach and seldom preachx Bo seldom, in fact, that it feels odd when we 
are leadin. an interdenominational chapel servicex Fastors have teachin. and preachin. as 
a core responsibilityx
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Fastors defend a particular Docgx(here is a responsibility to be compassionately clear 
about a set of teachin.sx “haplains care for sheep from many Docgsx Ke may connect a 
patient with spiritual care from a very dikerent teachin. from our own, and then pray 
with a patient who is from the .roup we .rew up inx

-ur roles as chaplains and pastors are very dikerentx And yet, often our callin.s are similarx

Yoth chaplains and pastors are, or can be, involved in what Ru.ene Feterson calls :the cure 
of soulsx:1  (he soul is, for Feterson, :the essence of the human personalityx: (he cure 
of souls, he says, is :the BcriptureCdirected, prayerCshaped care that is devoted to persons 
sin.ly or in .roups, in settin.s sacred and profanex:

Khen Feterson is writin. about the cure of souls, he is doin. it in a boog that contrasts 
pastoral care with ”runnin. the churchxj (he one is about souls, the other is about 
buildin.s and pro.ramsx And althou.h chaplaincy isnMt about speci)c communities of 
faith, there can be a temptation to become focused on tasgs and deadlines and e9cienciesx

(o resist all that, Feterson talgs about the care of souls in terms of initiative, lan.ua.e, and 
problemsx At our best, we are assumin. that 2od is already at worg and we are Toinin. that 
worg in processx At our best, Feterson says, :(he primary lan.ua.e of the cure of souls is 
conversation and prayerx:8  At our best, we are not seein. people as problems to be solved, 
but as mysteries to be listened to, valued, lovedx

7one well, our worg as chaplains and pastors is dikerentx Yut done well, people will gnow 
they are lovedx

1x Ru.ene Fetersonx (he “ontemplative Fastorx 2rand Oapids  Rerdmans, 1 , 5 x

8x Feterson, “ontemplative, 5



A PRACTICING CHAPLAIN

HOW IS PRACTICING CHAPLAINCY LIKE PRACTICING MEDICINE?

I have a couple of good friends who are physicians. And who have patience with me. So I 
sent them an email one night:

“What does it mean to you to have a medical practice or to practice medicine? Not the 
Google answer, yours.”

Something I had been reading made me wonder about the phrase “practicing chaplaincy”. 
Used, I mean, in the way we talk about practicing medicine or practicing law. Before I 
reTected too far, I wanted to hear from people who used those words.

“'o have a medical practice and to practice medicine means that I have an opportunity to 
care for peoplexs medical, emotional, physical, and spiritual needs, applying the knowledge 
of the science of medicine, the e-perience gained over thirty1three years since graduation 
from medical school, and my understanding of peoplexs need for a relationship with God, 
to each novel encounter with patients.”(   

“'he practice of medicine is the constant re)nement and honing, development and 
improvement of the things a physician was trained to do. I suspect it 2like lawE is an 
acknowledgment that medicine can never be mastered, so it must be practiced.”q 

'heir de)nitions were helpful. In each case, there is a professional component. 'here are 
standards and e-pectations and best practices and competencies. 'hough it is possible to 
be humble about it, there is an assumed mastery of a set of skills and practices.

But also, in each case, there is the sense of practice as repetition, as preparation. ’ach 
interaction between a patient and a physician has uniRueness, nuance, individuation. 'he 
whole life of the person and the personLs lineage and the personLs environment can shape 
the physical and mental health.

(. Fichard 'oupin.

q. Oee Warren.
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I used to believe that medicine was science. Now I believe that itLs as much an art, pursued 
in a scienti)c way.

When I think of chaplaincy, there is a professional component. 'here are standards 
for all healthcare professionals. 'here are best practices in how we do our work, how 
we approach conversations. 'here are even professional associations willing to bring 
professional structure to chaplaincy.

But there is also the sense of practice as repetition, as preparation. ’ach interaction has 
uniRueness, reTecting the diversity of being created in the image of God. 'here is always a 
call to listen, to hear, to discern. Kur interactions have much in common with each other, 
and each are special.

'here is another commonality between medicine and chaplaincy as practices. When it 
comes to medicine, almost all of us humans think we are capable of practicing medicine 
on our selves and loved ones. We are adept at ignoring what physicians say, thinking we 
know ourselves better than any e-pert. Kr we try to )gure out our health on our own, 
researching on the internet, e-perimenting.

'he same thing happens in spiritual health, in spiritual well1being. any humans hesitate 
to listen to e-perts. We search on the internet for spiritual wisdom. We pick and choose 
who to listen to, what to follow, how to believe.

So what would it mean to practice chaplaincy? Kn one hand, it calls us to acknowledge 
that there is an e-pertise we have as we walk into patient rooms, consult rooms, and 
chapels. We may be humble servants of God, but even humble servants have competencies 
that are needed. Kn the other hand, it calls us to be learning, to )nd in each interac1
tion the ways our understanding of God, ourselves, and each other can grow.

We cannot coast. We cannot Ruit.



10 REASONS I NEED TO BE A CHAPLAIN

THE VALUE OF NOT BEING IN CHA.GE

In 2016, I moved away from being a manager of things and leader of people at churches. 
One of the things I moved toward was being a hospital chaplain. Now I spend about three 
days a week as a chaplain and the rest of my time on a mix of writing, teaching, coaching, 
and consulting.

The chaplain part is diFerent from the rest. Aor a whole shift, I am at the mercy and the 
service of health and safety of our region. Wccidents, strokes, heart attacks, drug overdoses, 
and many other events inside and outside bodies show up at our place. ’e donzt cause 
them, but we get to respond to them.

Wnd I reali:ed one day that I need that sense of being out of control of agendas and plans 
and goals. Instead of being in control, I need these 10 thingsP

I need to wrestle with hard questions face to face. qeople in pain and chronic 
uncertainty ask important honest 'uestions. The 'uestions arenzt hypothetical. Wnd the 
pain in the eyes of the people doesn“t let me lean back in a chair and sip coFee and say, 
”On one hand, this may be true. On the other hand, that may be.B

I need to see death. %ecause the death rate is lingering at 100H, I need to be reminded 
that it isnzt a theory. %reathing stops. 8earts stop. That makes conversations about where 
the coFee maker should be located seem a little less important.

I need to learn short sentences. I think in paragraphs. qaragraphs are hard to sustain 
when the person in the bed canzt think in abstractions because their pain is at an M out of 
10. Izm forced to learn to speak concretely and concisely.

I need to do something that cannot scale. 9uch of my life leans toward increasing 
impact and audience. The conversations with a person on his fourth heart attack or with 
the 3-EyearEold woman who is afraid that the presence of a chaplain means that shezs about 
to die demand immediacy and presence. Wnd these conversations cannot be recorded to 
sell or to listen to later.
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I need to learn that listening is okay. qeople often come to me for answers. %ut the 
other day a patient said, ”I donzt need prayer. I need you to hold my hand.B ome days 
the best work I can do is to say almost nothing out loud.

I need to learn to take care of myself to care for others. I have never learned well the 
lesson of stopping in ministry. I have always kept moving, kept thinking, kept doing. Wnd 
then one day in one eightEhourEshift, four people died within - hours. I had to meet with 
all of the families, work with all of the staF, complete all of the paperwork. The next day 
I couldnzt think. Wnd I discovered that I must leave time and space for my heart to catch 
up with my body.

I need to feel helpless. ome days I stand and watch people die. ome days I sit and listen 
to stories of pervasive cancer. ome evenings I hear stories of people repeatedly ignoring 
the medical advice that would make them healthier. Wnd I cannot do anything to x 
anyone. Thatzs good for me. It reminds me that most things are out of my hands.

I need to learn to be practically helpful. OFering people water. 8olding open doors. 
Ainding the simplest way to give directions. (nowing who to call for which 'uestion. 

ometimes people need simple things.

I need to learn to be a small part of a big team. I often try to gure things out myself. 
%ut in an RY room, I have a very small, very speci c role that needs to be done seamlessly. 
Kearning to focus on a piece of my craft is challenging.

I need to say thank you. In our hospital culture, every interaction between coworkers is 
punctuated with ”thank you.B Rvery one. 9any people are much better than I am at this 
practice. Wnd yet it is a fundamentally spiritual practice. o Izm learning.



WALKING DOWN THE HALL WITH A PRIEST.

I talked to our priest chaplain. “Father, I have a problem.”

He turned and smiled.

“How do Catholics know when I’m done praying for them.”

I don’t always inTict prayer on people. Ohat’s how I describe it. qther chaplains are Suick 
to o(er to pray for people. I’m comfortable with them being comfortable. I tend to wait, 
to listen, to o(er presence, to o(er co(ee. I look for clues. I look in the chart where there 
might be a reference to religious connections. I ask sometimes if people are part of a 
congregation.

)ometimes my instincts and observation Aand the electronic medical recordM indicate that 
a patient is Catholic. Vnd I start to think through what the best support is that I can o(er 
them.

I’m not a novice in Catholic conversations. -y best friend in grade school was Catholic. 
-y dissertation research took me deep into the documents of the )econd Uatican CounW
cil. -y academic career took me to a Catholic xniversity for a few years as an adminisW
trator.

‘hen I started as a chaplain, I was comfortable asking patients and families who I knew 
were Catholic if they would like a prayer. I told them that our priest chaplain and I had 
prayed for each other’s patients. Ohey always smiled. Ohey bowed solemnly. I prayed. I 
often noticed some tears.

Vnd nothing happened

I don’t mean that I was eLpecting miracles and trumpets and angels. I mean that the 
patient or family members didn’t move, didn’t look up. I wondered if I needed to say, 
“Vmen” louder.

Hence my Suestion.

“)ay, BOhrough Christ our Eord,’” my friend priest chaplain said. “Ohat’s what they are 
used to.”
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I wrote that down on my clipboard, the one I carry with me into every room, every 
time. It’s there with the 3Jrd 1salm, the coroner’s number, and other things I want to 
remember. It wasn’t as if I had to make a big +ump from the “In ?esus name” ending I 
learned as a child. Rut I wanted to get it right.

Vnd it worked. Ohe neLt time I prayed for a Catholic patient, I ended with “Ohrough 
Christ our Eord. Vmen.” V couple family members crossed themselves AgenuTectedM and 
everyone looked up and thanked me for coming.

DDD

qne night, we didn’t know whether or not a patient was Catholic. Ohe message from the 
nurse was confusing, the patient’s condition was worsening, and we wanted to provide 
the appropriate care, spiritual and emotional. -y priest friend chaplain was already in 
the building and so we talked.

“‘e’ll both go,” he said. “If she’s Catholic, I’ll stay. If she’s not, you stay. Vnd I’ll pray as 
I’m walking back down the hallway.”

Vs we walked through the Intensive Care xnit, sideWbyWside, purposeful, chatting, I 
smiled. I felt like some kind of 2odWsSuad, ready to cover the patient with the blessing 
of 2od in terrifying moments. ‘e approached the nurse as the soundtrack faded. )he 
stepped in and asked the family members. )he came back out.

“Pot Catholic.”

I can’t remember whether or not we zstWbumped, my friend who is a priest and a chaplain 
and I. I think it was more of a nod and a smile.

“I’ll pray,” he said as he walked away.

“Ohanks,” I said as I walked into a room with a dying patient.

DDD

‘hy does it matter so much to me to get it right with Catholic patients' to pray when I 
can, to get a priest as soon as possible when they ask for one, or when they cannot'

It’s because I do not despise the sacraments.

Ohat’s a strange way to say it, I know. I’m guessing that no chaplain would say that they 
despise the symbolism of a patient. Rut for my brothers and sisters who are Catholic, the 
wine and bread are the very body of Christ. Ohe oil of anointing at the time of grave illness 
is the fragrance of the Holy )pirit, the obedience to the words of ?ames, the brother of 
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?esus to call for the elders and anoint the sick with oil.j  Ohe confession of sins is right 
there in ?ames with the anointing.

For some, the body and blood and oil and words are magic formulas. Rut for some, they 
are the very presence of 2od. It’s possible, of course, that the grace is not in the elements 
but in the one who carries them in, who carries the presence of 2od as a person to a person. 
It’s not up to me know know which patient correctly understands their own theology. In 
moments of eLtreme pain, eLtreme anLiety, approaching death, most of us don’t correctly 
understand our theology. Rut it is an opportunity to serve them well.

DDD

5emitri was dying. His friend knew it. Vnd his friend Ydwin knew, as we did not, that 
5emitri had been bapti ed as a Catholic as a baby.

Ydwin and 5imitri had known each other siL decades ago, had connected again a couple 
decades ago. Ydwin knew that 5imitri had no one that would still talk to him, mostly 
eLcept Ydwin. Vnd now me.

I talked with 5imitri a little, though he was a hard person to talk with. Roth his mind and 
his body were failing him. I did ask if he wanted a priest. He agreed. I prayed A“through 
Christ our Eord”M, thanked the nurse, and went to call our priest.

He came, talked as best he could, anointed 5imitri in the name of Father, )on, and )pirit.

V couple days later, his nurse paged us. “He’s not doing well. ‘e’ll be removing the 
breathing support. ‘ould you come and pray with him'”

5imitri was not doing well. His eyes wandered and then shut. His body systems were not 
working, even with the best support. I decided to sit with him. I prayed. I held his arm. 
‘e waited for the neLt steps.

Vnd then I remembered that 5imitri, wherever he had been, however relationships had 
been broken, whatever had happened, had grown up Catholic.

“5imitri,” I said. “5o you remember the qur Father'”

He nodded.

“‘ould you like to pray with me'”

He nodded.

“qur Father,” I said. I watched his lips moving through the plastic of the Ri1V1 mask.

j. It s in ?ames .
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“‘ho art in heaven, hallowed be Ohy name.” I watched his lips moving.

I think that he stopped following shortly after trespasses. Vt least his lips stopped moving 
as much. I znished. Vnd sat with him awhile longer.

It was his last spoken prayer, said in the waning moments of consciousness. It was a 
moment of remembering what I often say, that ?esus gave us training wheels for our prayer 
when we are unable to znd the words ourselves. Vnd it was a moment of sharing spiritual 
care with my brother priest. ‘e cared for him to the end, in the name of the Father and 
of the )on and of the Holy )pirit.

Vmen.



III. REALLY PRACTICAL HELP

WHAT ARE THE THINGS TO SAY AND DO



HOW TO BE A GREAT GUIDE

HELPING PEOPLE FIND THEIW AYU O T

I often walk people from an Emergency Department room to the Heart Catheterization 
Lab waiting area. The shortest route is the back way, the coworker route. But when they 
are done and have to Snd their car, they will be lost. ’o hereOs how I help them.

Frient them to outside. Fn one side of our building is an interstate highway. I always use 
that as a directional anchor.

Wind the buildingOs main hall. -hen we cross it, I stop our whole group in the middle of 
the hall and point it out.

Connect them to where their car is. I ask where they parked when they came to Emer
gency. I use that as the basis for my directions.

Tell them where food is. In our case, the main dining room is on the main hall. But 
wherever it is, mentioning the location is a way to remind them that they need to eat.

’hut up. They donOt need a tour of the building. They need to get back to their car.



HOLDING HANDS

THE VALUE OF HUMAN TOUCH

A patient was laying in a hospital bed. The people who can see inside bodies had said that 
what was inside her body wasn’t good. The people who want to ugmre omt how to kafe 
things better had mnderstood that things were only going to get worse.

And so ,akily kekbers and physicianE pastors and a ,riendE were standing in a circle 
aromnd her bed.

v“eryone was deeply concerned. v“eryone was ”trying to processIE a phrase we mse as i, 
sokehow omr kinds and hearts are kachines that can tafe in phrases life ”yom lifely 
womldn’t smr“i“e the smrgeryI and ”withomt it yom ha“e days at bestI and can prodmce 
little bricfs called ”mnderstandingI and ”acceptanceI that we can mse to bmild sokething.

G prayed. G asfed xod ,or the peace that he can ozer ms in sitmations where it kafes no 
sense to ha“e peace. G asfed xod ,or comrage and strength. G asfed xodE as G o,ten doE to 
gi“e the kedical staz wisdok that goes beyond their training. G asfed ,or that sake find 
o, wisdok ,or the patient and ,or her ,akily.

G stood neNt to her a,ter we had asfed xod ,or wisdok becamse we had none. G loofed at 
all these ,aces who cared. And G loofed down at the patient.

G realiSed that no one was holding her hand.

G saidE ”Bo one is holding her hand.I And G asfed her asfed i, G comld hold her right hand.

Fhe nodded weafly. Fhe skiled. ”Foketikes people are a,raid to tomch people who are 
sicfEI she saidE ozering ms an eNcmse.

Fhe’s right. And tomch can be inappropriate. Omt a person who is dyingE who is clinging 
to breath and eNhamsted ,rok wrestling with mncertainty and ,earE kay want a hand to 
hold.

Oe,ore yom start holding hands whene“er yom walf into a hospital rookE howe“erE notice 
sokething else in that story. G didn’t notice the mnheld hand mntil ”A,ter we had asfed 
xod ,or wisdok.I
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akes tells ms to asf ,or wisdok and belie“e that we will recei“e it. Ke o,ten thinf that 
kmst be abomt big thingsE abomt careers and partners and transcontinental relocations. 
Omt soketikes it’s as sikple as noticing what we didn’t notice be,ore. Oecamse at that 
kokentE in that rookE with that personE holding a hand was the wisest neNt thing to do.



BRINGING PEACE TO HOSPITAL VISITS

A QUICK GUIDE FOH SOPTILAV .IPILP

Every pastor, every small group leader, every shepherd has to make at least one hospital 
call. It’s part of what it means to care for people and to care about people.

Here’s a quick guide to help you through those visits.

PRAY

As you are standing outside that hospital room door, you need to remember that God is 
already on the inside. It’s not like you have to take Him in your pocket. It’s more like 
those times when you walk into a brand new audience and you discover your best friend 
has shown up to surprise you. So before you walk in, ask God what He’s doing in this 
situation. What conversations has he already started? What questions does he have for 
you to ask to start the conversation? Is there anything he wants you be aware of?

ENTER

Knock and walk in. Introduce yourself to anyone you don’t know. Tell the person who 
you are, even if they seem to be asleep or unconscious. You don’t know how much they 
can hear. Ask, “How is it going?” and then wait.

ASSESS

While they are answering, pay attention. Your job isn’t to be a doctor, but to be a shepherd. 
Provide spiritual counsel, NOT medical counsel. Before you rush to oDer advice, Lnd out 
what’s happening. Is the patient awake? Is the family in conversation? Who else is in the 
room? xo you know everyone? Is there any tension in the room? Is it from you or from 
the situation? Cisten to what people say. Cisten for answers to the prayer you just prayed. 
Be patient if the person you are visiting can’t talk very well. With some head injuries, 
for eFample, it takes time to form words. xon’t be quick to Lll in words or assume you 
understand.

UARE

Based on what you are hearing from God and others, provide care at a pace that matches 
what the person can process. ODer your ears. Wait for answers. ODer your eye contact. 
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Cook at the patient, not the technology. ODer your presence. Being quiet is often helpful. 
ODer your prayer. “Is it okay if I pray?” “What would you like me to ask for?” xon’t 
lie. There is no such thing as minor surgery. Provide Biblical aVrmation in keeping with 
where their questions are. AVrm their questions. Resist scolding their doubts. Remind 
family members of the importance of rest, food, and getting out of the room.

EMIT

Ask what kind of followzup would be helpful 2Jisit again? Uall when they get home? 
Inform some other person or group?9. Jerify who you can talk with about the visit and 
what is permissible to say 2and keep your word9. Ceave the room sooner rather than later.

Wash your hands immediately. 3ake notes to follow up however you need.

Respect the privacy of what was shared. xon’t make diagnostic statements when you 
report on the visit. “She’ll be Lne. She looks awful.”

WHAT TO ASK GOx

Pray for the peace that passes understanding. Pray for the wisdom that God is willing to 
give. Pray for healing, with honest understanding of the situation. Pray for discernment 
for the medical staD.

WHAT NOT TO WORRY ABO)T

xon’t worry about knowing all the answers. xon’t worry about remembering all the Bible 
verses. xon’t worry about being grossed out. xon’t worry about having to defend God. 
xon’t worry about crying. Remember that you are a human being visiting with other 
human beings who need to know that they are known and remembered.

One simple step to having lasting impact.

Want a key role in preventing the spread of infection in hospitals? Saniti0e your hands.

Seriously.

Saniti0e your hands on the way into a room. That will protect the patient and family from 
the infections that are present in the rest of the hospital.

Saniti0e your hands on the way out of a room. That will protect the rest of the world from 
the infections present in the patient’s room.

It’s not just because we move from room to room. It’s because our behavior can remind 
other people to saniti0e their hands. It’s because hand saniti0ing gives families a way to get 
involved in care. 2“I wish I could do something.” “Every time you walk in the room. Every 
time you walk out, saniti0e your hands.”9
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It’s because we care about having the right kind of impact.



FRAGILE TREASURES

A WAY TO SEE THE PEOPLE IN CHAOS

One night I responded to a call to the Emergency Department for what we call a "fetal 
demise". This means that a baby has died before birth. When we respond, we have a 
conversation with the mother about how she wants to handle the remains of her baby, 
particularly if the pregnancy is less than 20 weeks.1  

These are diFcult times for everyone. 'or the mother, for the family, and also for the sta . 
Including the chaplain.

This night, I talked to the patientAs nurse, discovered who was in the room, understood 
some of the patientAs state of mind. I walked into theShospital room. Ms far as I knew, the 
patient had lost a baby. I began to talk to her as if that was true. zhe asked me to leave 
because she didnAt want the negativity. zhe asked for more tests. zhe was right.

The baby was still alive.

I thought about that story while listening to Donald xiller talk with two brothers who 
own a restaurant in zeattle.2   

The restaurant is known for ama“ing customer service. Trying to e”plain why they are so 
good, one of the brothers said, :Our customers walk in the door with a fragile treasure 
and ask us to take care of it. They want to know that it is safe to let us hold it.C

The :fragile treasuresC they described were special events6 a Brst date, or a last meal with 
a dying parent, or another :the only time this will happenC opportunity. They want to 
make sure that this moment, this dining e”perience, is treated carefully and thoughtfully 
and well.

1. zee /hapter 2- for more details about how to help in a fetal demise

2. xark and 8rian /anlis, interviewed by Donald xiller. http6[[buildingastorybran
d.com[episodeJN[. Mccessed 201N.01.1N.3
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Ms I was running and listening to their conversation, I thought about what happened in 
the hospital room that night. Waiting for me in the E– wasnHt a patient with a problem 
that needed a solution. There was a mom who was being told by her body that her child 
was at risk. I walked into the room, not thinking about the fragile treasure of her child 
and her dreams and her fears. I was focused on the conversations IHm compelled by law to 
have. I was so caught up in my own fears of making a mistake, that I made a mistake.

What I understood too late that night, what I know better now, is that when I walk into 
a room, I have the opportunity to start at a personHs point of fear and uncertainty about 
the fragile treasure they brought with them to the hospital.

Even more than people going to a restaurant, the people who come to our hospitals are 
here with fragile treasures. They hope that this trip to the E– will make possible a future 
together, even as they fear it wonHt. They hope that the I  will add enough life to the 
veins so that the walk up the aisle at the wedding wonHt be lonely, that the /hristmas tree 
will have people around it, that ne”t year might happen in Rerusalem. They are looking at 
the swirl of sta  in the E– room as lifeJthreatening chaos that will crush their hopes, not 
knowing that all those people are o ering the one bit of diagnostic and treatment hope 
there is.

We talk about customer service a bit in hospitals. Mnd itHs acceptable language. 8ut I want 
to start thinking about the fragile treasure in the heart of the mother, the spouse, the child. 
When I see a wife sitting ne”t to her husband of -0 years, I want to remember the fragile 
treasure she is clinging to more than the interaction I will have to record in my charting.

xy spiritual mentor talked about treasure about looking for it, and Bnding it, and storing 
it up in heaven. e was known for seeing into hearts, into the fears and hopes that people 
had. When he debated rules, it was with the ruleJenforcers, not with the ordinary people 
who wanted life.

That makes sense to me. I hope I remember it the ne”t time IHve heard a family receive a 
doctorHs diagnosis. IHll start my treatment with the heart holding the fragile treasure.



A WORKING LIST FOE LIFD AFTDE A CIFFIU.LT 
CIAGNOSIS

When you receive a hard diagnosis with a likelihood of death, people are glad to tell 
you what do to. They do it with intense certainty: “Do this treatment. Try this tool. Be 
courageous. Be strong.”

And they do it with the best of intentions and the most anecdotal of data. “This worked 
for my uncle, it will certainly work for everyone. After all, what do researchers know?”

But many of us don’t need more obligation. We’ve never been through this before and 
what we really need is to know the areas to consider.

We could use a working list.

So, with humility, I’d like to suggest a list of areas you can consider in the middle of all the 
chaos and uncertainty.

I will confess, I don’t believe in jinxing. If you talk about something, that conversation 
won’t make it happen. And, I will confess, I do believe in God, though I also believe that 
belief often makes people more strident than they are helpful.

So here are some things to consider working on, at your own pace and with your own 
situation.

Work on the diagnosis and treatment.

Ask for clarity about the diagnosis. Ask for all the treatment options. Ask for percentages 
and numbers (“Is this a study of one person or 5,000?”) Ask about side eqects, particularly 
in light of what matters most to you (“Will my body get better but my brain get worse?”) 
And ask the Juestions of people who have done research and reOection.

It helps, though it’s hard, to be more diligent than desperate. And to build allies more 
than adversaries.

Work on the support system.
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Who will take care of the person who is ill? Who will take care of the caregivers? Who will 
take care of those taking care? This includes shoveling and mowing and rides, but this is 
also emotional care. And being willing to ask for help early can mean that your emotional 
and physical and Fnancial resources last a little longer.

Work on the living.

I am often involved in conversations with people planning for diEcult times by asking, 
“What’s a good day?” Ynowing the answer to that Juestion and then working to have 
as many of those as possible is lifeCgiving. This probably includes learning to not make 
the diagnosis the center of every conversation. It also includes not excluding the diagnosis 
from every conversation. It also includes having pointless conversations about things we 
love. This is also a good time for conversations about faith Juestions a person may be 
themselves asking.

Work on the details.

If we have been meaning to get around to the insurance, the passwords, and the paperC
work, now is a good time. Pinishing what needs to be Fnished, getting rid of what doesn’t 
is always a healthy thing to do. Rstablishing power of attorney, health care representatives, 
insurance and retirement fund beneFciaries are all part of the details.

Work on the remembering.

Uou know how you always wanted to drink coqee and talk with someone about what 
they learned while growing up? 4ow is the perfect time to make time. Tell stories, label 
pictures, Fnd out about the weird uncle that no one talks about. It can be fun and 
interesting and clarifying and relaxing and restorative.

Work on the dying.

Por many of us, at some point someone will have to make healthcare decisions for us. 
What do you want to be true about the decisions in treatment, in the short term, and in 
the long term. This include speciFc interventions like a ventilator, other treatments like 
chemo, still other contexts like hospice. Informed conversations about these hard topics 
are helpful. The Lonversation +roject has material you can use on your own.

Not just for sick people

True confession. In the past year I’ve been working on most of these. We’ve been doing 
some traveling. I’ve been taking care of paperwork. I’m trying to attend to people. 4ot 
because there is a diagnosis other than being human. I think I’m healthy. But after 
watching the chaos before and after expected and unexpected death for a couple hundred 
families in the last few years, I want to remove as much uncertainty as possible for my 
loved ones while I can.
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A helpful book for some of these topics is 0  Ways to Pind eaning in Suqering. +atrick 
1iecke looks at things to say and do while walking through these tough situations. But 
the time to look at his book is early in a terminal process, not late.



III. WHAT KINDS OF TASKS DOES A CHAPLAIN DO?



PAPEWORK

KEEPING RECORDS IS MAINTAINING CARE

Chaplains take care of paperwork.

When someone arrives at the hospital without a name, we help dnA their name. bnA 
dll out the paperwork to Aocument it. When someone arrives unconscious anA their 
valuayles neeA to ye secureA, we inventorg the yelonxinxs anA take them to the securitg 
lockup. bnA dll out the paperwork. When someone is interesteA in aAvanceA Airectives, 
like the appointment of a health care representative, we e-plain the forms. bnA dll out the 
paperwork. When someone Aies, we dll out the paperwork. When we visit with a patient 
or familg, we make a note of it on the clipyoarA we carrg.

bnA then, after all those conversations anA interactions, we dll out the electronic paperI
work in two places. ’t can take a lonx time. ’Bve haA eixhtIhour shifts where ’Bve spent 
more than two hours on paperwork.

’f gou are unwillinx to dll out paperwork, AonBt yecome a hospital chaplain.

“ut ’ AonBt see it as paperwork. ’ see it as one wag we proviAe continuitg of care.

”Continuitg of careN is a healthcare phrase. ’t means that a person xets consistent healthI
care across time. ’t useA to mean that there was one person who knew gou anA gour familg 
anA evergthinx that was rixht anA wronx with gou. jow there isnBt Tust one person. Ehere 
are primarg care phgsicians anA specialists. Ehere are o2ces anA clinics anA hospitals. bnA 
so, evergone in healthcare keeps recorAs on interactions with patients. Conversations, 
Aiaxnoses, prescriptions, tests, vital sixns. 4vergthinx is noteA so that angone involveA in 
care for that patient AoesnBt have to start over with everg contact.

bnA itBs not Tust on the meAical siAe of health care. Ehere can ye mang chaplains, too. 
bt one of our hospitals, we have 8:/ hours of coveraxe everg week7 a chaplain 8:51, an 
aAAitional one Aurinx the Aag, anA another workinx with palliative care. bt another, we 
have :8.O hours in person anA J8O.O on call. Eo proviAe care for all this time, chaplains 
take turns. Sne chaplain mag visit a patient when he or she arrives, another mag visit in the 
miAAle of the nixht, a thirA mag ye present when a ventilator is removeA, anA a fourth mag 
ye there after a Aeath. Ehe wag we make sure we are proviAinx consistent conversations 
anA care is paperwork.
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’n mg previous work as a pastor, ’ coulA have conversations with the same familg for gears. 
’ coulA proviAe the continuitg mgself. jow, for the sake of our patients, ’ work with 
colleaxues to xive that care. ’ take careful notes. ’ Aocument the conversations anA the 
Aecisions anA the concerns. ’ pass on what will help the ne-t person serve well.

ometimes it feels like a paper trail. “ut mostlg it feels like a life line.



THE POCSEFF RCO NEFPCDIGDW AHED PUWEI RCO U 
TNUM U 

A LITUGYF ONG EDAG HDAT  AEH LIOD

Sometimes, in the middle of the night, a chaplain works hard to stay alert. You don’t count 
sheep. Or blessings. You review. How much of how many procedures can I remember at 
once?

+++

The process for responding when paged for a trauma.

Go. As fast as you can. As directly as you can. Pausing only if you are with a family walking 
through a death. And even then, tell someone.

Show up. Look for fragile treasure holders, the people who are carrying hopes and dreams 
and memories and are afraid of what will happen to them.

  Which could be the patient.

  Or the spouse.

  Or the parents.

  Or the family and friends.

  Or the EMTs who saw the scene and the hopelessness and now see the shiny 
hospital suite and help.

  Or everyone else in the room as they are struggling to make a pulse show up.

You can recognize them by the shaking knees, the trembling hands, the tears, the fear, the 
anxious anger. Listen for “What are they doing in there?” or “This wasn’t what we were 
going to do tonight.”

Look for names. For the name of the patient, for the name of the family, for the names of 
the coworkers around you. Learn them. One new name every time you gather here. Every 
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time. Be the outgoing one. Because every interaction builds the connection you need for 
the next time.

Call someone who isn’t there. A family member at home who has no idea where this 
brother is. The spouse who is on the road, miles behind the helicopter.

But treat this call as a life-or-death moment of communication for the person on the other 
end. The peace or fear you oKer can shape the next few minutes of that person’s life.

As you are preparing for the call, research what to say and what to be silent about. :now 
the facts from the people providing care. Practice what to say, so you aren’t struggling for 
the words at the beginning of the call. And then say it  “This is Jon. I’m a support staK 
member.” Because no one will ever hear your words if you start with “I’m a chaplain.”

Look for belongings, for valuables, for things that need to be locked up. Put on gloves 
because of the blood. Pick up even the clothing that was cut oK, especially when you are 
getting it for a mom. Then, do the inventory as dispassionately as possible, knowing that 
the credit card has greater cash value, but the photo is priceless.

OKer to pray, if that seems appropriate. But pray anyway, in your heart.

Stop by later. When the moment of crisis has passed, and the plan of care has started, 
and the room is almost empty, stop by. Because of the person at the center of a web of 
electronic leads, plastic tubes, wispy prayers, and fragile hopes. Because of the person 
sitting in the chair by the bed, wondering.

+++

I’ve tried to create checklists for my work, but they never work. Because there is a poetry 
about our work, a liturgy of the chaplaincy. You practice it until it works its way into your 
soul and speech. And then you love it out.



SOME THINGS WORDS CAN'T CHANGE

LEARNING THE WORK OF WORDS IN COMFO T

“Some things words can’t change.”

The seasoned pastor stood at the edge of the eating area. The tables were full of people 
processing their grief with fried chicken and green beans almondine and fruit pie. Stories 
were laid on the tables with dinner rolls, and the salad was dressed lightly with the oil of 
hesitant laughter.The death had been di-cult, the funeral as graceABlled as was possible. 
vnd now it was time to breathe a bit.

“Some things words can’t change. Iut words are all we haqe. So we keep doing what we 
can.”

W’qe struggled often with the inadexuacy of words in painful moments. ?e don’t want to 
say the wrong thing, the cliche, the xuick misapplication of the Iiblical sentence, out of 
conteNt, out of tune. Some people haqe no fear of that, of course. They are xuick to speak 
without thinking.

Ietween these eNtremes of silence and blather, there may be a place for painstaking, 
painAacknowledging, painAabsorbing words. ?ords that don’t BN anything, but proqide 
stepping stones in the deep, turbulent streams of grief. v funeral can be xuiet, but it can’t 
be silent. “?hat do we do nowJ” cannot be left unanswered, no matter how inadexuate 
the qery best answer feels.

So there is a place for seasoned wordAworkers, as careful of the Bne grain of a grieqing 
widow as a cabinetmaker working with rare wood. They are wise enough to know that 
wellAenough often cannot be left alone, that comfort, howeqer unfulBlling to the gaping 
hole in the heart, does help time pass.

“vnd presence. Oeqer underestimate the qalue of presence.”

The wordAworker had spent time with the family in pain, knew the nowAmissing person. 
?hen he o4ered words they carried the weight of hours, of relationship. vnd with that, 
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the truth is clearer.G 

G. Meep thanks to Iill Cepley who spoke these words at 0rabill issionary hurch in 
L GD. 

G. Meep thanks to Iill Cepley who spoke these words at 0rabill issionary hurch in 
L GD. 



WHEN A PATIENT REALLY NEEDS A CHAPLAIN.
SPIRITUAL CONSULT

The patient had requested a “spiritual consult”. We never know exactly what that means. 
We always go.

This time it meant that the patient just wanted to talk a little. About her life, about faith. 
There was nothing pressing, it seemed. And I thought about wrapping it up in our polite 
“It was nice to meet you” way. But something prompted me to stay.

Even when the heart doc stopped by, I stayed. Rather than walking in, he stuck his head 
in. He gave her a brief update about what he wasn’t going to do in the next day. He seemed 
anxious to let me have my time, as anxious as I usually am to let families have doctor time.

Often when I walk into a room, I’m stopping by unrequested. I’m following up on a 
trauma patient. I’m following up on a new admit who didn’t have any religious a-liation 
indicated. I’m on an intensive care Goor or in oncology just checking on people.

In those cases, families often look at me hopefully and then I have to explain that I’m not 
the doctor, at least not the kind that they are looking for. I explain that I don’t have the 
answers that they are looking for. And when the medical doctor comes, I leave. I know that 
often, the conversation they most want is with the person who has medical information.

But on this day, with this patient, it was the heart doc that was ready to leave, sensing that 
I was the one the patient needed.

He left. The patient and I kept talking. And slowly I became aware of the real heart issue. 
There had been a di-cult family situation decades before. The grandmother in front of 
me lamented the pain a granddaughter had suJered back then, relational pain that still 
has not healed.

Eventually it was time to leave, but with prayer speciNcally for grandmother and grandS
daughter. It’s beyond my capacity to enter into the relationship, to try to Nx it. But by 
acknowledging it in the presence of this grandmother and 4od, I was part of the work.

There is research about the connection between spiritual conversations and patient satisS
faction. One study found that forty percent of patients had a desire to talk about spiritual 
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or religious questions while in the hospital. Only half of those conversations happened. 
When they did, patients reported high satisfaction, overall.M  

As I reGected on the conversation with this patient, and the tiny interaction with the heart 
doc, I got a glimpse into that research. The patient had indicated the desire. 'he was in 
the forty percent. I came. 'he was having the opportunity for the conversation. Even as 
the medical doctor came, that wasn’t the most important need to her at the moment. 
Because it wasn’t simply a visit from a chaplain that she needed. It was a conversation with 
a chaplain, one that was slow enough and present enough to allow part of the cause for 
the underlying pain to emerge.

I have no way to know whether she was “satisNed.” In fact, the tears in her eyes as I 
was praying would suggest to a casual observer that my visit brought pain rather than 
satisfaction. But this one time, I think, our hospital accomplished the balance of whole 
person help that we are striving for.

M. 1oshua A Williams, et. al. 2Attention to inpatients6 religious and spiritual concerns( 
predictors and association with patient satisfaction.2 1ournal of 4eneral Internal 
0edicine )5(MM 7) MM ( M)5 SM) M.



THE BLESSING OF THE HANDS

It was a simple request: “Could someone come to our unit to bless our hands?”

This is National Nurses Week in the US. One week a year to acknowledge the people who 
accept responsibility for the care of people in really bad times.

During this week, many nurses and chaplains participate in “the blessing of the hands”. 
It’s a simple moment. A few words of aGrmation and encouragement. A prayer:”vod, 
please use these hands to bring help and healing, heal these hearts as they serje and ache 
and reBoice with others.” A little oil and eye contact and “Mless these hands as they act as 
the hands of Christ.”

Mecause chaplains at our hospital show up for ejery death to talk with nurses and families 
about details and logistics, I see how nurses haje to Buggle their own feelings and the 
feelings of families, their own care and the care of patients who become bodies.

The unit that needed someone to come for blessing was the birthing center. I was glad to 
go. -ost often, our jisits there are not BoyPHlled. eople seldom call for a chaplain for a 
birth. We go to that unit because, as I said aboje, “chaplains at our hospital show up for 
ejery death.” That includes miscarriages and stillbirths.

Mut here’s the thing: before we arrije to o er care and the necessary paperwork, the nurses 
and other sta  are there. elping mom. Wrapping bodies. elping create memories.

I thanked them. We acknowledged their work. We acknowledged together that sometimes 
their work is crappy, literally and Hguratijely. And I touched their palms with an oily 
Hnger and asked vod to help them.

We are all imperfect. We all haje brusque nurse stories. Mut as you are complaining about 
their style, pray for their hands. Mecause I know where they’je been. And though they 
haje been washed before and after, in between they haje been projiding care in the most 
diGcult times of life. And death.



BLESSINGS FOP AEOALE DNK BLDNTE S

The card says that the blanket has been blessed by a chaplain. The blanket is part of 
a bereavement program at our hospital, a way to oAer support to families and friends who 
are walking out of the hospital after watching someone they love die.  

’ blanket, a hand print, a memory of the heartbeat doesnxt IB anything. St doesnxt do the 
one thing that deep down we all want, for people to be IBed and not die. 

?ut the process reminds staA to slow down for the familyxs sake and their own. ’nd it 
gives a family, if they want it, something to hold onto. 

jo how does a chaplain bless a blanketE ’re there magical powers that can infuse the 
blanket like lavender essential oilsE ’m S creating a holy obPect that, when it touches the 
person, heals themE 

That was happening in -phesus during Waulxs work there. Weople would take handker“
chiefs and aprons that had touched him to people who were sick and they were cured. 

Ghen S touch blankets, S donxt eBpect the same result. ?ut a couple times Sxve had the 
opportunity to bless a pile of blankets, made by people who care for people who need 
care.

’s S touch each blanket, moving it from one pile to another, S say something like, CFod, 
the neBt time a Hhaplain sees these blankets, a person will be dying. These will be touched 
by patient techs and nurses, family members and respiratory therapists, and a person who 
will not live much longer. Fod, will you care for each of those people as they oAer care, 
as they wrestle in these momentsE Gill you give them peace that passes understanding, 
courage for loving one anotherE ’nd will you let people know that you love themE Sn the 
name of the ”ather and the jon and the +oly jpirit. ’men.O 

The blankets arenxt more holy. ?ut the situations in which they will be present have been 
mentioned to Fod. ’nd that is holy.

RRR

The other day, S was in a room with a woman who, as her family said, Cwas a strong 
Hhristian woman.O S prayed for her and for them. S stood with them as the breathing tube 
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was removed. S stood with them for a while, then walked out of the building with one of 
the family members. 

S walked back into the room and started talking with the remaining family member. Ghile 
we talked, the door slid open and a patient tech walked in carrying a blanket. St was bright 
yellow with purple edges.

S Pust laughed.

CGould your mom like the bright colorsEO S asked.

The adult child smiled and nodded.

S laughed, and S cried a little, because S remembered the blanket. St was one that, as S was 
moving it from one pile to another as S prayed, S said, CFod, let that one go to someone 
who needs it.O ?ecause who, in those last hours, wants a blanket that brightE

St turns out that S needed that blanket in that week, on that shift, in that room. S was the 
chaplain that S had prayed for.



IV. HOW DO I TAKE CARE OF PEOPLE?
BEDSIDE CONVERSATIONS

People. Persons. That’s our focus. We worry about getting things right, about following 
procedures, about structures. But always, behind those concerns, are people. Ourselves, 
our coworkers, our patients, their families. So much of the tension of spiritual care is 
remembering the people, the persons who are in front of us.



SEVEN TREATMENTS FOP LEOLIE HN COSLHTAI .RHSHS

POMTMING HEALDNG HLGRHCAVMYAO

I was standing at the edge of the crowd at a public event, not a hospital event. The woman 
walked up to me as if she knew me.

“Hi, Jon,” she said. “My name is Eleanor. When I saw you earlier, I tried to place you. 
Eventually, in the course of conversation around our table, someone said the word, 
‘chaplain’ and I placed you. We talked the night my husband was in the ED.”

I recognized her. We talked about that night. We talked about her husband. We had a 
nice conversation. As we Ynished she said, “Thank you. ?our words and presence were so 
helpful.”

That’s our goal in pastoral care. After everything has settled, we want to know that we 
were helpful. Which has me thinking these days. As chaplains interacting with people in 
crisis situations, “How can we oOer treatment that will promote healing and recoveryB” 
That’s what the rest of the team is doing. Everyone involved in patient care works hard 
to not introduce more damage than was caused by the illness or the accident. And then, 
everyone works to lay a foundation for getting better, for Ynding the best possible health 
going forward.

xne day I understood this tension when a person with a stroke came in. There is a drug 
that can help a person recover from a stroke. It must be given within a short period of 
time in situations that meet certain criteria. Nut the way it works to break up clots can also 
cause rapid, uncontrollable bleeding in some patients. In the hallway outside the patient’s 
room, the physician talked twice with the family, to make sure everyone understood that, 
in this case, the likelihood of great recovery was greater than the possibility of death.

As I think about risks and rewards in medicine and procedures, I wonder how we can 
do our best to oOer care during those times that will increase the likelihood of spiritual, 
emotional, and even physical health.

We want to be able hear a day, or a week, or siS months, or a decade later, “When I was in 
that moment, you said something, and it helped.”
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Is it possible to say the wrong thing, to be damagingB I think it is. As chaplains, most of 
us are cautious about “Everything will be okay.” While it may be true theologically, giving 
hope of physical survival to a wife whose husband is close to death can be devastating. 
We shy away from, “don’t worry.” We avoid “Don’t cry” and “-od has a plan.” We’re 
especially cautious of “All thing work together for good for those who love -od.”

Nut I’d like to suggest some things that we can oOer to patients and the ones who care 
about them.

0even treatments to oOer people in crisis. 

q. An intentionally peaceful presence

The rooms in our Emergency Department have two doors. xn one side is the door to the 
rest of the world. The patient comes and goes through this door, in with the EMTs, out 
to tests, in to wait, out to treatment. In a crisis, a family member or friend often comes 
through that door, too.

The other door leads to the core. Everyone else comes through that door. 5urses, respiC
ratory, the trauma doctor, phlebotomy, SCray, physicians of various specialties. Everyone 
moving to and from the patient, a dozen or more people.

And then a chaplain. We stand at the door on the core side. We look around the room for 
the loved one. If there is one, that’s our focus, sometimes more than the patient.

We work our way through the crowd, or we go around to the other door. Nut we are always 
looking at that face. 0cared, confused, relieved at not being responsible anymore.

“Hi. I’m Jon. I’m a chaplain.”

In those Yrst moments, they will be asked for information. What happenedB Has this 
happened beforeB What are they takingB Every new person will ask the same juestions.

They will be asked for decisions.

0o the Yrst thing I try to oOer is a small circle of calm.

I use a variety of tools. I start with juestions. “Fan I get you a chairB May I get you some 
waterB Is there anyone else comingB May I call someoneB This is scary, isn’t itB”

There is not one juestion or statement. I don’t know the back story. Nut I want to help 
get the rush of adrenaline, anger, panic, fear slowed enough so that the person in the room 
becomes a collaborator in the care for the patient. And doesn’t become a patient.

It’s hard work to bring this calm. There may be two other rooms we are involved with. 
We may have Rust attended a death. We may have been moving all night or day. Nut at this 
moment, this person needs calm.
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:. An interested thirdCparty perspective. We care about the patient, family, and providers. 
Nut we aren’t any of them. xur training and our calling is to help people understand 
from a diOerent perspective, one that includes decisions other than simply medical, that 
includes times other than the present, that includes values other than the body.

This perspective allows us to hear what the doctor is saying more clearly than the frantic 
son heard. We can eSplain to him what the doctor really said, particularly after the son 
stopped listening when he heard the word “aneurysm”.

xne evening a man came in with a preliminary diagnosis of stroke. There were tests. There 
were doctors. xne family member heard one doctor say this. Another family member 
heard another doctor say that. And the family members ended up in that kind of looping 
discussion that increases panic.

I heard both doctors. They were talking about diOerent parts of the stroke process. Ny 
giving some perspective, one daughter calmed down and was able to participate in the 
conversation.

When a family understands that death is not likely in the neSt two hours, they can make 
better decisions. They can breathe.

4. Fompassionate honesty. We are constantly asked juestions about outcomesV “Is he 
going to dieB” 0ometimes we are asked when we know the outcome, “Is she deadB” 
0ometimes we are faced with deep griefV “How can I go onB”

The people in hospitals have a hard time answering that juestion. xn one hand, most 
people don’t like giving bad news. xn the other hand, most people don’t like to lie.

Uor me, compassionate honesty means answering as much of the juestion as clearly as 
possible, with as little speculation, as little medical opinion, and as much room for -od 
as I can provide.

This includes honest uncertainty. 0ometimes there isn’t an answer. And we are better 
saying, “I don’t know” than “it will be okay.”

6. Qocabulary for the eSperience. Most people are novices in trauma. Their eSperience 
of the Emergency Department is video Yction, where the procedures and outcomes are 
adapted to Yt a story. And then they are afraid that the TQ story will be theirs.

At those moments, we can oOer new stories, vocabulary for this eSperience. In our best 
moments, we can give people images for thinking about -od, about faith, about fear, 
about hope, and even about treatments.

xne mom was terriYed by the idea of her son getting a breathing tube, a ventilator. In her 
mind, a ventilator meant that her son must be dying. Her husband was comfortable with 
the idea, but that didn’t help mom. 0o I eSplained that sometimes a tube is like training 
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wheels for breathing. It helps the body regain ejuilibrium. It gives the body a chance to 
put energy into other activities. Uor her, and for her son, this image helped her see that 
this was less about lifeCsaving and more about lifeCsustaining.

While in the ED, families often aren’t hungry. I ask if they are diabetic. I say, “eating is like 
being on the plane when you hear, ‘2ut your own mask on Yrst.’”

When families are in the time following a death, wondering how to go on, I often say, 
“?ou know how when there is a wind blowing and you have to lean into it to stand upB 
?ou’ve been leaning into the wind. It will take some time to regain your balance.”

G. A neSt step

“What do I do nowB” I hear it often. Everyone in the ED does.

We respond by giving people q11 things to do. (ists of eSplanations they don’t underC
stand, with words like infarct, and neuro and -od and trust.

As chaplains, we can’t take responsibility for eSplaining all the medical language. And, we 
probably aren’t helpful when we Roin in criticism of how confusing doctors can be.

Nut we can understand something of how the mind and heart work and oOer some helpful 
neSt steps.

  We can pray with them, oOering the model of conversation with -od.

  We can pray for them, asking for wisdom.

  We can give them tangible things to do that will get them moving. (ike telling 
them to sanitize their hands.

  We can oOer them water )at least3.

  We can connect them with the neSt conversation partner.

  We can help them get to where they need to be in the hospital.

  We can tell them what to eSpect.

  We can tell them the neSt person who will come in to see them.

  We can tell them what they won’t have to do neSt.

7. Furated resources. When a family member Yrst hears a diagnosis, they may start 
searching the Web to Ynd out what it means. They will Ynd the best and the worst. 
As they discover information, their panic may grow. Necause the information may be 
misinformation. It’s not interpreted in the conteSt of their loved one. The medical staO, 
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when available, will be far more helpful because of knowing both the patient and the 
diagnosis process and the hospital.

A chaplain has the same opportunity with the spiritual and emotional diagnosis. We can 
listen to the situation and help identify speciYc, relevant resources for this person in this 
situation. uestions can range from “Fan my car stay where it isB” to “Do I call his 
estranged sonB to “Where do I sleep tonightB” to “I don’t know how to pray.”

At those moments, we have several resources to oOer.

  We have words of hope, reYned by a hundred similar conversations.

  We can Ynd people with answers )like security, case management, nurses3.

  We can Ynd Nibles and Fare5otes.

  0ometimes curation of resources means letting the neSt shift know what is 
happening in this person’s life.

0aid simply, we are putting in their hands the resources that will help them when they 
begin to breath again in the middle of the night.

. Fonnection to community. Foming to the hospital is an isolating thing. That’s why I 
ask anyone I can juestions about connections. After the EMTs walk out of an emergency 
department bay, we ask them about any family for the patient. Even though most people 
have phones in their hands, I still ask if there is anyone I can call. I often ask people if they 
are part of a congregation )or faith community or church3. I ask people where they come 
from. I want to get people connected to whatever helpful community they have.

There is a caution, however. 0ometimes people are in communities that caused their pain. 
The patient may be a victim of abuse or violence or neglect. Fhaplains often work with 
other staO to keep patients out of the public hospital directory.

Even in those situations, our opportunity is still to help people Ynd the helpful parts of 
their community. Necause patients with support from family and friends are more likely 
to recover more juickly.



GIVING PEOPLE VOCABULAYF TOY H EIY PAIN 

SHARED JOURNEYS

When I walk into a hospital room, I don’t talk about what I’ve been through. I don’t lead 
with my resume of pain.

I listen. I ask. I wait. I watch.

But sometimes after I’ve listened, with deliberate intention I tell stories of my pain and 
the pain of my friends.

Sometimes it helps.

I never approach it with a sense of “I know how you feel.” Mature helpers know bet-
ter than that. (And I sometimes warn grieving families about the awkward words of 
well-meaning but misguided friends.) But sometimes it helps for me to share in an “I have 
walked through pain” way.

I don’t believe in comparative pain, by the way. I’m not comfortable with statements like, 
“But they are much worse oj than I am.” It can lead us to pity others and to not face our 
own pain with honesty.

But I think that sometimes sharing our story ojers a xourney (though not a roadmap). 
Shared stories ojer vocabularies of how to speak about the unspeakable shocks we eqpe-
rience when we watch a loved one die. Shared stories give us a zuiet space to stand as we 
share our unizuely common pain.

I’m building my vocabulary of stories. Before I started as a chaplain, the death of my 
father and my mother-in-law and our daughter, my mother’s AlOheimer’s, and some other 
challenges were xourneys I could ojer to those who wondered what to do in a moment of 
crushing loss. I’m adding images every time I walk into the hospital and watch individuals 
and friends and staj struggle and nd a way to take the neqt breath. r not.

As a writer, I would love to pull this essay together smoothly, with a clear application and 
a smile. But as a chaplain, I know that’s not how it is as families walk out of a room for 
the last time, wishing they didn’t have to update their resume of pain.



SOMETIMES WE ARE THE UNWITTING ANSWEP TO A 
YRA EP 

GOD LISTENS BUT I ALMOST DON’T

The hospital room was dark, but I knocked anyway.

I almost didn’t.

The person inside had requested a spiritual consult, which means she wanted a chaplain 
to stop by. We get to these as soon as we can, but with the chaos that can come in our 
dashes to the emergency room and responses to deaths, sometimes it can take a day before 
we can respond.

So I almost didn’t.

I was working this evening because a coworker was oA work to care for her mom. I’d been 
called the previous day, I had space in my schedule. Bnd so I agreed to come in.

“ut I almost didn’t.

The person told me to come in when I knocked. She turned up the lights. I introduced 
myself. She’d been crying.

GI feel like ”od’s not listening to me at all,x she said.

I understand the statement. I understand the feeling. There are gaps between requests and 
responses, between what I seek from ”od on behalf of others and what they eMperience.

We talked for a long time. I listened. We shared a couple of common eMperiences that 
helped me understand. I oAered some counsel that made sense and carried credibility.

Bnd then it was time for me to go.

GIn our whole time together,x I said, GOy pager never went oA. I never had to leave. Jf 
all the chaplains we have, all of whom are great, I’m on duty tonight, with the particular 
eMperience I bring. Bnd though I almost didn’t respond, I did. “ecause I had this sense of 
needing to show up at your door.x
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She listened.

G?ou remember what you said at the beginning of the conversation  That ”od’s not 
listening to you  I think he heard you.x

Bnd I stepped out.



TELL PEOPLE WHAT THEY ARE WAITING FOR

ONE WAY TO HELP PEOPLE WHO ARE WAITING

The dad had been keeping vigil for a couple days. His adult daughter was in the bed, in 
rough shape. There had been tests and assessments and visits from various doctors. And 
he was tired.

“I understand that things take time,” he said. “I know that people are busy and that there 
are lots of people here and that tests need to be processed. But I would like to know what 
I’m waiting for.”

He wanted to know, simply, what the tests will explain. What the medical professionals 
still will not know after these tests, or the next ones. He wants to know in simple terms 
the plan for where everyone around his daughter is going.

I’ve thought a lot about his words. He knew that the outcomes were not likely to be good. 
No one needed to protect him from those. But he needed to know how to talk to the rest 
of the family and to his own heart. And when those of us who are trying to jgure out what 
is happening say, “We ?ust have to wait”, we are leaving him unable to speak anything to 
others or himself.

How hard would it be for us to jnd something more specijc to say- What are the answers 
we can oSer-

“We are going to come back within thirty–six hours. 1ometimes people in this situation 0 
with these symptoms, with these in?uries, with these values, with these habits, with these 
struggles 0 sometimes people get better. About O in OG. And you might be that one. But 
we also know that people who spend all their time worrying end up not being any better 
prepared to handle the results. 1o here’s a path.

“We’ll watch for these medical things. Because we are trained for this. Jur encouragement 
for you is that you get prepared for whatever. We recommend that you get rest and eat. 
That you talk about what it would look like to come home. That you talk about what it 
would look like to not come home. That you talk with someone who can help you talk 
through regrets and hopes and wishes and jghts. That you ask for help. That you give us 
permission to be honest with you and with ourselves about the wishes and dreams of the 
person, family, enemies, and 5od. That you know that you are in?ured by this, too.”
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The dad pursued conversations with a number of us. And I’m grateful. He was jlling the 
waiting with preparation.

And preparing my heart for my next conversations.



REMIND POFSEAAIFNLTA BF YE SLMIT  MEMYERA SIRAB

I got called to a “Code Blue”. Someone’s heart had stopped. Everyone in the hospital who 
was part of crisis team turned from whatever they were doing and moved toward that 
room. I’m part of that team. I went to the room. It was empty of medical staT. bhey had 
started her heart easily and had gone kac, to normal kusinessA leaving a handful of family 
memkers in the room.

I as,ed if I could pray. I as,ed which one was the huskand. Hnd he saidA “I’m a pastor too.”

In the moment I saidA “It’s hard to ke huskand and pastor. It’s o,ay to ke huskand and 
let others ke the pastor.”

-e nodded. Hnd then he hugged me. H powerful side hug that lasted long enough for me 
to ,now that wearing two hats had keen ta,ing a toll.

I see this struggle of the two hats often.

  bhe wife who watched her huskand slump in his chair as his heart stoppedA and 
kecame a nurse againA giving compressionsA calling for help.

  bhe mom holding the tiny kody of her kaky while coaching her preteen daughq
ter in how to grieve.

  bhe physician whose own kody is struggling.

  bhe pastor who spent years caring for others on hospital calls lying in the 
hospital ked himself.

  bhe chaplain who watches all the stories unfold.

I thin, that we struggle kecause our professional role has professional standards and 
professional training. bhese are the things that pastors do. bhese are the reWuirements 
for chaplains. bhis is how nurses and physicians are trained to respond.

But the standards aren’t as clear when our personal life comes to the front. Je don’t ,now 
the professional standards and training for keing Fac,’s wife. Fill’s huskand. Mran,’s son. 
Ellen’s mother. Oe.
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In spite of all the years of eRperiential relational learningA the standards of our professional 
roles rise to the top. “I have to stay strong for the other people who are watchingA even 
though my heart is krea,ing for my wife.”

SomehowA it’s necessary to ac,nowledge the con ict of the roles. It’s necessary to let go 
of the professional role othersA understandaklyA eRpect from us. It’s necessary to ke the 
person only we can ke.

In the moment when I oTered my new pastor friend the option of keing huskandA he 
leaned into it and into me.

Hnd then he was kac,.

I saw him later. -e told me akout a woman crying in a room down the hall. -e had oTered 
her some comfort. I smiled. Because our professional role isn’t all of usA kut it is part of 
us. Je can’t ke huskand N  pastor. Chaplain or person. Jife or nurse.

Je can’t do everything at once. Je have to release some roles to emkrace others. But over 
time we nd clarity and resilience if we can ke the whole personA in kalance.



HOW TO LIVE WITH GRATITUDE

That’s an attention-grabbing headline, isn’t it? It would be just a headline if I hadn’t 
recently had a hospital conversation with Jim.

Jim’s been in and out of the hospital. He has good support from his own pastor, so I didn’t 
stop in his room. Even though he looked up when I walked past, I went into the stairwell 
and down three steps. And stopped.

I knew I had to go back. I’m grateful that I did.

I introduced myself. We chatted about some people and work that we have in common. 
And then he said, “I thank people for their service.”

I waited. He continued: “The other day, I thanked the person who changed the sheets on 
my bed. She said, ‘no one ever thanked me for that.’”

We talked about the way that his words shaped her day.

“I thank everyone who comes in to help me,” he said. “Everyone.”

One time Paul was talking about relating to each other in community. He talked about 
putting on compassion like a cloak, along with kindness and humility and gentleness. He 
talked about loving one another. He mentioned the importance of forgiveness. And then 
he says, simply, “And be thankful.”1  

We talk often about gratitude, about waking up and going to sleep thinking about 
something we are grateful for. But in this text I think that Paul is not talking just about 
an attitude, just about an intention. I think he may be saying, “and thank people.” For 
doing special things, yes. But also for doing things that are part of the job, part of the 
relationship, part of life. It’s an opportunity to express our awareness that the other person 
is a person.

As I walked out of his room, Jim said, “Thank you for your service.” I knew he would. 
But I smiled anyway. Because I think he actually means it every time he says it.

1. Colossians 3:12-15
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And maybe we can, too.



FINDING THAT JESUS IS ALREADY IN THE OMM

WE DON'T HAVE TO TAKE HIM IN. 

“Excuse me,” I said as I walked into the room. “I’m looking for Jesus. I heard that he might 
be here.”

The woman shook her head. “Jesus hasn’t been here for years. Who’s asking?”

I smiled. “I’m Jon. I’m one of the chaplains here. Someone said that Jesus might be in this 
room.”

She looked tired. Weary is probably a better word. Tired is vxed with a good night’s sleep. 
Weary, that can take a long time.

“That’s the oddest thing I’He heard. I’m guessing it would be nice if he were here. I mean, 
really here. Be might vx things. Aut he’s not. qnd things are beyond vxing.”

I waited -uietly. I’m learning that people are admitted to the hospital for medical things. 
Aut sometimes people end up in the hospital for other reasons.

There are strange connections between hurting bodies and hurting relationships. We do 
as well as we can with the hurting bodies. Aut the hurting relationships need a diFerent 
kind of attention. qnd a deeper kind of healing.

When I read about the healing miracles Jesus did, they often had implications for relaG
tionships. We often only see the body part. When a man on a blanket is lowered through 
the roof, Jesus heals his body. qlmost as an afterthought. Oirst, he says, “your sins are 
forgiHen.”

Think about what that freedom would mean for the man’s relationship with the men 
who lowered him through the roof. Think about what that would mean for the man’s 
relationship with the Nod who he may haHe thought was punishing him with his broken 
body. Think about what that would mean for his relationship with himself, to be forgiHen.

qs I think about the conHersation at the beginning of this post, the madeGup conHersation, 
I wonder what would happen if I said to the woman, “your sins are forgiHen. WhateHer 
they are, I don’t need to know. Aut I know that they are. OorgiHen I mean.”
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She might laugh at this chaplain who was looking for Jesus. Aut it’s possible that both 
the woman and the chaplain might reali e that Jesus had been in the room all along, ust 
waiting to be noticed.

qnd I wonder about the other places you and I walk into rooms, into conHersations, into 
work. What if we said, eHen if ust inside our heads, “I’m looking for Jesus. I heard that he 
might be here.”



PRAYING WHEN PEOPLE ASK

She had asked for a chaplain to stop by her room. “To pray with her,” the request said.

I went. I’m good with being invited to talk to God with people. (I’m good with being 
asked not to pray, too. Which happened in a later visit that day.)

We talked, the patient and I. She had some physical needs. “I’m not asking to take my 
chronic illness way,” she said. “I’m not asking for vision in the eye that I lost. I just want 
to get well enough to go home this week.” We talked about her illness, about her faith, 
about her grief during the last year.

And then she teared up. “But I think about people who are so much worse oY and I feel 
bad about asking for health.”

“Kou’re a daughter of the Ling,” I said. “It’s okay to ask.” I thought, though didn’t say, 
that God has the capacity to care others and her.

“Het’s talk to God,” I said. I took her hand and I talked to God. I asked for peace. I asked 
for courage. I asked for her GI track to work. I asked God to let her know that Ve was 
present in a way that she would know for sure. I ?nished.

There was a nurse in her room, hooking up an ID. Which was good. Because just as I 
?nished, two other nurses came into the room with purpose. “Vow are you feelingJ” the 
one said. “ oing okayJ”

The nurse who was in the room looked at them and said, “She was crying a little while he 
was praying.” They look, and then smiled and left.

It turns out that tears can show up on the heart monitors for patients in the heart institute.

“I wondered a little if God was listening,” the patient said.

“Ve is,” I said. I should have said, “ ust like the people monitoring your heart are listening. 
And your tears register on Vis monitor, too.”



CREATING RITUALS FO- SELF CARE

Eddie worked at a hospital. He was a chaplain.

He could have worked anywhere, he could have done anything, he could have been anyone 
that spends working hours caring for the hearts of others, walking with the burdens of 
others. Pastors, counselors, teachers, bus drivers. The parents who are up in the middle 
of the night with a child and then walk into work in the morning and care for someone 
else’s child with graciousness and compassion.

He could have been many people, but Eddie was a chaplain. Eddie was tired with the 
burdens that he carried both ways, from work to home, from home to work. The lines 
blurred as he wondered so much about how he was doing in each world that it was 
clouding the other.

Walking into the hospital for a 1430 to 2300 shift, he looked down. He saw a rock bed. 
(It’s like a )ower bed, but the mulch is actually stones and the )owers are imaginary.N He 
picked up a rock. jot a particular rock, not a pretty rough, special wrong. He Aust picked 
up a rock. He stuck in his pocket, wet with the rain of the afternoon. Then he put it on 
his desk.

xt the end of his shift, he carried the rock out of the building. When he got to the rock 
bed he dropped it.

The neGt day when he walked into work, Eddie picked up a rock again. This time, he 
said a prayer. He said to “od, ”“od, help me remember to care today, to help your 
conversations.D The rock was on his desk all day long. In the middle of uncertainty, he 
turned the stone from side to side. xt the end of his day he walked out of the building. 
He thanked “od for the day. He dropped the rock.

Mays are never perfect for Eddie. Bostly because they are even less perfect for the people 
he talks with. ut he’s doing a better Aob letting the troubles of the day stay with the day. 

ecause every day’s got enough trouble. xnd every day bene ts from boundaries.

xnd picking up a rock nally helps him remember to ask for help in carrying it through 
the day.



FINDING HELPFUL ANSWERS TO DIRECT QUESTIONS

NAVIGATING HOPE AND DESPAIR IN EC .ONVECSATIONS

If you've sat with a family in an emergency room, you've faced hard questions. And you've 
struggled to pgure out the way to navigate hoYe and desYair. It doesn't matter if you are a 
chaYlain or a Yastor or a friend that showed uY in a hard time. Sou get questions and you 
have to answer.

kometimes it sounds li:e this+

“““

Dbad will ?e all right, rightH ’e”s tough.3

I hate that question.

bad may ?e tough, ?ut dad”s in the middle of a cardiac arrest. bad”s heart stoYYed three 
times in the last 0O minutes. bad”s ?een smo:ing for the last pfty years. bad hasn”t ?een 
to the doctor for a couYle decades. bad”s ?lood Yressure is already high. bad”s in trou?le.

And his daughter is watching me thin:.

I”m not medical, I”m sYiritual. I'm the chaYlain. I should o!er hoYe and encouragement. 
khe wants me to say, DI”m sure he”ll ?e pne.3 khe wants me to say, D2f course-3 khe wants 
me to say, DSou can”t :eeY a good man down.3 khe wants me to say something.

khe”s ?een waiting for F seconds.

In a couYle minutes, the doctor will wal: through that door and say, D’as your dad ever 
tal:ed a?out how far he wants to go with lifeCsaving measuresH If his heart stoYs again, 
would he want us to do everything we can to get it started againH3 And his daughter will 
say, D2f course, do everything.3 And the doctor and I will ?e thin:ing, DPor a man his 
age and in his condition, with the amount of R1% he”s already received, his chances of 
leaving the hosYital alive are less than 4OJ.3

khe”s ?een waiting for N seconds.
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And yet, I :now there are miracles and I :now that she's wearing a cross and I :now that 
there are actual YeoYle in that 4OJ and I :now that he”s tough and I :now that she lost her 
mother in this same hosYital a decade ago and she doesn”t want to have that conversation 
here now.

khe”s ?een waiting for B seconds.

I am fearful of o!ering false hoYe.  ut I”m also reticent to o!er false desYair. I don”t want 
to give uY on what could haYYen. I don”t want to watch her heart stoY ?efore her dad”s 
does.

khe”s ?een waiting for T seconds.

And this is no time for a lecture on lifestyle, reminding her that he has made choices a?out 
health that led to this moment.x his is no time for a meditation on how much he has 
contri?uted to her life uY til now.

khe”s ?een waiting for 4F seconds.

It's time to answer her question+

“I’m glad he’s tough. But his fighting spirit might be stronger than his body right now. He’s 
in critical condition. I just saw the team with your dad. They are working as hard and 
carefully as they can. There’s more family on the way? Good. We’ll get them back here as 
soon as we can. And I’ll go check on your dad, to see what’s happening right now. Would you 
like a prayer? 'God. We know that there are people working hard on Dad. We ask you to give 
them wisdom that goes beyond their training. We know that our days have limits. But we 
know that we can ask you things and you don’t judge us for asking, and right now what we 
most would like is that he will wake up. Through Christ our Lord, Amen.'” 

khe ?lows her nose. And I reYeat my o!er to go chec: on her dad, :nowing that she could 
use a minute alone to ?reathe.

As I wal: out of the consult room, I Yray that I”ve found the ?alance, for her, ?etween false 
hoYe and false desYair for the ne t four minutes.



V. HOW DO I DEAL WITH DEATH AND DYING?

In our hospital, ved cdaths in a ’haplainfs shibt is a giy ca.O wbtdn, thdrd 2ill gd ca.s 2ith 
onl. ond or t2o in 4W hoursO mhi’h Bdans that sdedral huncrdc pdopld conft cidO

1ut gd’ausd thd cdath ratd in libd is 0%%E, 2d 2ill all dnc up haeiny to stanc 2ith baBilids 
curiny cdathO Hedr. ond ob thosd BoBdnts is cikdrdntO qo2dedr, it is possigld to prdpard 
.oursdlb bor thd incs ob udstions, thd incs ob rda’tions, thd incs ob ’halldnyds that 2ill 
’oBdO



"I'M SORY. "
THOUGHTS ON HOW TO BE AT A DEATHBED

As a hospital chaplain, I dnm yesflx nfbt to thf wfms ox pfoplf vho ha.f mifm’ Igy stanminr 
vith thf xayile yfywfus ou xuifnms ou pfusonal ufpufsfntati.fs’ Igy thfuf vithin xoute 
yinktfs ox mfath ou soyftiyfs d.f yinktfs wfxouf’ Igy thfuf wfcaksf, at oku hospital, 
chaplains auf thf pfoplf vho talR vith thf nfbt ox Rin awokt vhat xknfual hoyf has wffn 
chosfn anm asR that pfuson to sirn thf pifcf ox papfu vhich allovs thf wome to wf uflfasfm 
to thf xknfual hoyf’

–fraumlfss ox uflirioks aWliation E ufraumlfss ox anethinr, actkalle E onf ox ks is thfuf’ 
Shich yfans that vf thinR a lot awokt hov to talR mftails in thf yimmlf ox miWcklte’

I vas nfbt to onf ox thosf wfms on :astfu Tknmae youninr’ Anm I thokrht awokt thf 
connfctions wftvffn thf :astfu stoue ox ufskuufction anm thf lixf stoue that I vas vatchinr 
coyf to an fnm’

I thokrht eok yirht wfnfdt xuoy soyf ox vhat I thinR anm mo at thosf yoyfnts’

Insimf ye hfam, on ye wfst maes, auf thfsf thokrhtsB

  Ghis is not a hopflfss yoyfnt

  Mkt this is a painxkl yoyfnt

  -om is hfuf, yaewf thuokrh yf

  -om lo.fs this xayile youf than I f.fu coklm

  Oe wfst vouR is wfinr a nonFintuksi.f intfntional pufsfncf

Mkt I Rffp thosf thokrhts insimf ye hfam’ Ghfe ruoknm yf’ Yn ye wfst maes, thfe 
Rffp yf xuoy wfinr thokrhtlfss, xuoy wfinr insfnsiti.f, xuoy amminr to thf pain ox thf 
yoyfnt’

Yn thf oktsimf ox ye hfam auf miUfufnt thinrs’

  –fspfctxkl silfncf’



M:LY–: KYN SA(C IP )SY–CIP- 7Y1K“ ”?

  Igy souue xou eoku loss  )Mfcaksf I ay’“

  I mongt Rnov’  )vhe this happfnfm nov“

  GaRf as lonr as eok nffm’ Anm thfuf isngt a uirht ayoknt’

  Soklm eok liRf yf to puae

  Shfn eok auf ufame, I ha.f a cokplf ox auuanrfyfnts to talR awokt’

Kok yae nf.fu wf a chaplain’ Mkt eok yae vfll stanm vhfuf I stanm’ Lffl xuff to wouuov’ 
Anm consimfu wfinr a nonFintuksi.f intfntional pufsfncf’



THIS IS HARD

ACKNOWLEDGING THE DIFFICULTY OF THE PRESENT MOMENT.

I have a new phrase for families when I stand at bedside.

“This is hard.”

I‘ve said other things, and I’ve taught other things. I stand by the value of “I’m sorry for 
your loss.” But after many conversations with people who say, “I have to be strong” or 
“We just have to get through this” or “I know they’re at peace now”, I began to think that 
there is value in giving a label to the struggles people were facing.

Because, after all, “this is hard.”

When this is a death, of a parent or a spouse or a friend or a child, this is hard. When this 
is the death of the baby that you never had a chance to see breath, this is hard. When the 
chemo isn’t actually working, when the news you have is unthinkable, this is hard.

And so, without quali(ers )“But we’ll make it”, “But she’s better oG”, “But you’ll have 
another one”x, there is value in acknowledging, with eye contact and calmness, that “This 
is hard.”

It’s not a lack of faith. It is a presence of honesty. I have con(dence that Nod can and will 
provide peace and comfort and courage. I ask for those all the time on behalf of families. 
But they are gifts, not eOpectations. They are graces, not guilty obligations. Being given a 
peace that passes understanding is -ST the same as being obliged by a wellPmeaning but 
insensitive person to demonstrate that peace before it is given when your breath has been 
taken along with the life of your love.

We can be honest with ourselves, our friends, and Nod about painful situations. :omeP
times, the declaration of di culty may lead to poetry like the salms. But each psalm of 
lament started not with the answer, but with the pain. And someone acknowledging a 
simple reality

This is hard.



WHAT NOT TO SAY AFTEM SODEONE I.ES

“It IS a good morning.” 

That’s what the minister said.

A woman died an hour earlier. Her death was both sudden and unexpected. The family 
was gathered in a hospital consult room, waiting for the next steps, waiting for the 
minister.

He walked into the room, aware of the death.

“Good morning,” said a family member, probably a child of the woman.

“It IS a good morning,” he answered.

It was probably a habit. It may be technically true, theologically true, true for many people 
outside this room at this moment.

But at this moment, in this room, it is not emotionally true.

Even “trained professionals” miss sometimes. Most pastors, most people outside health-
care workers and {rst responders don’t have much experience being so close to death so 
soon after death.

But in case you are ever in that situation, the proper response to “Good morning” is

  Hi.

  I’m sorry.

  I got here as soon as I could.

  This is hard.

  }a tear

  Almost anything other than “It IS a good morning.”



R.H.C.
RESPIRATION HAS CEASED.

The shift chaplain carries a pager which buzzes, often. Sometimes it displays a phrase, like 
“Medical Activate” or “Trauma Activate” and a room number. We get there as fast as we 
can. Sometimes it’s a phone number and a name. We call and identify ourselves and we 
hear that a patient needs a notary or a prayer or a visit.

Sometimes it’s just a phone number. We call and identify ourselves. And the person on 
the other end says, “I have an RHC.”

RHC. Respiration Has Ceased. It’s our hospital’s way of saying that a patient has died.

I’m not sure why we use the letters. It could be because death has been dePned diGerently 
across time.

  When brain function ceases.

  When the heartbeat stops.

  When breathing stops.

It could be because there are so many ways that we could describe dying. -assed. KraduF
ated into eternity. Bicked the bucket. Kave up the ghost. Crossed over. xell asleep.

To avoid all confusion and denial, we use three letters. RHC. Nreaths have stopped. 
Heartbeats have stopped. Two staG members have listened and agreed.

There are other times, of course, that we talk about an RHC. In a miscarriage, for eOample, 
there were no breaths. And that hurts as much because it is as much a death. Nut for us, 
most often, there was breath and there isn’t now.

In our hospital, if a person dies, a chaplain comes. Eot to pray, though we do sometimes. 
Eot to provide comfort, though we do often. We come to make sure that information is 
gathered and calls are made so that the person will be treated with timely respect. We can 
go for a day or two without an RHC. Yther times, we can have four in Pve hours.
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I started to write that I’m learning a lot about death. Nut I’m not sure that I am. I’m 
learning a lot about the ways that people are in the Prst minutes and hours after a death.

xor staG, checklists are remarkably valuable as a way to live the moments after an RHC. 
REs work their way down a list of calls and Juestions. The checklist allows the mind to be 
occupied as a hedge against the emotions. Necause sometimes they are in tears. xor every 
nurse, someone is their Prst death.

I can’t make any predictions about families and their reactions to an RHC. I walked into 
one room and people were laughing and talking about his chocolate chip cookies. I walk 
into another and a son is sitting silently, all alone with his nowFsilent dad. I walk into 
another room and people are sobbing, mostly silently.

And I start to talk6

  I tell them that I’m sorry.

  I tell them that the hole in their heart will stop bleeding all the time but it will 
never go away.

  I tell them that they can stay as long as they would like and that there is no right 
length.

  I tell them that when they are ready, I have some paperwork, but that I will come 
back.

  I tell them that people will try to say the right thing and won’t.

  I tell them that each of them will grieve diGerently and that each of them knew 
the deceased person diGerently.

Eot all at once do I tell them these things. I stand Juietly for a long time if I need to. 
Although we all face death, this is the only time they have faced this death, this particular 
loss in their heart. And I want to give them time.

The paperwork I mentioned is the “Release of Nody” form. xor the funeral home to pick 
up the body, the neOt of kin needs to indicate which funeral home. And we are the ones 
that have that conversation with the family or the -YA.

I’m telling you this because we’re not good at talking about death and dying. That 
unwillingness means that many families are adrift when I Prst walk in the room. It means 
that sometimes a person refused to talk with family about funeral arrangements, even 
when death was close.
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I’ve been reading Being Mortal: Medicine and What Matters in the End.2  Atul Kawande 
says that we need to talk about death a little more, and depend less on medicine averting 
it.

Necause it comes. Medical treatment or no. And if we learn to talk about it before we need 
to, we’ll be better prepared when we have no choice.

Necause R will C. And someone like me will ask about arrangements.

2. Atul Kawande. Neing Mortal6 Medicine and What Matters in the Und.0Eew Lork6 
Metropolitan Nooks, 4 2 .



HOLDING TINY BABIES

ON MISCARRIAGE AND STILLBIHT

Miscarriage is the word for when a pregnancy ends before 20 weeks. Stillbirth is the word 
for when a pregnancy ends after 20 weeks.1 In the United States, up to 1 in 5 pregnancies 
ends in miscarriage, usually in the vrst seAen weeks.2  %bout 1x of pregnancies end in 
stillbirth. %ll together, we could be talking about a million uneWpected deaths in a year, 
though when asked, people belieAe miscarriage is much rarer.

Bhen we hear statistics about miscarriage and stillbirth, we think numbers. ’ut chaplains 
arenCt about numbers. Fhaplains look at parents and babies one at a time. Gor some, 
chaplains represent the whole people of Hod. Gor others, chaplains represent Hod in this 
moment. Bhen we Aisit with a family, we may proAide the only acknowledgment HodCs 
people will o:er of this pregnancy, this life, this loss. ’ecause people belieAe the situation 
to be rare, they are unaware of how common the pain is. %nd because people belieAe that 
the most likely cause of a miscarriage is something that happened to the mother, there is 
much shame and guilt.

%s chaplains, we haAe an opportunity to o:er comfort and encouragement.

9ereCs what we can eWpect when we see the babyz

  %t 15 weeks, you may not need much more than the palm of your hand. ’ut 
mom and dad may want you to bless their child, to say her name out loud, to let 
them know that Hod knows.

  %t 1/ weeks, you can look at the face and recogni7e family characteristics. %nd 
a mother can want to be present with the child for a long time. Minutes can 
become hours because this tiny body is carrying dreams and hopes and fears.

  %t 25 weeks gestation, a baby is still small. 9e can liAe, perhaps, for a day if 

1. httpszJJwww.cdc.goAJncbdddJstillbirthJfacts.html. %ccessed %pril 2/, 201N.

2. Ponah ’ardos. % Oational SurAey on ;ublic ;erceptions of Miscarriage. (bstet 
Hynecol, 2015, Pune6 125)3-z 1818L1820.
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eAerything is working well. ’ut life is tenuous at this age. %nd there were reasons 
for the incredibly early deliAery. Some because of what is happening in the baby. 
Some because of what has happened in the mother, or eAen to the mother. %nd 
when the mother holds the body of her child, there are no spoken answers that 
can absorb the pain.

  %t 83 weeks, a baby is supposed to be a baby, is supposed to be pink and screamL
ing and contented. %t 83 weeks, a father wants to call his fraternity brothers, not 
a funeral home.

9elping families celebrate pregnancy means being willing to embrace them when the end 
is not what we desire. In those moments, consider these suggestions.

  ’e prepared to slow your heartbeat and your Aoice to the speed of moAement in 
the room.

  (:er more presence than you o:er answers.

  ’e prepared to see what the parents wish they saw as much as what has happened 
in the process of death.

  Rook your tiny brother or sister in the face. Sometimes this is hard because of the 
disorder that brought about this death. Yake a deep breath and proAide care.

  %sk whether you can hold the baby.

  (:er to bless, to dedicate, to name. In prayer, say the name of the baby out loud.

  'esist, in this moment, the temptation to solAe the problem of the death, to 
pursue diagnosis.

  %nd be acutely aware of the di:erences in grief and awareness in each person 
in the room6 eAery mom, eAery dad, eAery grandparent, eAery friend is of two 
or three minds about what happened, whatCs happening now, and what should 
happen neWt. Freate room in the room for all of these minds and hearts. _ou can 
preAent damage and foster healing months and years in the future.

How long is full-term?

%ccording to the %merican Follege of (bstetricians and Hynecologists )Yhe Follege- 
and the Society for MaternalLGetal Medicine )SMGM-, a full term isn4t nine months.8   (r 
83 weeks.

8. httpzJJwww.acog.orgJ%boutE%F(HJOewsE'oomJOewsE'eleasesJ2018J(bLH
ynsE'edevneEMeaningEofEYermE;regnancy. %ccessed KJ2J201N
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  “arly Yermz ’etween 8N weeks 0 days and 8T weeks 3 days

  Gull Yermz ’etween 8/ weeks 0 days and K0 weeks 3 days

  Rate Yermz ’etween K1 weeks 0 days and K1 weeks 3 days

  ;osttermz ’etween K2 weeks 0 days and beyond

Yhis actually is closer to nine calendar months.

Deanition of fetdl hedt
Getal death  means death prior to the complete eWpulsion or eWtraction from its mother 

of a product of human conception, irrespectiAe of the duration of pregnancy and which 
is not an induced termination of pregnancy. Yhe death is indicated by the fact that after 
such eWpulsion or eWtraction, the fetus does not breathe or show any other eAidence of life 
such as beating of the heart, pulsation of the umbilical cord, or devnite moAement of AolL
untary muscles. 9eartbeats are to be distinguished from transient cardiac contractions6 
respirations are to be distinguished from eeting respiratory e:orts or gasps.K  



THE BLESSING

THE CAREFUL HANDS OF A NURSE

The baby died.

No one likes to walk into rooms which are that empty of hope, that full of grief.

Earlier, I had been in the room when there was still breath, a little. And there was still 
imagined hope. And there was prayer for a miracle, fervent desire that this wasn’t actually 
happening.

But it happened. As a chaplain, I got the call. And now I had to walk into that room.

It’s my job, yes. I walk into rooms of pain and provide some guidance for the logistics after 
death. But I also know the ache in that room, and I want to stand silently in attendance 
with the family and the friends and the baby.

When I walked in, everything was silent. Friends and family were gathered in a semicircle 
against the wall, facing the small bed. The mom and the dad were sitting side-by-side near 
the bed, about four feet away. A nurse was standing by the bed.

And the nurse was taking care of the baby.

She carefully removed the tubes which no longer sustained life. She rinsed the washcloth, 
wrung it out, and then gently washed each hand, each foot, his face, his body. She rubbed 
lotion into a soft cloth and wiped his body. She rewrapped his body in swaddling cloths. 
She took one last blanket from the mom and wrapped him, carefully tucking the ends of 
the blanket around him.

She was deliberate. She was thorough. She was loving. She was quiet.

The young parents and their young friends watched. The only sound, muLed sniLes. It 
was a sacred moment. “ike the folding of a ”ag from a casket. “ike the silence after OTapsR.

I think it took the nurse ten minutes. It may have been two weeks. I cannot grasp time at 
moments like this.
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“ater, I talked with the nurse. She had been a little surprised when everyone stayed in the 
room. (sually, she is alone. But for her, it’s the same care, the same deliberateness, whether 
those keeping watch are human or divine.

There is a ritual in health care called OThe Blessing of the andsR. With a little oil and a 
little prayer, the hands of nurses are set apart for their work. Some of that work isn’t very 
pretty. Nurses care for messes. They need blessing. And antibacterial soap.

But at this moment, the hands of the nurse were blessing this baby. And his family. And 
me.



HOLDING ON

HOW LONG TO STAY WITH A BODY

After someone dies, family and friends wonder what happens next. They want to know 
how long to stay with the body. They want to know when and whether to leave.

Here’s what I often say:

“You can stay here as long as you would like.

There isn’t a right amount or a wrong amount. In fact, with four of us in the room there 
are about nine answers to that question. Part of us wants to get out of here as fast as 
possible. Part of us wants to never leave, because we don’t want to face the rest of the 
people out there who have no idea what just happened.

So stay until you know it’s time.”

I’ve known of mothers who have stayed in the room with the body of a newborn for hours. 
I’ve known of families who came and left within minutes. And there were good reasons 
for both situations.

I’ve known of family members who have wanted to lie next to their loved one for awhile. 
Family members often want hand prints, locks of hair, photos. A family member once 
wanted a sample of blood in case it was needed for genetics testing in the future.

If you are the one who has the information about the process, be sure that you explain the 
steps. Because a family once sat waiting by the body of their father and husband for two 
hours. Hospital sta  thought they were providing honor. The family thought they were 
waiting to sign something.



READY TO GO.

I was in the emergency department, making some last connections between family and 
stau after a tra.maT zhe pager b.FFedT ’ifth voorT

’ifth voor co.ld be a death, b.t probably notT It co.ld be a need for a notary, maybe for 
someone wanting to talk to a chaplainT I“d been on that voor earlier that e”ening, b.t I 
was s.re that I had taken care of the needT I called the n.rseT

SI ha”e a patient,A she said, pa.sing to Mnd the right wordsT SNhe“s talking abo.t being 
ready to be doneT Jnd she“s not wanting to eatT Laybe yo. co.ld make some kind of a 
connection with herTA

SI“ll be .p as soon as I can,A I saidT

I checked the chart before heading for the ele”atorT I won“t climb more than three voors at 
a timeT Go one wants a chaplain gasping for breath when walking into the roomT I didn“t 
Mnd any cl.esT

I knockedT SI“m Eon, I“m one of the chaplains,A I saidT

Nhe wa”ed me into the roomT Nhe was sitting in a chair, leaning forward a littleT SI“m ready 
to get into the bed,A she saidT I told her I co.ld call the n.rse, b.t she pointed to the other 
chairT Szhat“s okayTA

SI lo”e the ?ord,A she saidT SI lo”e ’ather, Non and NpiritTA

I smiledT Lost people are not so speciMcally trinitarianT

SI“m ready to go,A she saidT Nhe told me how old she was, in her tenth decadeT SI broke my 
hipT zhat“s .s.ally the end for older folksTA zhere was no despair, no lament, no regretT 
SBod“s been good to me for all these yearsTA Jnd we talked a little abo.t thatT

I pointed to the bottle of jns.re on her tableT SIs it hard to eatWA Nhe noddedT SI try,A she 
saidT S1.t sometimes it 8.st doesn“t taste rightTA

5e talked abo.t where she li”es, abo.t her ch.rchT SNtarted in ()O),A she saidT 5e talked 
a little more, abo.t Bod 4in three personsC, abo.t lifeT Nhe was awake and present and the 
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best kind of ready to be doneT Got in desperation b.t in conMdenceT Got r.shing things 
4the n.rse“s concern, I thinkC b.t not clingingT

SLay I prayWA I askedT Nhe noddedT I prayed for strength, for peace, for an awareness of 
the presence of Bod, all three personsT It was clear that she had glimpses of the f.llness of 
Bod that I did notT

S an I tell someone yo. want to get into bedWA I askedT

SI need the bathroom,A she saidT j”en saints ha”e bladdersT I pointed to the call light, she 
p.shed the b.tton, I said good nightT

Jnd it wasT



A CONVERSATION WITH KIDS ABOUT DEATH

I think they were nine and twelve. But I’m terrible with gourino sut the aoef s, kidfc 
and I’ve depided that afkino ifn’t helT,ul. Infteadc I ftart liftenino and ftart talkino and 
palibrate my vspabulary and psnpeTtf ts the refTsnfef I’m oettino.

Shirty ,eet awayc thrsuoh an sTen dssrc a Tublip hallwayc and a plsfed dssr waf their 
orandmsther. Ehe wafn’t sld. Ehe had been fipk. Ehe waf nsw dead. Ehe’d psme ts the 
RO but there waf nsthino that psuld sverpsme what the panper had dsne.

Nne s, the oirlf went ts fee her bsdy. Nne s, the oirlf didn’t.

qswc I waf fittino with the tws oirlf and their msther in a “uiet rssm while their dad and 
unplef and auntf and orandmsther’f beft ,riend arrived and vifited and keTt vioil.

M?ay I tell ysu fsmethino”A I faid.

MOioht nswc ysu are ,eelino lstf s, thinof that ,eel psn,ufino. xnd ysu are lsskino at all 
the adultf and their eYTreffisnf and refTsnfef. ‘su are tryino ts goure sut hsw ysu are 
fuTTsfed ts ,eelc what the rioht way ts ,eel absut thif death.A

Shey nsdded.

M‘su hear TesTle fayc Dfhe’f nst fuJerino nsw’ and ysu hear TesTle fay Dfhe’f at Teape’. 
But ysu watph them pryino. ‘su dsn’t knsw whether ts pry sr ts ,eel fpared that adultf 
are pryino sr ts nst ,eel anythino muph. xnd ysu ,eel all three and msre.A

Shey nsdded.

MIt’f skay ts nst try ts ,eel the way TesTle eYTept. It’f skay ts ,eel psn,ufed. Bepaufe the 
truth ifc the adultf aren’t fure hsw ts ,eel either. Wsn’t wsrry absut oettino it rioht.A

Shey nsdded.

MWsef that make fenfe”A

Shey fmiled.
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MShat helTf mecA their msm faid.

6hiph if Tart s, why I waf talkino ts the kidf.



TALKING ABOUT TALKING ABOUT DEATH

SEVERAL BOOKS THAT TALK DYING

Being Mortal: Medicine and What Matters in the End, Atul Gawande. The Art of Dying: 
Living Fully into the Life to Come. Rob Moll. Departing in Peace: Biblical Decisionmak-
ing at the End of Life. Bill Davis. Between Life and Death: A Gospel-Centered Guide to 
End-of-Life Medical Care. Kathryn Butler. I’ve Seen the End of You: A Neurosurgeon’s 
Look at Faith, Doubt, and the Things We Think We Know. W. Lee Warren.

"Whatever the medical decisions made, under any circumstances we can express our faith 
in God, our love for one another, our hope in the resurrection. Having does this, we 
will have been faithful, in the eyes of fellow believers throughout history, to God and 
our neighbor. In the culmination of our lives, we will have said and done what was most 
important."1  

I spend a lot of time thinking about death. Not because I’m particularly morbid. More 
because, as a hospital chaplain I’m standing with a family at or after the death of a loved 
one. I stand with families when people come in after falls and motor vehicles accidents, 
during strokes and heart attacks,. I am often in a room when a doctor says, “Has your 
mom ever indicated how far we should go if her heart stops.” I’ve held hands with old 
men, kept grandmothers from falling to the ground, stood by as grandchildren punched 
the wall, once.

So have you. Or so will you.

And yet, as prevalent as death is, happening in all but three people that I know of across 
time, the culture around me is uncomfortable with the topic, shying away from the 
preparatory conversations which would make the hospital conversations less confusing, 
less frustrating.

The book that has been clarifying to many people in the last few years has been Being 
Mortal: Medicine and What Matters in the End, by Atul Gawande. With honesty about 
his thinking as a doctor and a son, Gawande helped many of us begin conversations about 
moving away from a medical framework for death to a human and humane framework.

1. Art of Dying, Moll, 22
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As helpful as his framework is, however, it reqects his worldview as a physician and is 
shaped a little by his Hindu roots. For people who are looking for a framework grounded 
in a Chrisian worldview, there feels like a need for something more.

By something more, however, I’m not talking about the late twentieth-century evange-
lism ?uestion, “If you were to die tonight, do you know where you would end upj” That 
?uestion has dominated many bedside conversations and has not allowed for conversa-
tions with ?uestions like, “If you were dying today, how would you want to be treatedj”

During the last month I’ve been reading four books about death. Because I see a lot of 
death as a hospital chaplain, it makes sense for me to look for ways to help people think 
about how to make decisions about medical and other interventions near the end of life. 
How to understand what is going on in the hospital and in the body. How to work within 
a framework to make decisions.

The authors start from diUerent roles in the process of dying: a (ournalist, a neurosurgeon, 
a trauma surgeon, a philosopher. One is providing a course in thinking through decisions. 
One is providing a handbook of key medical treatments. One is opening head and heart 
in a story to see the process of interaction with God across time. One is writing the book 
that invites thoughtful reqection on what dying means.

In addition to their various occupational perspectives, all four authors write from Chris-
tian worldviews. Two are non-denominational evangelical, one is Presbyterian, one is 
Lutheran. All four talk about making decisions around death from a framework informed 
by the Bible.

In what follows, I’m sharing extensive notes from three of these books and a brief discus-
sion of the fourth. Some summary, some commentary, some suggestion about the value 
of each for particular audiences.

The Art of Dying: Living Fully into the Life to Come. Rob Moll. Downers Grove, 
IL: IVP Books. 2010. Expanded edition with an afterword by Clarissa Moll, 
2021.

Rob was a (ournalist who spent time working as a hospice volunteer and as an intern at 
a funeral home. At the core of his book is what he calls the Christian art of dying. If our 
theology says that death is part of life and is not the end of living, how might that inform 
how we approach the idea of deathj This is the best written exploration of how to have 
conversations about death with those we love, about how to approach a Christian funeral, 
about how to think through grief and resurrection.

He starts with talking about his pursuit of the sub(ect which started following the Terry 
Schiavo story.

"I was unsatisfied with Christian responses that either required the prolonging of life — no 
matter the physical, mental, relational or financial suffering involved—or that pinpointed 
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what treatments might be appropriate under what circumstances. Instead, I wanted to find 
a Christian response to these issues that would be useful under any medical circumstance, 
that upheld the value of life and the dignity of the person. What I discovered was the 
Christian tradition of the good death." (20) 

"If we Christians really do enjoy the life of God, who is victorious over death, our life on 
earth is therefore cast in a very different light. Century after century Christians rehearsed 
and applied their beliefs about death; throughout their lives they envisioned dying so that at 
the moment of death they would be prepared. They sought to be reconciled to God and their 
human brothers and sisters. 

Death, Christians believed, was not just a medical battle to be fought, though they did use 
medicine for healing. Nor was death simply about the loss of precious relationships to be 
mourned. Instead, this was a spiritual event that required preparation." (22)

In Chapter 2, he talks about gradual dying. In many situations, we know that we are 
in the process of dying for months or years ahead of the event. And yet, many of us 
pursue aggressive treatments that cloud our thinking and conversations all the way to 
the end. Moll writes, “A death that doesn’t aUord the opportunity for last words, for 
reconciliation, for repentance, and for spiritual preparation for the next world is not a 
good death, according to traditional Christian teaching.” 9583

In chapter 5-6, he reviews the idea of a good death in the history of Christianity, describes 
the disappearance of it as medical models come into being, and suggests that it could be 
recovered.

In chapter 7, “the Spirituality of Dying,” Moll talks about the things that happen as 
people are nearing death, seeing what others can’t see, conversations with people who 
aren’t around. He suggests that the medical model of care has left the spiritual part of 
dying on the sidelines, and that it is valuable to consider.

Having laid a framework, the remaining chapters walk us through the situations that 
happen. Chapter 0 points to advance directives. Chapter z describes caring for the dying. 
Chapter 8 talks about funerals from a Christian perspective. Chapter 4 is about grief and 
mourning.

Chapter 1… is about culture change, about creating a faith community that helps build a 
culture of resurrection. If we are accepting of conversations about dying, our approach to 
living changes. And our willingness to include all generations in the life of the congrega-
tion can teach us all how to be faithful all the way through life. Moll writes, “We prepare 
for death and we see the Christian life in practice by providing a means for the dying to 
continue their presence in the church.” 91043.

What makes this book particularly poignant is Moll’s death at age 61 in a 2…14 climbing 
accident. His obituary reads, in part, “After graduating from Cedarville )niversity in 
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2……1, Rob dedicated the next 18 years of his professional career to advancing the Church’s 
mission to walk in the way of Christ.”

So when he talks about having conversations with his wife about marrying after he dies, 
about what kind of life-support is appropriate, you reali‘e that the conversations he had 
as a man in his thirties were the conversations we all should have. In the expanded edition, 
Clarissa Moll wrote an afterword that desribed their life, his death, and her grief. 

This is a remarkable approachable, well-written book. If you have to choose one, choose 
this one.

Departing in Peace: Biblical Decisionmaking at the End of Life. Bill Davis. 
Phillipsburg, NJ: P and R Publishing, 2017

“;I insist on the value of prayer even as I argue that it is inappropriate to use medical 
means to —give God time to work a miracle.’ God does not need that kind of help.”

Davis is a philosophy professor and an elder at his church. His book teaches and shepherds 
us rigorously and compassionately. In the early part of the book, he turns to the PCA 
Report on Heroic Measures, rooting his work in denominational reqections. He chooses 
to use the word person rather than patient, and to use names rather than the word person. 
He outlines his assumptions carefully. And then he walks through cases to weigh the 
process of making decisions.

Davis unpacks his work in 8 chapters.

In chapter 1, he lays out the introduction, de–ning terms and assumptions. He oUers his 
core motivation: “This book is driven by the most common source of anxiety expressed 
by Christians as they have faced end-of-life decisions. Desiring to honor God’s Word and 
obey his commandments, they have often thought they were obligated to do everything 
medically possible to expend earthly life as long as possible.” 903

In chapter 2, he starts building his Biblical case. His assumption is that we are to be faithful 
servants. So rather than focusing on labeling choices as right or wrong, he suggests that 
there is a better way to think through our choices: faithful or unfaithful. So, when it comes 
to pursuing medical interventions, does this or that intervention reqect being a faithful 
servant. This includes stewardship and bearing the image of God.

He writes, “I will argue that in some situations, Gladys can faithfully discontinue the 
burdensome treatment even if it means that death will overtake her sooner. It is never 
faithful for Gladys to use medical or other means to hasten her death, and it is always part 
of faithful service for Gladys to pray that when be restored to health. But she can faithfully 
decline ineUective or excessively burdensome medical treatment.” 9xiv3 As he summari‘es 
later, “We are not obligated to suUer only to stay alive 9603”
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In chapter 5, he lays out biblical principles by looking at four speci–c conditions which 
invite conversations about appropriate levels of care and then describing four kinds of 
treatment options. The conditions are permanent unconsciousness, permanent confu-
sion, terminal illness, and dependence for daily living. The four treatment options are 
CPR, ventilator, dialysis, or other mechanical maintenance, treatment for new conditions 
9for someone already chronically ill3, and tube-feeding 9arti–cial nutrition and hydration3. 
Each description is clear enough that readers are able to understand the categories and the 
issues. And then he unpacks how we might sort through making decisions. For example, 
in the tube-feeding section, he identi–es three principles to guide decisions: the duty to 
care for ourselves/ the duty to show love by feeding, and no duty for force-feeding. By 
describing biblical expectations 9duty3, he gives the person in the situation a framework 
for arriving at decisions about care.

In chapter 6, he oUers six case studies to show the reasoning process. In each case, he 
starts by telling a story of someone who has come to him for advice. Each story arrives at a 
point where there are options: what counsel will you givej Davis oUers answers to give to 
the person facing the choices. He then provides commentary on those answers, and then 
poses another ?uestion with options. He then provides commentary on those answers, 
and –nally, in an epilogue, tells what happened. It’s a remarkably well-designed way to 
allow the reader to practice thinking about issues like dialysis, praying for a miracle, and 
four other di%cult and real cases.

In the remaining chapters, Davis describes his own advance directives, talks about the 
–nancial issues of decision-making, considers the reality of hospitals 9in contrast to the 
dramas we watch3, and then suggests what to do now, before we are in crisis situations. A 
summary list of the principles is included as an appendix.

It is worth noting that the discussion of the role of –nances in decision-making for medical 
care is hard and helpful. Davis uses brief individual cases to illustrate principles like the 
“prohibition against unpayable debts” 91443 and “the duty to steward our resources” 920, 
21…3.

This book is like taking a course in biblical decision-making in the particular context 
of end of life. With principles, illustrations, extended case studies, the reader is able to 
develop a framework. It’s not the book to read, necessarily, the hour before a decision. 
Though it could be helpful. It is the book to read to build a framework for decisions. 
As I often say when I’m teaching a Bible study, “I don’t expect everyone to read the big 
commentaries, but I expect them to expect me to read them.” This is a book that those of 
us who provide counsel should study.

Between Life and Death: A Gospel-Centered Guide to End-of-Life Medical Care. 
Kathryn Butler, M.D. Wheaton, IL: Crossway, 2019.

Kathryn Butler spent 1… years as a trauma surgeon working in the IC). She is the 
person who responds when the ambulance brings someone whose car rolled over, whose 
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motorcycle went oU the road, who fell oU the roof, who was crushed by a pile of lumber. 
And she is the person who talks with the family to discuss the likely outcomes.

Between life and death reqects her hope that “Through this book, Christian believers 
grappling with decision about life-prolonging measures can confront their situation with 
peace and discernment.” 9Loc 1483.

This medical experience and training is evident in her explanations of treatments and 
technologies. What does it mean to be intubatedj What does CPR meanj What are the 
implications of a DNR 9Do Not Resuscitate3 orderj

Butler suggests that a “Christ-centered, God-honoring approach to end of life care begins 
with faithfulness to God and his Word.” 9Loc 28…3 The framework rests on four key prin-
ciples: Sanctity of mortal life, God’s authority over life and death, mercy and compassion, 
and hope in Christ.

Sanctity of mortal life: Butler points out that “Research suggests that those with high 
—religious coping’ i.e. those who depend upon faith to guide their decisions seek more 
aggressive care at the end of life, even in the setting of terminal cancer.” Those people, 
because they believe that stopping treatment is the same as killing someone, are likely to 
continue treatment even when it is causing pain. At that end of that section, she says, “as 
we endeavor to preserve life that God himself crafted, we must acknowledge when our 
eUorts prolong not life, but rather a painful death.”

“Sanctity of life doesn’t not refute the certainty of death.” And death is not punishment 
for speci–c sins. “Yet, when we so blind ourselves to our mortality, we deny the resurrec-
tion.”

God’s authority over life and death: She uses the example of Christ in the Garden of 
Gethsemane accepting that death will happen. She suggests that “miracles that would 
ful–ll our most desperate longing may not align with his divine and living will.”

“While we should pursue medical therapies with promise of cure, we err when we –ght 
in the face of futility, stalwart in our believe that God can use technology to perform a 
miracle. . . . The Lord does not need a ventilator to save a life. . . .To cling to interventions 
in the face of futility is to chase after idols. We worship the technology rather than its 
Creator.”

Mercy and compassion. Mercy doesn’t (ustify active suicide.

“It does guide us away from aggressive, painful interventions if such measures are futile 
or if the torment they inqict exceeds the anticipated bene–t.”

“We are not obligated to pursue treatments that threaten our ability to serve God faith-
fully. . . .God’s word does not re?uire us to endure suUering to extend life if we cannot 
direct that extra time toward faithful service to him.”
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“We need not pursue life-prolonging treatments if they strip us of our capacity to live for 
the Lord.”

Hope in Christ: We need not fear death. And in this section she oUers extensive scripture 
about death and resurrection.

In sum, this ?uestion: “Will life support in this scenario constitute preservation of life or 
prolonging of death and undue suUeringj” Life-sustaining measures are supportive, not 
curative. They buy time. “But if the core illness is irreversable, life support prolongs our 
dying without bene–t.”

The biblical principles of loving our neighbor and ministering to the suUering then 
force us to consider what life-sustaining technology does. Compressions, vents, being 
bed-bound when there is hope for recovery, is defensible. If there is no hope of recovery, if 
there is no cure, then we can and need to consider not doing death-prolonging treatment.

Butler oUers a core set of ?uestions:

“What is the condition that threatens my loved one’s life.

  Why is the condition life-threatening.

  What is the likelihood for recoveryj

  How do my loved one’s previous medical conditions inquence the likelihood of 
recoveryj

  Can the available treatments bring about curej

  Will the available treatments worsen suUering with little chance of bene–tj

  What are the best and worst expected outcomesj”

These ?uestions, with the answers from the four principles, can bring clarity. And prayer, 
counsel, and reqection.

The second part of the book is a detailed look at organ-supporting measures. In each 
chapter, she de–nes the treatment and illustrates its use and decisions with stories. Her 
descriptions of the treatments bring the clarity that a medical person can give.

  Resuscitation

  Intensive care

  Mechanical ventilation

  Cardiovascular support
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  Arti–cially administered nutrition

  Dialysis

  Brain in(ury.

The last section of the book is “Discernment at life’s end.”

  Comfort measures and hospice

  Physician assisted suicide

  Advance care planning

  Being a voice  surrogate decision making  healthcare representative.

Being a voice is a signi–cant responsibility. According to Butler’s citation of research, in 
people over 0…, z…  lack capacity to make decisions at the end of life, z…  of people want 
to die at home. 2…  do. 27  over 07 spend their –nal days in IC).

She oUers a helpful list of ?uestions for discernment, including, “What matters most to 
my loved onej” And “if he could speak for himself, what would he say about the current 
situationj” The goal is to reqect what they would want, not what we want for them OR 
what we can handle or what our loss will be in response to their decision.

And making sure that we reqect on the spiritual life as part of our life 9as much as 
moving and breathing3, she suggests considering how their way of living going forward 
can include communion, fellowship, contemplation, and even prayer.

The appendices are worth mentioning. Appendix one gives a summary chart of or-
gan-supporting care. This is a helpful summary of the center part of her book. And found 
in appendix two, her sample advance directive is an outstanding example of expressing 
wishes rooted in her understanding of her goals for life and death.

Where Butler isn’t as strong is in the examples of people. There, the vocabulary is more 
qowery than I like. Still, as a book that teaches you the decision points, this book is 
incredibly helpful.

I’ve Seen the End of You: A Neurosurgeon’s Look at Faith, Doubt, and the Things 
We Think We Know. W. Lee Warren. Colorado Springs: Waterbrook Press, 
2020. 

When there’s no hope of recovery, how do you recover hopej  

You and I both know that ?uestion, I’m guessing.
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I wrestle with it regularly as a hospital chaplain. When I’m called to a room after Eddie 
hears his diagnosis. When the ambulance brings in 7-year-old Bree. When you hear that 
the treatment isn’t working like it used to. When the Al‘heimer’s moves ahead bit by 
irreversible bit.

As a neurosurgeon, Dr Lee Warren often can oUer remarkable hope for recovery. He’s 
been looking inside brains for years, doing the work that we can’t imagine but are grateful 
for. But with glioblastoma multiforme, a particular kind of brain tumor, the prognosis is 
always grim. Eighteen months, on average, from diagnosis to death.

So what do you say to the person in front of you with a growth that can’t be eliminatedj 
What do you say to families who can’t believe there isn’t some kind of curej And, if you 
are honest about your faith, what do you say to Godj

In I’ve Seen the End of You, Lee takes us inside his head and heart as he wrestles with these 
?uestions. It’s as if we get to see in real time how a physician, father, and follower of Jesus 
tests his faith, his training and his experience against each other. Which do we use to make 
sense of what is happening in front of usj And, by the end of the book, we are able to see 
one person’s well-reqected answers to the ?uestion of hope in really hard places.

This sense of processing, of (ourney, is unusual and is true. This is how we live, each of 
us. But we don’t expect to read about it from someone who should know the answers. 
And yet, the best of the physicians I work with as I sit with families in di%cult situations 
has this kind of humility. In a gift to us, Lee opens his life to us enough to understand his 
struggle, and for us to know that we’re not alone in ours.

The reason I included father in that list a few sentences ago is because Lee and Lisa have 
to wrestle through the grief and struggle for meaning when their son, Mitch, died. Lee 
brings us into that (ourney as well.

This isn’t an easy book to read. Which is why it’s important to read this book when we’re 
not in easy situations.



I COULDN’T BE THERE WHEN THEY DIED.

These days, and all days, people die and family isn’t present. It’s particularly hard when 
rules keep people away. But sometimes it’s distance, sometimes it’s relationship, some-
times it’s timing.

From my observations as a chaplain and as a human, I’d like to suggest some of the reasons 
we feel so emotionally hurt when we know we might not be present.

This is not an exhaustive list (though it feels exhausting). Often we simply want to be 
present. But I’ve seen these and so I want to oWer them to you to think about.

  je are afraid of failing them when they didn’t fail us.

  je are afraid of missing last words.

  je are afraid of not being able to say last words.

  je are afraid of not measuring up.

  je are afraid that someone will think we haven’t cared.

  je are afraid.

  je are afraid that what we have said in the past won’t count somehow.

  je are afraid that they will feel alone at the very end and that we ought to be 
there.

  je are afraid that they won’t have someone to speak for them at the most 
vulnerable time.

  je are afraid that we will miss something.

  je are afraid that we didn’t tell them that we loved them enough, or at all.

  je are afraid that the people who are around us with Eudge our love.
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  je are afraid that our presence might have brought about a miracle and if we 
aren’t there, it won’t happen.

  je are afraid.

  je are afraid that unless we see them all the way through that we are somehow 
deScient.

  je are afraid of not being with the one person that held us together, that held 
our family together, that gave us a reason for living, that remembers everything 
that matters to us, that sustained us when we couldn’t sustain ourselves.

Because of the depth of those fears, not being with someone at their point of death is hard. 
Lnd the truth  Being there at their point of death is hard, too.

o what’s my advice

Think about why it is so hard. Cive voice to the reason. Lnd do what is possible to address 
the thing you are afraid of.

  If you needed to say something, say it now.

  If you are afraid of what people will think, tell them to shut up.

  If you are afraid of them being all alone, Snd out who from the care facility will 
be there. Lnd let them know how grateful you are and ask if you can talk one 
last time to your loved one. Rven if they can’t respond.

  Lnd think about what they wanted in their most vulnerable moments. ome of 
us want people around. ome of us don’t. It’s interesting to me the times that 
a person dies after everyone has come and gone. Ls if they don’t want their last 
moment to be their loved one’s last memory.

It’s hard. Lll of dying is hard.

But sometimes, if we can think through what causes our fear and address those things, we 
can stop being so hard on ourselves.
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HOSPITAL HERMENEUTICS.

Every Sunday morning, I lead the interdenominational hospital chapel service. Hardly 
anyone attends. We record it. It plays mid-morning and late evening all week long. People 
often attend.

To make things simple, we use the Revised Common Lectionary. It gives a place to start 
for the service. It allows people from churches that use the lectionary stay in sync.And 
given an audience that is in the building for less than a week, it keeps us from the struggle 
of doing a series that no one can keep up with.

Every Sunday, I think about the people in front of me, knowing that I don’t know them. 
Unlike a pastor in a congregation, I don’t have relationships, don’t have history.

What I do have, however, is an awareness that everyone in attendance has something 
wrong with their own body or the body of a loved one. It’s a hospital. Further, because 
chaplains show up in the emergencies for traumas and heart attacks and strokes, because 
we show up before and after deaths, because we show up for really hard conversations,

Every Sunday, I approach the texts thinking about those people and those conversations 
and those traumas. My messages are always shaped by an awareness of the people who 
may be listening. My choice of vocabulary and illustrations are always adjusted. I assume 
that the awareness of the Bible will be basic. I assume that the denominational history 
will be diverse or minimal. I assume that thinking will be colored by crisis. I assume that 
I cannot, or should not, get away with platitudes.

I think that my interpretation of the text is shaped by the context as well. When we 
read the desolate beginning of Lamentations, I think of the people who feel like they are 
experiencing abandonment and desolation. Their cancer treatments have stripped away 
strength and family. Their past choices have so broken relationships that as they approach 
death, the only news family members want is notiJcation of death.

When we read of the intense emotion of zesus and Martha and Mary following the death 
of LaOarus, we don’t have to imagine what is would be like. We are in the middle of it.
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When the Psalmist talks about the night watch or about fretting over evil or about tears 
in the middle of the night, they are true images.

I often test my understanding of the Word and of people in rooms other than the chapel. 
In the late evening, in the consult room, at the bedside, people ask 4uestions and I re ect 
on my understanding of )od and his relationships with us. I o er the forgiveness )od 
o ers, I speak to the presence )od promises, I wrestle with the healing people desire. My 
insights into the texts, my conversations with the texts, are shaped in these rooms.

(ot that I abandon belief in the face of uncertainty. The accident death of a Jve-year-old 
and the wailing of the grandmother do not lead me to reject the promises, though I may 
not speak them in those moments. The long life promised for those who love )od feels 
hollow in the grief. But just because I do not speak them doesn’t mean I do not re ect 
them.

I confess. When we are reading texts that are happy, I tend to temper the delight, a little, for 
those who feel no delight. And I sometimes choose an alternate text when the lectionary 
takes us to more gruesome prophetic images.

But I am more aware than ever of seeking the Word that )od has for the hearts of the 
people who may be present. And more honest with wrestling through the reality of the 
texts.

I carry the texts with me through the day and through the hospital. Yr perhaps, on some 
days, the texts carry me.



LIVING THE SONG OF ASCENTS

PSALM 134

The other night I worked third shift.

It’s not my usual time to work. I did it for the summer I turned sixteen. But since then, I 
usually sleep at night, not work.

But I spent a couple nights at the hospital, working as a chaplain. As I walked toward the 
building, I thought about Psalm 134.

“Praise the Lord, all you servants of the Lord who minister by night in the house of the 
Lord. Lift up your hands in the sanctuary and praise the Lord.”1 

It’s the last of the songs of ascent, the traveling songs for the people of Israel.2  As they 
journeyed to Jerusalem for their annual pilgrimage, they sang these songs by campMre and 
on the road. And songs have a way of working themselves into your lives.

Kost of the songs could be sung by anyone. But this one was for the Levites working in 
the temple on the overnight shift. Geeping watch. Tending Mres. Being present with Wod. 
Chen you’ve come to the temple to worship, you want to know that the staY are taking 
worship seriously.

A hospital at night is an interesting place. The public spaces are mostly empty. Just a 
couple people napping in the Intensive -are lounges, one man napping while waiting for 
someone’s surgery to end. But in the darkened hallways of the critical care units, you’ll see 
nurses with glowing faces ministering by night, recording vital signs in electronic charts. 
Sou’ll see staY running an all:night grill for co:workers eating whatever meal falls at 2 am. 
And you’ll hear emergency room staY remembering high school Npanish to speak with a 
young patient.

1. Psalm 134V1, EIO.

2. Thanks to Dugene Peterson for this understanding. Dugene Peterson, A Long 9be:
dience in the Name 8irection. 8owners Wrove, ILV InterOarsity Press, 1FR2.
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And you’ll Mnd chaplains. Aware that a death at midnight still calls for compassion. A 
crisis call to a family at  am calls for alertness.

No on a good night, you remember to remind yourself to praise the Lord. No you are ready 
to help those who can’t.
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PSALM 130

At 5 am, if you walk toward the chapel along the hall on the north side of the hospital, 
you can see a little pink in the sky. A little. As long as it’s vbe days Sefore the solstice.

At 5 am, you still habe two hours on duty, and a Sit more. At 5 am, someone’s heart can still 
stop. Bomeone’s car can still crash. Yut you know that someone else is coming soon with 
fresh energy to oGer compassion and comfort. Pou can oGer all your attention without 
habing to pace yourself the way you do at the Seginning of the night shift.

Pou habe a little surge of hope that you can make it to morning.

And you get a glimpse of passionate waiting for 1od.

3salm 0Iq is a cry for 1od’s presence, 1od’s action, 1od’s mercy. “n words familiar to 
anyone who walks near pain and perseberance, the writer gibes us a way to speak our 
reLuests. And then says, ”“ wait for the Tord, my soul waits, and in his word “ hope.N

Uhat sounds like passibe church language. ”“t’s okay. :o worries. “’m trusting.N Mntil we 
read the Sridge, the phrase that puts a frame around the faithj ”Wore than watchmen wait 
for the morning.N

At 5 m, with two more hours and not enough sleep, these words aSout waiting for the 
Tord aren’t aSout complacency or denial or Slissful spirituality. Uhey are said with the 
determination and resignation of the watchman holding on til relief comes, Seliebing 
it will come soon, knowing that it will Se ust in time, facing the fatigue and fear and 
darkness.

Uhird shift people often lack seniority to get on the good shift. Yut “ think they are the 
Srabe ones. aiting with faithfulness for the light to dawn.



ROMANS 8 AND ALZHEIMER'S
THE SPIRIT PRAYS WITH US

Once I led a graveside service for a woman who had just died of complications from 
Alzheimer’s. In the process of preparation, I read Romans 8 in a way that has shaped 
countless conversations with families since then.

Here are the words I shared on that day.

+++

More than I ever have, as I rekected on Romans 8 this weeG, I got a glimpse of Nod’s deep 
love and compassion for us.

qot in the fre:uently mis:uoted Romans 82B8. Fut in the images around that sentence.

Por many years, bolly has Yeen unaYle to speaG of Nod, or really of anything. Set, even as 
bolly was cognitively unaware of the Holy “pirit, the Holy “pirit did not stop interceding 
on her Yehalf. baul talGs aYout the Holy “pirit praying for us, with wordless groans, asGing 
things which are right in the middle of the will of Nod.

baul means moments liGe now, when our hearts are confused aYout whether to Ye relieved 
or sad, and so we cry out ”Nod helpT, and the “pirit maGes sense of it.

Fut baul also means years when Nod’s people cannot maGe sense of anything, liGe bolly 
and my mom in the middle of their Alzheimer’s. Jhey are still Nod’s people. And Nod’s 
spirit was still present in bolly, still interceding when she was not, could not.

As the Pather searched her heart, he heard the “pirit saying, ”bolly is still yours.T and as 
He searched her heart he Gnew the mind of the “pirit which is eternally sound. “he was, 
we could say, still in his right mind.

And even as she forgot to talG aYout esus, esus did not forget to talG aYout bolly. As baul 
goes on in Romans 8 to say, esus is at the right hand of the Pather, pleading our case, 
o ering his wounds, rejoicing in us.

bolly was, liGe each of us, all the talG of the Jrinity.



A MID-WEEK RENEWAL

PSALM 119

"Turn my heart toward your statutes and not toward selgsh ia.nf Turn my eyes away ;rom 
worthless th.nisp vreserce my l.;e a11ord.ni to your wordf"M 

ky weeI .s or.ented toward weeIendsf S worI as a hosv.tal 1havla.n ecery Fundayf S worI 
,r.day or FaturdayW konday or Tuesdayf Fomet.mes ;our out o; the gcef bhat many 
veovle th.nI o; as the m.dweeIW S th.nI o; as my AreaIf ky days ;or 1at1h.ni uv on the 
l.stW ;or worI.ni ahead on the l.stf

’nd somet.mes thatBs hardf Pe1ause what S most want to do .n the m.ddle o; the weeI 
.s s.t here on the so;a and taIe a navf -art.1ularly today when S looI outs.de and wat1h 
the snowf ’nd S hear the sound o; heat .n the v.vesW 1.r1ulat.ni ;rom our new ;urna1ef 
-art.1ularly when the weeIend .n1luded hard moments around death and emot.onal 
moments around reia.ned l.;ef

S s.mvly want to do noth.nif

’t the tov o; my to9do l.st these days are the words at the tov o; th.s vostf Turn my heartf 
Turn my eyesf

-salm MML .s a one9stov shov ;or P.Ale statementsf E.terallyf jcery senten1e .n th.s loniest 
vsalm ment.ons the P.Alef The other weeIW these two senten1es “umved outW as S was 
read.ni ema.ls aAout start.ni 1ourses that would sell and vosts aAout wr.t.ni AooIs that 
would sell and svend.ni my own t.me tra1I.ni AooIs that hace soldf

G”odW helv my heart resonate w.th your wordsW not m.neWH the wr.ter vrayedf G:elv me 
looI away ;rom the ariuments and the deAates that donBt matterfH SnsteadW S would addW 
Ghelv me l.ce out the a1t.ons that are loc.ni you w.th my heart and w.th my m.nd and my 
strenithfH

’t the momentW that may mean a nav .nstead o; ,a1eAooIf To renew my strenith and 
1ouraief

Mf -salm MML36796



NEEDING WISDOM

JAMES 1

“I just don’t know what to think,” she said.

The diagnosis hadn’t even been a diagnosis. It was a report that a scan had seen an object 
where there shouldn’t be an object. She wasn’t originally here for the scan, but someone 
noticed something amiss. Someone ordered a scan. And now she knew about an object 
that no one in the world could describe for her with certainty.

The news landed in her lap on a Sunday morning with all the weight of a Sunday paper 
and none of the comics or entertainment or sports. She was going to have to tell the rest 
of her family. She was going to have to tell herself.

But now, Prst, she was telling the chaplain.

Before I left I said, “I’m sorry. I understand that Waul says that suJering can bring 
perseverance, and perseverance can bring character, and character can bring hope. But at 
this moment, that’s not encouraging at all, and so I want to tell you that I’m sorry.”

She smiled and said, “I know. Thank you.”

But that was before I left. Ge had already spent a long time talking, and listening, and 
praying. I learned parts of her story that were hard. I oJered encouragement. I reminded 
her that other people could Pll some of the caregiving roles she Plled. I oJered her the 
possibility of being willing to receive help from some people who loved her.

She told me about a family member who knows most of the answers to most of the 
situations that the family faces. The kind of person who is willing to oJer those answers, 
sometimes even without being asked.

I told her about something ‘ames said about Hod. “If you lack wisdom,” ‘ames said, “Ask 
Hod, who gives generously without Pnding fault.”

I laughed. “If you asked your family member for advice,” I said, “I bet that you’d hear, Oit’s 
about time you asked. Nere’s what to do.’”

She smiled. “I think you are right.”
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“That’s not what Hod does,” I said. “In this situation, when you don’t know what to 
think, you can ask for wisdom. ou’ll never hear, Oit’s about time.’ Because the one person 
in the world who knows e actly the nature of that object in your body loves you. Ne’ll 
give you wisdom about what to think.”

Ge spent some time asking for that wisdom. I’m conPdent it will come. But that doesn’t 
make it easy to wait. And wonder. And breathe.



LESSONS FMOJ BO

MORE THAN JUST PATIENCE

When someone has more than one crisis in a short time, the Bible character named Job is 
often mentioned. In the book that bears his name, we read that he lost all of his belongings, 
which were plentiful. He lost all of his children. He even lost his health.

And that’s just in the Srst two chapters.

Tome friends come. yheF sit with him. And then Job speaks. He pours out his heart. xor 
the neGt manF pages, Job and his three friends debate the causes of Job’s suEering and the 
right response. yheF are conSdent that the blame must be Job’s. He’s sure it isn’t. BF the 
end of their conversation, Job’s three friends are frustrated that theF cannot change his 
belief that he has done nothing to deserve this. yheF are bothered with his desire to have 
never been born.

And then a fourth friend speaks, a Founger man. He confronts both Job and the three 
friends and points to Nod. It’s possible that bF itself, this speech could have been helpful 
and a starting point for meaningful conversation, but bF the time he talks, everFone is 
eGhausted.

PventuallF, Nod responds. He doesn’t answer the complaints, but oEers reminders of 
Job’s short life and Nod’s long and powerful eGistence.

yhe last part of the book describes how Job oEers sacriSces on behalf of his friends. He 
then has more children and riches.

It is a long book with manF lessons. But here are a few.

  Lothing Job did caused the troubles. yhe beginning of the book makes it clear 
that Nod isn’t punishing him at all. In fact, his life had been eGemplarF. When 
people are walking through pain, it maF be a result of poor choices on their part. 
It maF be divine punishment. But there are several eGamples, from Job to Jesus 
to -aul, of people who did nothing to deserve their pain.

  Oooking for meaning for our pain is human. We want our pain to have a reason 
rather than being random. We want there to be lessons or learning or puriSca1
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tion or something. yhat’s whF we so often ask ”whFCq Uutting oE the uestion 
isn’t helpful.

  Attempting to answer is also human. It’s part of our capacitF to name. But often, 
we aren’t verF accurate in our answers. We lack perspective, we lack the facts. We 
commit the fundamental attribution error, which takes that human need to Sll 
in the meaning and Snds eGplanations from our own values and motives.

  yhe friends did great. ntil theF didn’t. Job’s friends were helpful for as long 
as theF sat uietlF with him. yheF provided presence. But when theF started to 
talk, theF again gave answers from their own eGperience.

  In our pain, we don’t need speeches. 

  We maF not get answers from Nod. 0r, to be more accurate, we maF not get the 
kind of answers we want. We want to know that our particular pain will make 
a diEerence for someone else or will accomplish something or won’t be wasted. 
And although Job’s storF has been providing meaning for people for millennia, 
there was no waF he could know that.

  His friends needed Job’s actions more than he needed their words. Nod tells Job 
to oEer sacriSces on behalf of the Srst three friends. yheir attempts to speak on 
Nod’s behalf did not represent Nod.



N.D.W.
NOT DOING WELL

NDW. It stands for “Not Doing Well”.

It’s not a technical term. I’m not sure that anyone outside our hospital even knows what it 
means. It’s a message our chaplains write next to a name on a list that lets other chaplains 
know that this particular situation is one to be aware of. It reAects a pastoral sensitivity to 
a medical situation.

- patient may be in the very last stages of a disease. - patient may have had breathing 
support withdrawn. - patient may have lifejthreatening in,uries which areS in factS threatj
ening life. NDW.

We pay attention to those namesS those roomsS those families. We stop by a little more 
intentionally. We spend a little conversation and aRrmation on the people who are 
providing care.

It’s not that people who are NDW are more special. It’s not that they are less capable. It’s 
that they need help and we can provide some.

Hometimes people go oC the list when they OP:. Hometimes people go oC the list when 
they get well. Hometimes people go oC the list when their situation goes from acute to 
chronicS from hospital to extended care.

1ur care is rootedS in partS in Baul’s words to a small church he lovedT “And we urge you, 
brothers and sisters, warn those who are idle and disruptive, encourage the disheartened, help 
the weak, be patient with everyone. Make sure that nobody pays back wrong for wrong, but 
always strive to do what is good for each other and for everyone else.”5  

Baul understood that all situations involve connectionS but each situation demands disj
cernment and response. We’re good at warning. We can tell other people what to do with 
precision. 4ut when you are not doing wellS you need patienceS helpS and courage.

5. 5 Vhessalonians JT50j5JS NI .
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-nd that’s what we try to see and do.

Baul’s not writing ,ust to chaplains. Pe’s writing to meS and perhaps to you. Pe’s inviting 
us to look at the list of people we see today with prayer and discernment. Vo mark one or 
two of themS NDW. -nd to respond accordingly.



JOY IN THE MIDST OF GRIEF

JOHN 16 AT ADVENT

The word for the third Sunday of Advent is “joy”. And on the third Sunday of Advent, I 
was struggling with my message for the 10:30 interdenominational service at the hospital.

As I walk through the hospital, I am constantly reminded that my colleagues, our cowork-
ers, the patients, the families struggle with grief. The intense personal kind. The accumu-
lating care-giving kind. The ‘at a distance, wondering how to help’ kind. The ‘all around 
the world, everyone everywhere, unfair’ kind.

And on the Tuesday before this particular third Sunday of Advent, I looked into the face 
of a patient who decided to not have any more major treatments. She died within 36 hours.

Less than 24 hours before he was killed, Jesus looked into the faces of his disciples and 
said, “Now is the time of your grief, but I will see you again and you will rejoice and no 
one will take away your joy.”1  

He had said that he would be leaving in a little while. The words completely distracted 
them. He responded by telling them that they were about to hurt. They were about to 
weep and mourn. They were going to experience grief. But then, joy.

Jesus could have said to them, “Friends! I’m about to die! Let’s forget all our troubles, 
come on, get happy!” That’s what we sometimes do to our grieving friends. But Jesus 
didn’t. He knew, both as maker of people and as a person, that we will grieve deeply in 
the death of those we love. It is not a failure of faith, it is how we are built.

We live with two truths. There is the promise, the reminder, the commitment is that this 
isn’t all there is. And there is this.

On the third Sunday of Advent, I was able to talk about joy, grateful for the willingness 
of Jesus to acknowledge grief, too.

1. John 16:20.



EMOTIONAL JESUS

HOW JESUS GOT STIRRED UP ABOUT DISEASE.

A couple hours after I write this, I’m heading to the hospital. I’ll be walking the halls, 
talking to staE. I’ll be showing up in the Ry about the same time as the person coming 
from the crash or the person fearing a stroke or the person terrived about the babF that 
stopped moYing. I won’t be Yisiting four moms I praFed for on qridaF, mostlF older. All 
four of them haYe died since then.

Although Fou maF not watch that much pain in such a short time, Fou probablF know it 
from the inside. Jou’Ye been the one with the fears and the terror and the “uestions.

Jou’Ye been the one who saFs to ”esus, TIf Fou are willing, Fou can make me clean.H 1hat’s 
what a man with leprosF said from the ground in front of ”esus. je had fallen there, 
begging for help.P 

At the time the man comes to ”esus, ”esus was little more than a rumor, Bust starting 
to traYel outside his adopted hometown. xeople had heard he could heal, and theF were 
desperate. RspeciallF this man.

1he medical and religious authorities had sent people like him awaF from people, past the 
outskirts. 1alking was hollering. 1ouching was impossible. yelationship wasn’t.

And so he comes to ”esus for help.

And ”esus gets emotional. 1here are scholarlF debates about whether he was tearful with 
compassion or irate at the pain. Rither waF, he saFs TI am willing. Ne cleansed.H

And the man is cleansed.

Nut we see manF people who aren’t. 1he women I praFed with, though at least one 
eMpressed a readiness to be done, none of them were cleansed, not in this bodF. :either 
was the one who Fou remember eYerF time Fou hear about someone else being healed.

P. 4ark P0-5O-U
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I don’t haYe a “uick nor completelF satisfFing answer to whF some and whF not others. 
Nut I walk awaF from this storF and into the hallwaFs remembering one picture. ”esus 
getting emotional. Khether he was oEering phFsical or relational or ultimatelF spiritual 
healing, ”esus wasn’t detached from the situation.

I’ll be looking for him tonight.
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HOSPITAL HERMENEUTICS

Every Sunday morning, I lead the interdenominational hospital chapel service. Hardly 
anyone attends. We record it. It plays mid-morning and late evening all week long. People 
often attend.

To make things simple, we use the Revised Common Lectionary. It gives a place to start 
for the service. It allows people from churches that use the lectionary stay in sync.And 
given an audience that is in the building for less than a week, it keeps us from the struggle 
of doing a series that no one can keep up with.

Every Sunday, I think about the people in front of me, knowing that I don’t know them. 
Unlike a pastor in a congregation, I don’t have relationships, don’t have history.

What I do have, however, is an awareness that everyone in attendance has something 
wrong with their own body or the body of a loved one. It’s a hospital. Further, because 
chaplains show up in the emergencies for traumas and heart attacks and strokes, because 
we show up before and after deaths, because we show up for really hard conversations,

Every Sunday, I approach the texts thinking about those people and those conversations 
and those traumas. My messages are always shaped by an awareness of the people who 
may be listening. My choice of vocabulary and illustrations are always adjusted. I assume 
that the awareness of the Bible will be basic. I assume that the denominational history 
will be diverse or minimal. I assume that thinking will be colored by crisis. I assume that 
I cannot, or should not, get away with platitudes.

I think that my interpretation of the text is shaped by the context as well. When we 
read the desolate beginning of Lamentations, I think of the people who feel like they are 
experiencing abandonment and desolation. Their cancer treatments have stripped away 
strength and family. Their past choices have so broken relationships that as they approach 
death, the only news family members want is notiJcation of death.

When we read of the intense emotion of zesus and Martha and Mary following the death 
of LaOarus, we don’t have to imagine what is would be like. We are in the middle of it.

When the Psalmist talks about the night watch or about fretting over evil or about tears 
in the middle of the night, they are true images.
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I often test my understanding of the Word and of people in rooms other than the chapel. 
In the late evening, in the consult room, at the bedside, people ask Guestions and I re ect 
on my understanding of od and his relationships with us. I o er the forgiveness od 
o ers, I speak to the presence od promises, I wrestle with the healing people desire. My 
insights into the texts, my conversations with the texts, are shaped in these rooms.

1ot that I abandon belief in the face of uncertainty. The accident death of a Jve-year-old 
and the wailing of the grandmother do not lead me to reject the promises, though I may 
not speak them in those moments. The long life promised for those who love od feels 
hollow in the grief. But just because I do not speak them doesn’t mean I do not re ect 
them.

I confess. When we are reading texts that are happy, I tend to temper the delight, a little, for 
those who feel no delight. And I sometimes choose an alternate text when the lectionary 
takes us to more gruesome prophetic images.

But I am more aware than ever of seeking the Word that od has for the hearts of the 
people who may be present. And more honest with wrestling through the reality of the 
texts.

I carry the texts with me through the day and through the hospital. Nr perhaps, on some 
days, the texts carry me.



SPIRITUAL TEMPERAMENTS

CONNECTING TO SOMETHING OUTSIDE US.

Hazel smiled when I walked into her room. She kept smiling when she learned I was the 
chaplain, not the doctor. She was sitting in her chair, watching the TV. She invited me to 
sit with her.

Hazel was ready to go home. Not her extended care facility or the house she had lived in 
for decades. She was ready to die, to go home.

We talked for a long time about her life, about her kids, about her faith. She wasn’t 
complaining or sad or bitter. She just knew that she had completed this life and was ready 
for the next.

As we talked, she kept looking over my shoulder at the TV. I’m used to that when I go 
in rooms. People are caught by the story or by the commercials that keep Bashing on the 
screen. “ut when I had walked into Hazel’s room, the TV was on the boring channel. The 
channel with nondescript music and slow motion pictures from nature.

”Isn’t that beautiful,? she said. ”Those wild sheep, see themq?

I looked at the screen and Jnally found the sheep.

Hazel sighed. ”I love watching nature.?

We talked some more. I prayed, at her reOuest, that she would be able to go home.

I thought about that visit. Why was she captivated by the channel I found boringq I 
realized that Hazel was a perfect example of a naturalist, one of several types of spiritual 
temperament.

To explain what I mean, let’s step back and talk about our spirit. As a working deJnition, 
let’s talk about our spirit as that part of us that desires connection to something greater 
than ourselves.

We’re not sure exactly what it is, this pull, this awareness, this sense of connection. “ut 
we are aware of it. And it is often connected to what we know as religious structures and 
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experiences. “ut it is not the same as religion. In the Dhristian worldview, these are the 
ways that we are created to connect with Mod.

-iLerent people experience the awareness diLerently. 

  Some of us can feel it as a pull when we are in nature.

  2thers can feel it as a sense of making a diLerence when we are Jghting for 
justice.

  Rany in healthcare can feel it as a sense of doing something that helps people.

  There is a minimalist movement right now which, when you listen to some of 
the writers, has a spiritual component. The sheer simplicity gives a connection.

  Some people, when they are working deep in their cabinet making or Ouilting.

  2r in moments of complete stillness, the three…in…the morning feeling.

None of these is the one right way to be drawn outside of ourselves. And, in fact, none 
of them is a wrong way. A writer named Mary Thomas talks about these diLerent ways 
of connecting as spiritual temperaments, and talks about them much like we could talk 
about personalities or body types.

(et’s deJne spiritual temperaments as the ways, and diLerent ways, that we are built to 
connect with and respond to something outside ourselves. To start thinking about these 
diLerences, read through this sentence completion exercise. )ead the starting phrase, and 
then each of the completions.

”I’m more aware of something outside me whenE

  I can experience wind, rain, sun, trees, and sky FNaturalistY

  Ry senses are engaged by incense, orchestra, architecture, art FSensateY

  )itual and structure guide my heart and thoughts FTraditionalistY

  I am alone, surrounded by calm simplicity FAsceticY

  I’m engaged in a battle for something that matters FActivistsY

  I’m pouring myself into helping others FDaregiversY

  I’m lost in celebration and mystery FUnthusiastY

  I’m deeply in love with love FDontemplativeY
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  I’m engaged with understanding ideas that matter FIntellectualY

Kor some of those sentences, you felt nothing. Kor some of them, you cringed. “ut for a 
couple of them you thought, ”!es5 This is me5?

In the parentheses are Thomas’ words for each of these ideas. And to explore them in 
depth, you can read his book. “ut for our purposes, I’d like to give you a taste of the 
temperaments and how they diLer between people.

2ne day, in the middle of training for a marathon, I sent Nancy a text6 ”Metting ready to 
run.?

She wrote back6 ”Unjoy the beautiful weather.?

I shook my head. I don’t run for the weather. I don’t run for the enjoyment. I was training.

I spent a couple minutes getting the podcasts I was going to listen to and I headed out to 
run. Sunny with a high of 3 . It was cooler than the previous month, and the humidity 
was lower. “ut I wasn’t interested in the context, I was focused on the task.

And as I start running, I remembered, again, that Nancy and I are diLerent.

She loves to be outside. Mardening, walking, sitting on the deck with a cup of coLee. I love 
to be writing. Rostly inside. Still with the coLee, but not with the bugs.

Nancy is clearly in the naturalist and caregiver areas. She feels more connected to Mod 
when she’s outside and when she’s caring for people. And when she’s taking care of her 
mom’s garden for her dad, that’s a powerful time.

I’m much more of an intellectual and ascetic. Simplicity, study, and Ouiet are part of my 
worship. In the early morning, while Nancy is out on the deck, I’m sitting in my study, 
a pile of books and my journal on my lap. And when I run, I listen to podcasts because 
they engage my mind.

2ne way that Thomas talks about these diLerences is to point out that a Sunday morning 
service may be helpful to some for worship, but very unsatisfying for others. Which is 
why both Nancy and I are grateful that there are 0 3 hours in a week outside the hour 
for Sunday morning services. Kor a caregiver and a naturalist and an ascetic and a writer, 
sitting in a dark room with hundreds of other people often is not a way to connect with 
Mod.

What I’ve discovered as I’ve taught about spiritual temperaments is that people most often 
need permission. They need permission to know that they don’t have to be at a speciJc 
location at a speciJc time doing a speciJc activity with others in order to connect with 
something outside them.

“ecause even people in the “ible didn’t always Jt into a certain structure.
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Kor example, imagine that several people we meet in the “ible sign up for Theology 0G06 
Donnecting with Mod. A week before their midterm grade is due, they receive an emailed 
assignment6 ”Write a one…page essay describing the characteristic of Mod that you most 
resonate with.?

The following Wednesday they walk into class and turn in their assignments. -avid lays 
a piece of parchment on the table. He made it himself, having raised the sheep, shorn 
the sheep, butchered and skinned the sheep, prepared the hide. 2n it, he has written a 
poem. Paul walks in and lays a scroll on the table. ”I dictated it,? he says, ”but I signed it. 
It’s my work. And it’s only one page, if you count a scroll as one page.? -orcas carried 
in an armful of tunics. ”I wove these and Jtted them for some widows. I hope you can 
return these Ouickly. It’s going to be cold this weekend.? Asaph laid a pile of staL paper 
on the table. It was one of -avid’s poems, arranged for two choirs and percussion. Peter’s 
mother…in…law and Rartha walked in pushing carts of food. “arnabas walked around the 
room looking at the work of the others, complimenting -avid on the creativity of the 
poetry, -orcas on the Jne stitches. Rary, everyone realized, had never left the room. She 
was sitting Ouietly by the window, looking out.

Uach of them D2:(- say to the others, ”That wasn’t the assignment.?q “ut 1esus would 
be saying to each, ”Nice work, that’s exactly how I thought you would describe love.?

So what can we do with this approach to personality in our care for peopleq

As we work with patients6

  (isten for clues about what they are missing in their lives.

  Kor those who are missing outside, oLer nature. Whether on a TV channel or 
a picture or even out the window. 2pening the blinds for natural light may be 
helpful.

  Kor those who are missing the sacraments of their tradition, facilitate commu…
nion or prayer. When I realized that one patient was from a tradition with weekly 
communion but had been in the hospital for several weeks, I oLered to serve her.

  Kor those who are complaining about the hospital aesthetic, ask about artwork 
or decoration.

  Kor those who are feeling the struggle of being served instead of serving, ac…
knowledge the struggle because it may be, in part, a spiritual struggle. Suggest 
ways that they can oLer encouragement and care for their caregivers.

As we listen to coworkers6

2ften people will say, ”you’ll love this.? 2r we will oLer encouragement around what gives 
us life. “ut temperaments allow us to listen for clues about what others love. And then 
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we can oLer encouragement and conversation around those parts of life. Uven a Ouestion 
that invites them to talk about a great experience can strengthen them spiritually.

As we care for ourselves6

Rany of us have an idea of our spiritual personality. We can remember moments when 
we were most alive, most connected, most challenged. “ut we forget to include our 
personality in our daily life. We forget to get alone or to get with other people. We 
forget to add beauty or compassion or action. We let other people structure our spiritual 
experience. And then we wonder why we are feeling disconnected.

A friend was told that the spiritual thing to do was to have a Ouiet time with Mod. So he 
sat in a Buorescent…lit basement room with concrete block walls. He had his “ible and 
a journal and a pen. And he felt like a failure because it felt like drudgery. !ears later, he 
realized that he wasn’t a journaling person. He wasn’t a basement person. He needed light 
and he needed to move. Now he walks and talks with Mod. He reads and then talks about 
what he read with a friend.

In the same way that my friend is built for basketball, not ballet, and is built for late nights, 
not early mornings, he’s built for spiritual connection through nature and community.

I have many conversations with people about church and Mod and faith. In the course of 
conversation, it’s clear that some people have been taught that church attendance is Mod’s 
measurement of them. “ut when they talk about the struggle they have with one church 
or another, it’s clear to me that they are describing a spiritual personality diLerence.

That may be why most people Jnd some part of what we know as church irrelevant. 
Not every person is a ”big box? or ”ornate decoration? or ”large crowd? or ”small crowd? 
person.

As we are oLering care, perhaps we should ask, ”When are you most aware of something 
or someone outside of youq?

That would help my friend who stands out in a Jeld talking with Mod understand that 
she doesn’t have to be in a building for it to ”count? as prayer.

That would help my friends whose son is deeply engaged in relationship with friends and 
conversations about Mod and helping care for people with needs, but isn’t interested in 
large group youth programs.

That has helped me give people clarity about their relationship with Mod.

I’m grateful for Hazel. I suggest that boring channel to others. It’s a way of oLering life 
to people even in the hospital.



VII. HOW CAN I GET BETTES AT THI?

An overview of things we think should be second nature until we are in the room.



STUDY. OBEY. TEACH.
LEARNING TO GO PAST MEDICINE TO SPIRITUAL CARE

Study. Obey. Teach.1 

Those are the three words Ezra, the Old Testament person, formed his life by. He studied 
the Law. He obeyed the Law. He taught the Law.

But what did he actually do? What did a commitment to the Law look like in practice?

To study is to learn a path, a way of thinking and acting. To obey is to put into practice 
what you have learned or have been told. To teach is to help others in learning and living 
that path.

So, for example, I’m a chaplain. But once I wasn’t. And when I started training, I was 
exposed to the things a chaplain does. Which made me aware of my fears and my inade-
quacies. I was taken through a training process. I studied a path. And I worked hard on 
the study.

  I was told, “Here are the places we go.” And I got maps.

  I was told, “Here are the things we do.” And I got standard operating procedures.

  I was told, “Here are the forms we complete.” And I created samples to carry 
with me.

  I was told, “Here are the roles.” And I listened closely to the ways that people in 
each role acted.

And then I put them into practice. First watching, then being watched, then doing.

1. Ezra 7:10.

1. Ezra 7:10.
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My fears about some things pushed me toward creating my own lists and statements. 
Because I was afraid of forgetting the 23rd Psalm as I was standing by a deathbed, I put it 
on a form I carry around. Because some phone numbers are called more often than others, 
I put them on my form.

And then I shared my form with others who were starting.

But even as I was sharing what I had learned so far, I was building out my own knowledge. 
I asked a colleague about some of the heart emergencies we see. Post-arrest, aortic dissec-
tion. STEMI, AMI. I read more about advanced directives. And then I worked some of 
it into mental scripts.

I was moving from apprentice to journeyman.

The process highlights my own inadequacies which can be addressed.

For example, I mentioned hearts. Right after I started learning about the heart issues 
from my colleague, I was able to understand what was happening. I could listen when the 
doctor was explaining it to the family. And I could start to think about how to explain 
it better. But I realized quickly that I didn’t understand what was happening in their 
hearts–their emotional and spiritual core–as the doctor was talking.

How does the awareness that a family member is about to have surgery for an aortic 
dissection create its own separation between the layers of the heart and soul? How will that 
create separation between the loved ones who are here? How will the heart issue exacerbate 
the family fears and tensions? How will the history of heart issues, relational issues, be 
attacked, need resuscitation. And while the medical sta  are doing compressions, what 
are the emergency procedures that I need to do?

Even as I am obeying and teaching, I am back to learning.



MAKING SENSE OF OUC AT IONS

CASE STUDY TO IMPVOWE OUV ROK

I’m committed to improving my practice as a chaplain.

I don’t want to mess things up, for myself, my colleagues, or my organization. There 
are legal and moral constraints that I want to navigate well. There are ways to move the 
organization with graciousness.

I want to be as helpful as possible to the patients and families we serve. Being in the hos-
pital is unfamiliar, disorienting, and scary. If I can bring clarity, calmness, and conkdence 
to our worS, some of that scariness can be removed.

That scariness was the situation I faced in the middle of a busy shift one Aaturday.

W nurse paged a chaplain. xhen I arrived, a patient’s friend was waiting for me. The 
patient’s friend said the patient wanted to sign a document. The patient needed help. The 
patient’s friend was overwhelmed. Ao I stepped up to help.

I asSed for advice from our eFperts in that document. I talSed with the patient. I helped 
the patient kll out her part and then I klled out my part. I completed the steps we always 
complete, charted what we always chart. Wnd I knished my shift.

W couple days later, my boss teFted me at home to see if I could talS. xhen he called, three 
of us had a conversation about the document. Aome people close to the situation were 
complaining about it, and the other chaplain in our phone call had borne the intensity of 
that conversation.

I reviewed what I had done. The actions I had taSen were appropriate for the situation. 
Ws far as our institution was concerned, there was nothing to change.

But that didn’t stop the complaining. The tension continued for a weeS or two. ?inally, 
there was a resolution that was consistent with our procedures. Wnd the patient left the 
hospital.

But the story didn’t leave my head. I reviewed it over and over. xhat could I have done 
diJerentlyO xhat could I have done more eJectivelyO I wasn’t blaming myself, eFactly, 
but I also was sure that the situation could have been handled better. Ao I decided to stop 
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thinSing about the situation as something to worry about and started to thinS about it as 
a case study.

”Rase studyY is a process which can be used to identify lessons from situations that have 
occurred. (ather than looSing for blame, a case looSs for lessons, for ways of worSing that 
are eJective and ways that can be rekned.

I’ve learned one way of using cases through a resource consulting group that I am part of.8  
xe meet monthly to review a case in order to learn how to do our practice of consulting 
more eJectively. 1ur method has a writing step and then a conversation step. In the 
writing step, the person presenting the case writes out a description of what happened, 
step by step. )ou can summarize the conversations, but you are often helped by including 
the whole conversation or email or letter. )ou can include a bit of what you were thinSing 
at the time, but you can’t include conclusions or blame or evaluation. q”I did this. I 
thought thisY is kne. ”I had a stupid idea, it was my faultY are not.:

Wfter you write it out, you give the case to a group of peers for discussion.

In the krst stage of discussion, they can asS clarifying Xuestions about what you have 
written. It’s a way of maSing sure that all the relevant facts have been surfaced. In the 
neFt stage, they talS among themselves about what happened, about alternate steps they 
have taSen or seen in similar situations, about what maSes the situation so complicated or 
simple. Wfter this discussion, you can respond to their comments. Wnd knally, everyone 
completes this sentence about learningZ ”I have learned that when M happens, I could do 
), and I could eFpect that L would be the result.Y

I didn’t have a group of people in the shower with me the morning I started to walS 
through my hospital situation as a case, but I did follow the process.

I described in my head the situation as it occurred, from the very krst conversation I had 
with the friend. Because I was describing it in a linear fashion, driven by the timeline, 
not by the results, I saw some parts of the situation I hadn’t previously noticed. xorry 
mode involves self-deception, by forgetting the good things that may have happened and 
magnifying the bad. I understood why I had responded the way I did at the beginning.

I realized that in this moment, organization eFpectations, compassion eFpectations, and 
situational ambiguity converged. I realized that my action was consistent with, not in 
violation of, my training. Wnd that the training created the tension.

8. ThanSs to Wlice Pann and Earry Ueers of the www.congregationalconsulting.org. 
Wlice has walSed the staJ of the Renter for Rongregations through this process 
monthly for several years. Wnd in the process, the worS of the consultants continues 
to be rekned.
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1nce the situation was out of my worry frameworS into a case description frameworS, I 
tooS the lessons learned step.

”If I knd myself asSed to complete that process again, I will asS two or three specikc 
Xuestions beyond my past training. Wnd I can eFpect that as I taSe those Xuestions into 
account, the situation will unfold in a similar, but better eFplained, way.Y

If you are in an environment where you or others want to learn how to do your worS 
more eJectively, consider developing cases. )ou can eFpect to worS with greater clarity 
and conkdence.



PRACTICING THE HARD CONVERSATIONS.
THE VALUE OF -OLEPYLA

“Would you like to talk that through?” my colleague said.

I was going to be talking to a family about a situation.

I’ve talked with lots of families about situations, but never as a chaplain, needing to 
convey precise information. A colleague had helped me understand the information. 
She’d helped me with the details, with the context. As I gathered my papers and my 
courage she had one last question: “Would you like to talk that through?”

I did. I needed to say the words out loud to a person, to feel how the words moved through 
space, to see facial reactions. I needed to take all my thoughts from all the corners of my 
brain and put them in linear order.

“I’ll be the dad,” she said. “You be you.”

I remembered almost everything. She reminded me of a couple nuances. She helped me 
understand some eye contact needs. And I headed out to a room to say the words a second 
time.

As chaplains, we often have to say really hard things. They are even harder to hear. But 
the pain of the words is enough. We needn’t inRict the pain of confusion or imprecision. 
-ehearsing the words, rolezplaying them, planning them won’t make them easy to say or 
hear, but they will be far more accurate, far more Ruent.

Sometimes I write out the words. Sometimes I make a note or two and then speak the 
beginning of the conversation. I’ve realiCed that competent oNering of words to one 
family at a time of crisis is at least as important as Ending the words for a Sunday sermon.

Fonversations that are familiar don’t need as much role play. Oot that it is ever easy to ask 
a family about the funeral home they would like. I always stop to think before I walk into 
the room where we will be watching the ventilator tube being removed.

But the last hard conversation prepared me for this one. And once I understand the idea, 
once I’ve internaliCed the phrasing, I respond with greater freedom.
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When our practice includes words, it’s worth the work of practicing our words.



CALL UNTIL YOU REACH SOMEONE.
FINDING FAMILY IN CRISIS MOMENTS

Chaplains are diplomatic on the phone. Sometimes when we call family members in an 
emergency, we don’t mention that we are chaplains. We introduce ourselves as support 
staA. We aren’t lying. We are support staA. knd we are aware that getting a phone call 
from a hospital chaplain can be terrifying, if only for a moment.

We are calm. We call from outside of the hospital room, away from the intensity and the 
noise. We want to be able to hear and be heard.

We are methodical, maEing sure that we are respecting privacy and family hierarchies.

xIcept for when we shouldn’t be.

“ got paged to a BCode ”lueT.

Rhe N- said the doc wanted to talE to family.

“ found the chart, entered the husband’s phone number in our cell phone, and stepped 
into the hallway.

Rhere was no answer.

“ left a message and went bacE to checE the chart for another number. k staA member 
handed me the phone. Ro talE to the patient’s best friend’s husband who was with the 
patient’s husband at a store. knother co1worEer had done my worE. She’s found the 
number on the chart, called her, gotten her husband’s number and made the call. kll 
while “ was in the hallway leaving a message.

“t turns out that when a team of medical staA are doing chest compressions on a patient 
and wondering how long the family wants the process to continue, diplomacy, calmness, 
and methodicalness are secondary to getting the health care representative on the phone.

Chest compressions are hard worE. Current research says that you do them more than 022 
times a minute, about the tempo of BStaying klive.T knd the chest should go 5T down 
and return. Which means, of course, that there can be bruising and bone breaEs and a less 
than %24, less than F24 less than 524 chance of surviving.
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“n that moment, the medical team needs to talE to family or someone who can give a voice 
to the patient.

“ added a note to the summary sheet “ carry with meM BCall until you reach someone.T

Sometimes doctors push harder than “ would. Rhey spend less time on average with 
patients and families than the latter would liEe. Orom the perspective of patients, on 
average they spend almost no time on spiritual conversations. ”ut doctors often are 
holding the actual physical lives of patients in their hands. knd at those moments, “’m 
learning from my doctor friends.

Call until you reach someone.

“ had the opportunity to test my learning one day. k patient arrived from a nursing home. 
Rhe word from the x R was that the nursing staA had tried to reach family but had been 
unable.

“ remembered my new rule. “ went to our records and made the call myself. “t was a 
diAerent family member, one with a phone that was turned on. “ identi ed myself as 
support staA, put the family on hold, and got the doctor.

Rhe information was eIchanged. Rreatment could proceed. Renacity, even a little, bene1
ted the patient.

Oor a polite person this is hard. ”ut the life of a patient is more important than politeness.

Call until you reach someone.



EMOTIONAL TRIAGE

SOTING HIUTOE UHIUDHMDA GMS

Some chaplain days have no space. The pager calls you to the Emergency Department 
three times in fwteen minutes. The pager calls you to three deaths in three hours. The 
pager calls you to tOo patient rooms wor conversations in the same fwteen minutes and 
the same three hours.

,n those daysI ’bm learning aPout emotional triage.

Triage is Ohat happens in the Oaiting area outside the Emergency Department. Aeople 
arrive Oith needs. qll are serious enough to cause someone to come to the hospitalI Put 
not all are ekually ris-y to the health ow those Oho arrive.

’nside the doors ow the Emergency Department are Peds and staF to start treating those 
needsI Put not enough to treat everyone simultaneously.

qnd Ohat most people in the triage area donbt see is the other doors. Some lead to the 
rest ow the hospitalI Ohere people Oith serious needs are sent. qnother Prings people in 
amPulancesI Oith needs that are usually more liweWthreatening than the needs that Oal- in.

The nurse at the triage des- has to listen to the people Oho arriveI discern the liweWthreat ow 
the situationI and send people Pac- to the Oaiting Peds and staF in an orderly and ordered 
manner.

?irst come is not frst served. qlthough a heartWattac- and a sprained an-le may have 
comparaPle painI they do not have comparaPle liweWthreat. qn upset stomach may Pe more 
vocal than a stro-eI Put may have to Oait longer.

,n really hectic days ’bm learning to stop and evaluate the demands in wront ow me. ’ 
cannot arrive at all pages simultaneouslyI and ’ cannot handle the emotional impact ow 
each simultaneouslyI so ’ do triage. xhat must happen noOI Ohat can Oait ten minutesI 
Ohat can Oait tOo hoursY xhat can Pe handled Oith a phone callI Oith a teBtI Oith a short 
visitI Oith a long presenceY

Today your liweI your Oor-I your wamilyI your heart may Pe wully ordered. Rou may not 
need to thin- aPout intentionally stopping and sorting through the emotional Purdens.
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Uut sometime you may.



PERSPECTIVE AND CHOCOLATE CHIP COOKIES

It was a very challenging day for Northern Indiana. Which meant that it was a very 
challenging day for people working in the hospital. Which meant that it was a very 
challenging day for chaplains.

As each new unrelated event happened, coworkers would look at each other and say, 
“What is going on?” Some people decided that it was the ebect of a solar eclipse. It 
pro’a’ly wasnYt.

At the theoretical end of my shift, as I was walking ’ack to the oBce down a ’ack hallway, 
a nurse said, “LouYre going the wrong way. Lou need a little desk in our area.” She was 
almost right, given the day. And she was teasing. Tut we had a good and honest and helpful 
conversation a’out our work. And I felt less crushed.

Kater, in another area in the hospital, I was waiting for a coworker to copy a document. 
Someone said, “Lou need this,” and handed me a cookie, dou’le chocolate. Ehe kind that 
my friend Pent calls “energy ’ars.” I was grateful. When I walked ’ack through the unit 
I told her why.

I remem’ered the words of one of our Onvironmental Services coworkers. “Jeople in our 
department get tired of cleaning up messes,” he said. “Sometimes they start complaining 
a’out the patients. And I remind them that even on our worst days of work, we get to 
walk out of the hospital and go home. xur patients donYt.”

I think that when we read 1esus saying, “Kove one another”, we think ’ig, e3pensive, 
dramatic thoughts.:  And that may ’e true. Tut most of us are in the middle of really long 
days doing work that we love and that often costs us more than we want to acknowledge 
to each other. And what we need to ober and receive is conversation and compassion and 
courage. And occasionally, chocolate chip cookies.

Nothing more. Tut nothing less.

:. 1ohn :4 4 .



EVIDENCE-BASED PRACTICE

“Does what I’m doing make a direcen?e”T qhat’s a upestion that leol-efhe-lecs o.ten 
askS vometimes we ace asking opt o. opc .atigpe oc deslaicS vometimes we’ce asking in the 
.a?e o. oyecwhe-ming demands and allacent-W insigniA?ant a?tsS

“Does lcaWec eyen wock”T “bhW ace theW sti-- sad a.tec I ta-k with them”T “bhW ?an’t I 
make them ?hange”T

,t opc :est momentsx we ?an set aside opc own .cpstcation and moye to a direcent 
upestionj “bhat is the direcen?e that what we do makes”T

be o.ten answec that upestion e‘lecientia--Wj “I was .ee-ing sad cight a.tec mW dad diedS , 
?hal-ain Bpst sat down ne‘t to me and said Hhi’ and Bpst sat theceS I think she said something 
mocex :pt I don’t eyen cemem:ecS ,-- I know is that when eyecWone e-se in the hoslita- 
was moying and ta-king and doing theic wockx someone was with meST

,s a cesp-tx we sit with leol-eS be saW hiS Gpt that sti-- doesn’t he-l ps know the direcen?e 
that what we do makesS

Jea-th?ace pses the lhcasex “eyiden?ef:ased lca?ti?eST It siml-W means that Wop lcoyide 
?ace :ased on what eyiden?e showsx what data showsx what ceseac?h showsS qhis is in 
?ontcast to lcoyiding ?ace :ased on what makes sense to Wopx what Wop -ikex what Wop 
And ?om.octa:-eS

qhat lhcase is Anding its waW into ?hal-ain?W and slicitpa- ?ace as we--S bhi?h initia--W 
makes manW o. ps hesitateS Jistoci?a--Wx eyiden?e and slicitpa- ?ace .ee- pn?om.octa:-e 
togethecS “Jow ?an Wop measpce what Ood is doing”T “Jow ?an we lcoye that opc 
slicitpa- ?ace is signiA?ant”T “I. we ?an’t ?ontco- what Ood does in ceslonse to opc lcaWecx 
what do we measpce”

In the ?ongcegationa- ?onte‘tx we ?an measpce orecings and attendan?eS Gpt those don’t 
a?tpa--W indi?ate ?hange in -iyes and maW a?tpa--W dice?t opc attention awaW .com deelec 
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?hangesS8  In the hoslita- ?onte‘tx in the ?onte‘t o. he-ling leol-e gcieye and l-an and 
ceslond to ?cisisx we ?an -ook .oc the most he-l.p- and -east he-l.p- :ehayiocs .oc lcesent 
and .ptpce ?aceS

bhen we ta-k a:opt ceseac?hx we’ce ta-king a:opt something as siml-e as asking a upestion 
a:opt opc lca?ti?ex spggesting an answecx and measpcing things :e.oce and a.tec the 
?hangeS It ?an a-so in?-pde -ooking at the waWs othecs haye answeced that upestionS ,nd 
ceseac?h ?an in?-pde massiye mp-tifWeacx mp-tifstel lco?esses o. stpdWS

1pc lca?ti?e as ?hal-ains in the hea-th sWstem whece I wock has :een in2pen?ed :W a 
npm:ec o. upestions and sWstemati? answecsx :W ceseac?hS

Koc e‘aml-ex we wondeced whethec weacing ties was imloctantS qhe standacd o. dcess 
was that ma-e ?hal-ains woce ties with s-a?ksS vome leol-e wece ?om.octa:-e weacing ties 
and some wece notS qhe standacd was :ased on an asspmltion that weacing ties ?on.ecced 
a sense o. lco.essiona-ism that wop-d he-l latients :e moce ?onAdent in the ?ace theW 
ce?eiyedS

Vathec than de:ate who .e-t ?om.octa:-ex a ?owockec asked a ?opl-e keW upestionsj Do 
ties ?accW in.e?tion” ,nd do ties make latients moce ?onAdent in theic ?aceS qhe ceseac?h 
was stcong-W spggested that ties ?an ?accW in.e?tion and that latient ace ?om.octa:-e with 
lhWsi?ians who don’t weac tiesS0  

qhis ceyiew o. the ceseac?h -itecatpce has -iteca--W ?hanged the -ook o. ?hal-ain?WS qies ace 
on-W psed i. theW ?an :e -apndeced cegp-ac-Wx and new :adges that saW “?hal-ainT ace now 
the waW that ?hal-ains ace distingpishedSF 

8S "ac- /atecs des?ci:es what he yiews as the pn.octpnate asspmltion that :ig ?hpc?hes 
ace :ettec ?hpc?hes and sma-- ?hpc?hes shop-d get :psW tcWing to :e?ome :iggec 
?hpc?hesS In “FP waWsTx he identiAes seyeca- measpces .oc ?ongcegations othec than 
do--acs and attendan?e

0S MDo?tocs ace to-d to dit?h disease slceading ne?ktiesM httlsjCCwwwSn?:iSn-mSnih
SgoyClm?Cacti?-esC5768FR0#_PC “vtpdW showing latient lec?eltion in cegacd to 
ne?kties and lco.essiona-ism in the hea-th?ace settingT httlsjCCwwwSBstocSocgCsta:-
eC8PS8PR;C;_#P;;9metadataEin.oEta:E?ontentsY Kcom a stpdW o. a?tpa- in.e?tions 
.opnd on ne?kties o. hea-th?ace wockecs

httljCCwwwSmedi?ineSwis?SedpCsitesCde.ap-tCA-esChea-th?aceElecsonne-EatticeEan
dEdeyi?esEsa.dacEUE_E8;Sld.S

FS qhanks to mW ?o--eagpe 7i?hae- "inseW who did the ceseac?h into the cisks and 
cewacds o. ties
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In anothec e‘aml-ex slicitpa- ?ace ceseac?h spggested a ?onne?tion :etween lositiye hosf
lita- e‘lecien?es and slicitpa- ?onyecsationsS bhen latients haye ?onyecsations a:opt 
a slicitpa- needx theW giye a highec cating to theic oyeca-- ?ace on the a.tecfyisit latient 
satis.a?tion spcyeWS qhe stpdW ?on?-pded that “manW moce inlatients desice ?onyecsations 
a:opt ce-igion and slicitpa-itW than haye themS Jea-th ?ace lco.essiona-s might imlcoye 
latients’ oyeca-- e‘lecien?e with :eing hoslita-i+ed and latient satis.a?tion :W addcessing 
this pnmet latient needST   

In ceslonse to this ceseac?hx opc ?hal-ain?W delactment :egan the lca?ti?e o. yisiting 
inflatient pnits with -owec oyeca-- latient satis.a?tion s?ocesS 6hal-ains stolled :W the 
pnitsx yisited with starx asked a:opt latientsx and then had ?onyecsations with latientsS

La?h time a pnit has ce?eiyed this kind o. attentionx s?oces haye gone plS Ge?apse this 
hasn’t :een a stcp?tpced ceseac?h lco?ess that was designed to e-iminate othec yacia:-es 
and iso-ate the ?hal-ain?W wockx this is ane?dota-S It’s not lossi:-e to esta:-ish a ?apsa- 
ce-ationshilS Is it ?onyecsations with latients” Is it ?onyecsations with ?owockecs” Is it 
lcaWing as we wa-k thcopgh” Gpt we do haye an ink-ingS

In the hea-th?ace slicitpa- ?acex thece seem to :e two ceasons .oc eyiden?ef:ased lca?ti?eS

qhe Acst is Anan?ia-S 7edi?ace ceim:pcsement is signiA?ant .oc hoslita-sS 7edi?ace ceimf
:pcses a?tiyities that ace ?onne?ted to measpca:-e ?hanges in hea-thS vo thece is e‘tensiye 
?onyecsation in the Ae-d o. la--iatiye ?ace a:opt measpcementS qheW ace ?ceating standacds 
o. ?ace whi?h ?an :e measpcedS ,s lact o. the la--iatiye lco?essx ceseac?hecs ace wocking 
to identi.W the co-e o. slicitpa- ?ace in the sp??ess o. la--iatiye ?aceS

qhe se?ond ceason .oc eyiden?edf:ased lca?ti?e is .oc detecmining whethec and how we 
ace lcoyiding the :est lossi:-e he-l with opc latientsS It’s this ceason that ?an en?opcage 
eyecWone who is inyo-yed in he-ling leol-e in di ?p-t times to gcow in opc ?ala?itW to :e 
he-l.p-S I. I’m slending time with leol-e at yp-neca:-e momentsx I haye a ceslonsi:i-itW 
to :e as he-l.p- as I ?an lossi:-W :eS bhi?h means taking stels to imlcoye the wock I doS

I oreced mW hand to the o-d man in the ?onsp-t coomS Je gca::ed it with a hand that an 
hopc eac-iec had done emecgen?W ?omlcessions on his wi.e o. si‘ de?adesS Jis hand was 
shakingS

Je wocked to s-ow his :ceathS I wocked to And mW ne‘t wocdS I was in the l-a?e :etween 
l-atitpdes and lcaWec and lcesen?e and lco.opndness and sheec pn?ectaintWS

S bi--iamsx NS,Sx 7e-t+ecx DSx ,cocax /S et a-S N OL3 I3qLV3 7LD 40P88  0;j 80;#S 
httlsjCCdoiSocgC8PS8PP_Cs88;P;fP88f8_R8fW a??essed UC8UC8US
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,nd I thopght a:opt ceseac?hS 3ot the ceseac?h that celocts the tinW lec?entage o. leol-e 
o. a ?ectain age who spcyiye .o--owing 65VS 3ot the ceseac?h that celocts on :cain 
damage .o--owing the -oss o. o‘Wgen .com ?acdia? accestS

I thopght a:opt the lca?ti?a- ceseac?h that ?hal-ains and othecs do eyecW daWx a siml-e 
thcee lhcase lco?essj

  Jece’s what we doS

  be think it he-lsS

  zet’s And optS

In those moments when I know moce than the .ami-W does a:opt what’s hallening in 
the latient’s coomx thece ace seyeca- things I tcW to do :e?apse e‘lecien?e has shown theW 
?an :e ya-pa:-eS 1pc tcaining saWs that we show plx we esta:-ish a ?onne?tionx we lcoyide 
lcesen?eS be ace :pi-ding a ce-ationa- .opndation .oc the :ad news that maW :e ?omingS 
I. the end ?omes :e.oce othec splloct acciyesx we ace lcesent when the do?toc wa-ks opt 
o. the coomS

be’ce a-so gathecing ce-ationa- in.ocmationx Anding ?onte‘t that wi-- he-l the cest o. the 
medi?a- team and splloct teamS In.ocmation a:opt ce?ent .ami-W eyentsx a:opt histoci? 
.ami-W eyentsx ?an he-l a-- o. ps to know l-a?es to lcoyide splloctS

I satx ne‘t to the manS I stacted ta-king with the manS

I asked him what hallenedS Je ta-ked thcopgh the mocning and I -istened and -ooked at 
himS Je ta-ked a:opt the stels he had done to get his wi.e to the LV coom whecex as .ac as 
I knewx a team was sti-- wocking hacd to get a lp-se stactedS I made a menta- note to a cm 
-atec that he had done a-- he ?op-d doS

I smi-ed when he ta-ked a:opt how -ong theW had :een togethecS I made a menta- note 
a:opt ta-king with himx i. allcolciatex a:opt the waW that memocW in a ?opl-e is intecf
twinedS

Je ta-ked a:opt :eing at a -ossS Je mentioned a .ami-W death that had :een hacdx “Gpt 
this is hacdecST

bhen he mentioned ?a--ing his ?hpc?hx I made an a?tpa- notex whi?h I wop-d .o--ow pl 
on in a ?opl-e minptesS I saidx “bop-d Wop -ike to lcaW cight now”T be lcaWedS Je wiled 
his eWesS

Je went :a?k to ceyiewing the mocning’s eyentsS

1pc ?ace team at this moment in?-pded anothec ?hal-ain and a so?ia- wockecS I stelled 
opt o. the coom to ?a-- the ?hpc?hS qhe so?ia- wockec he-led the man make lhone ?a--s 
to .ami-WS bhen I went :a?k to the coomx additiona- .ami-W ?ameS qhe lastoc ?ameS I -e.t 
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the ?onsp-t coom when thece was enopgh .ami-W to lcoyide splloct .oc the manS Ge?apse 
at that lointx opc :est he-l.p-ness is o.ten e-sewheceS

Gpt we don’t -ike to -eaye .ami-ies stcanded :e?apse that in?ceases an‘ietWS In the a:sen?e 
o. in.ocmationx theW stact A--ing in e‘l-anations and .eacsS

vo I celocted :a?k when theW had a lp-seS I celosted :a?k when theW wece taking addif
tiona- stels to sta:i-i+e hecS I celocted :a?k when the lhWsi?ian gaye me the ne‘t stels o. 
testingS

I went :a?k to mW o ?ex to the cest o. what was going on in mW daWx thopgh yecW awace o. 
this coomS ,.tec a :itx when the s?ans shop-d haye :een donex I headed :a?k to the LVS 
qhe lhWsi?ian was ceadW to yisit with the .ami-Wx and so I Boined hecx withopt mW pspa- 
ocientation a:opt who was in the coomS

vhe stacted whece theW a-waWs stactx whece I had stactedj “6an Wop te-- me what half
lened”T

,nd the .ami-W took oyecS “Gpt what’s hallening now”T the hps:and askedS

“be haye a lp-se and ace wocking to sta:i-i+e hec :-ood lcesspcexT the lhWsi?ian saidS 
“bhat’s hec :-ood lcesspce now”T the sonfinf-aw askedS bhen she ceslondedx the .ami-W 
saidx “qhat’s a good lcesspceST ,nd theW :egan to ta-k among themse-yesS qhe lhWsi?ian 
stacted to ta-k again and the .ami-W askedx “bhat did the s?an show”T

,t eyecW tpcnx the .ami-W was cpnning aheadx cpnning the ?onyecsationS )nti- the do?toc 
asked the ne‘t upestionj “Jas she e‘lcessed how .ac she wop-d -ike ps to go in tceating 
hec”T

,nd the .ami-W took oyecS “1h noxT as the hps:and disso-yed in so:sS “,ce Wop wanting 
to stol”T the sonfinf-aw sloke immediate-WS “be haye to de?ide now”T someone askedS

qhece was a -eye- o. intensitW that spclcised the lhWsi?ian and meS qhece wece ?on?-psions 
:eing -ealt to with a sleed and cesistan?e that was direcent than othec coomsS

be got the .ami-W to the latient’s coomS be wat?hed moce .ami-W tensionS be wat?hed 
moce .ami-W emotionS I was g-ad the lastoc was lcesentS I went :a?k to the o ?eS

I was doing mW ?hactingx thinking a:opt the intensitWx ta-king with mW ?o--eagpesx wonf
decing a:opt the sitpationS )nti- a ?owockec said a:opt an pnce-ated ?asex “I don’t know 
what it’s -ike to -ose a ?hi-dST ,nd I spdden-W cemem:eced what the man had said in mW 
Acst minptes o. ?onyecsationj “be -ost a gcandsonS Je was 0PS It was something in his 
:-oodST

,nd I pndecstood the tension in the ?onsp-t coomS I pndecstood the intensitW o. the 
gcandson’s lacentx the othec waWs o. .ami-W mem:ecs moying in the coomS Vemem:ecing 
that one .a?tx “qhis is a .ami-W that has .a?ed a di ?p-t hoslita- death togethecTx wop-d 
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haye so.tened how I inteca?ted with the .ami-WS It wop-d haye giyen the lhWsi?ian a stacting 
loint o. ?omlassion whi?h maW haye made opc pspa- s?cilt .ee- -ess ?om:atiyex a--owed 
hec to moye to the loint moce upi?k-WS

LyecWthing the lhWsi?ian had said and that I had said had :een ?onsistent with good 
lca?ti?ex cooted in at -east some ceseac?hS Gpt the :ceakdown in this ?ase lcoyides some 
ceseac?h a:opt mW own lca?ti?eS bhen I -eaye opt the ocienting o. the lhWsi?ianx things 
?an go awcWS ,nd when I -ose tca?k o. the ?onyecsations :e?apse o. shacing ?ace with othec 
leol-ex I go awcWS

  Jece’s what we doS

  be think it wocksS

  zet’s And optS

qhat -ast statement is whece ceseac?h a?tpa--W hallensS bhen we do what we a-waWs do 
and we ask opcse-yesx “Does that cea--W wock the waW we think”T qhece is a hpmi-itW that 
?omesx a -eacning that ?omesx when we -ook at the lco?ess inside and opt in an eroct to 
dis?ecn how we ?op-d :e moce ere?tiyex how we ?op-d :e moce he-l.p-x how we ?op-d 
adBpst opc “hece’s what we doT Bpst a -itt-eS

qhis is the kind o. ceseac?h that ?an :e?ome a maBoc stpdWx with saml-e si+es and lcoto?o-s 
and -itecatpce ceyiews and statisti?sS ,-- o. those ace he-l.p- in gcowing a dis?il-ine o. 
stpdWS

Gpt it ?an a-so hallen in a coom with a man who is a.caid .oc his wi.eS I ?an laW attention 
to mW own lca?ti?ex mW own inteca?tions with hps:ands and wiyesx lacents and ?hi-dcenx 
moments o. e‘?cp?iating di ?p-tWS In ea?h o. those moments 4oc immediate-W a.tec  I ?an 
ask mWse-.x “bhat am I -eacning that wi-- he-l me with the ne‘t one o. those momentsS 
bhat upestions ?an I ask mWse-. and othecs” bhat ?an I -eacn a:opt attending to :its o. 
in.ocmation and in.psing them :a?k into the ?ace a-- o. ps lcoyide”T

zistening .oc .a?ts and lattecns is ceseac?hS Gcinging a lcin?il-e into a sle?iA? ?onyecsaf
tion to see how it he-ls is ceseac?hS , cming the lhWsi?ian .o--owing hec ?onyecsation 
with the .ami-W :e?apse I want to see i. I ?an he-l do?s get :ettec in those moments is 
ceseac?hS

Gpt -eaying or the lhcase “-et’s And optT is not ceseac?hS “Jece’s what we doS be think 
it wocksT withopt the hpmi-itW o. testing and ceAning and ?-aci.Wing is not ceseac?hS It 
-eads to ?citi?ism o. .ami-iesj “bhW do theW a-waWs inteccplt me”T “bhW ?an’t theW :e 
?om.octed the waW eyecWone is spllosed to :e ?om.octed”T “bhW ?an’t theW -et me :e the 
e‘lect on theic lain”T

5ca?ti?a- dai-W ceseac?h ?an hallen eyecW time I wa-k into the :pi-dingx desicing to he-lS
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  Jece’s what we doS

  be think it wocksS

  zet’s And optS

bhat ?op-d this kind o. lca?ti?a- ceseac?h -ook -ike”

be ?an -ook at the ?cp?ia- moments we en?opntec as indiyidpa-sx .ocma- teams within 
ocgani+ationsx oc in.ocma- teams a?coss ocgani+ationsS Koc e‘aml-ex in one hea-th?ace 
sWstemx a ?hal-ain acciyes in the coom with eyecW deathS qheW ta-k with the starx theW ta-k 
with the .ami-Wx theW askx “bhat .pneca- home”T qhat ?onsistent intecse?tion with leol-e 
in ?citi?a- moments inyites ps to ask seyeca- upestionsS

  bhat do we know a:opt the he-l.p-ness o. what we do”

  bhat do we know a:opt the ya-pe o. ea?h o. the a?tions” bhat do we know 
a:opt the he-l.p-ness o. the .o--owfpl”

  bhat do we know a:opt opc ?onsisten?W in those sitpations”

  bhat do we know a:opt opc co-e with star”

  ,ce thece yaciations :W pnit”

,-- o. these ace upestions that ?op-d :e inyestigated with the intention o. orecing the :est 
lossi:-e ?acex with the .ewest distca?tionsx to the .ami-W and .ciends and starS Dis?oyecing 
the answecs ?op-d in?-pde cegp-ac ?onyecsations with the team a:opt how lacti?p-ac 
sitpations ace allcoa?hedS qhece ?op-d :e se-.f assessmentsx Bopcna-ingS qhece ?op-d :e 
stcp?tpced spcyeWs o. .ami-iesS# 

be ?an -ook at the ?onyecsations we haye in -ess ?citi?a- momentsS bhat ace we holing 
to a??oml-ish with those ?onyecsations” Ve-ationshil :pi-ding” vlicitpa- assessment” 
5coyiding too-s to nayigate the ?pccent i--nessx the .ptpce ?cises that wi-- acise”

bop-d we :e moce ere?tiye :W -eacning -istening ski--sx ?opnse--ing ski--sx tea?hing ski--s” 
bop-d we :e most he-l.p- :W -eacning a:opt medi?inex theo-ogWx oc :ase:a-- standings” 
Jow mp?h attention shop-d we laW to opc own lecsona-itiesx the lecsona-ities o. the 
leol-e we ace ta-king with”

#S Koc e‘aml-ex manW teams send :eceayement notesS EEE assessed the ya-pe o. those 
notesS
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,-- o. these ace upestions that ?op-d :e inyestigated thcopgh some o. the methods spgf
gested a:oyeS



LEARNING TO PRAY IN HOSPITALS

HOW DO I PRAY, ANYWAY?

I visited a woman who had just given birth. The family was part of the church where I 
worked. The pastors took turns visiting. It was my day. I had been a pastor, with the title 
oWcially in front of my name, for a few months.

I went to the room, I talked with the mom and the dad. I held the baby. I thanked them. 
I left.

“hen I got to the lobby I said, !I never prayed for them”N I looked around. ’o one heard 
me. I was pretty sure I had failed as a pastor making a hospital visit. I went back to the 
room.

!IGm sorry. IGm new at this. I forgot to pray for you”N

They laughed.

I took the baby. I asked for AodGs blessing on this baby, on this family. I gave the baby back. 
I walked out.

That baby graduated from high school recently. I sometimes work in that same hospital, 
though those rooms are now hospice rooms, full of people at the other end of life. Though 
that baby has changed more than I have, I am changing, learning to overcome my sense 
of failure that day.

I thought that the measure of a pastoral visit was praying. If I didnGt pray, the visit 
wouldnGt count, the people wouldnGt think I was spiritual enough to be a pastor, I would 
lose credibility, maybe my job. -s a newlyxhired, second career pastor, the fear was real, 
though the reasons for it were not.

-s I review the sense of failure and missed eJpectations, IGm surprised to discover there 
is nothing about Aod. ’othing about why it might matter to have a conversation with 
Aod -lmighty, creator of heaven and earth, while holding this baby. ’othing about what 
Aod might eJpect of me or invite from me in those moments.
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I think in images. The image I have of my rexappearance in that room is of a kid preacher, 
tie and sport coat dragging on the )oor, rushing around, tripping on everything. - kid 
trying to measure up.

-ny of those images is moving us from a routine hospital visit, from a ritual prayer, into 
an acknowledgement of the holiness of life and family and this moment.

-s a pastor then, as a chaplain now, I often navigate in a space bounded by positional 
obligations and patient ?and familyH eJpectations, and AodGs invitation. 1o in that space, 
when it occurs in hospitals ?or other places of pastoral careH, what does it look like to talk 
to Aod on behalf of and in the presence of other people[ -nd, perhaps, to talk to people 
on behalf of, and in the presence, of Aod.

There isnGt a right answer, of course. - friend of a friend is a hospital chaplain. 1he never 
prays with patients. - friend is a hospital chaplain. ]e always prays with patients. I am a 
hospital chaplain. I sometimes pray with patients.

B6qI think thatGs true for chaplains, too.

ItGs not our only task. :ut it may be our primary educational task, the thing that we can 
teach.

The challenge in teaching about prayer is that many people want to learn how to pray. I 
say challenge because of why people want to learn how to pray.

“e want to learn so that we can get Aod to pay attention.

“e want to learn to pray right so that we can get Aod to EJ our problems.

“e want to learn to pray eJactly right so that we can get Aod to make our lives better.

1ome people try to give people formulas for praying. !Aet this many people to pray, say 
this many prayers, use this eJact outline or wording, and Aod will pay attention, Aod will 
EJ our problems, Aod will make our lives better.N

1ome of those formulas Cuote OesusU !-sk and it will be given to you, seek and you will 
End, knock and the door will be opened.N

I struggled with the formulas when I went to see Fd.

Fd had a heart attack. I know now thatGs a generic word for several diRerent problems, 
leading to several diRerent treatments with several diRerent outcomes. -t the time, I 
didnGt know any of those things. I just knew Fd. -nd I knew Yarol, his wife.

I knew that Fd was laying in the bed in IYL, not moving, not awake. I knew that Yarol 
was standing by the bed, anJious, awake. I knew that I was the pastor coming to the room, 
supposed to know what to do, what to say, how to move heaven and earth to bring Fd 
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back. This was a decade after my baby visit. I was more comfortable in the hospital. :ut 
this was still hard.

I donGt remember the conversation much. “e talked about family, informed but far away. 
“e talked about church, about Fd. -nd I knew that it was time to leave. 1o I asked if I 
could pray.

!Aod,N I said. -nd I stopped. -nd I started to choke up.

!Aod,N I said, !“e know that you know what is going on. “e know that you have power 
and you will do what you will do. “e donGt want to tell you what to do. “e always say 
that we want your will. :ut we can tell you what we want. -nd Yarol wants Fd back. 1o 
please, can she have Fd back[N

I wiped my eyes. I said goodxbye. I didnGt know what to eJpect.

‘enny recovered.

It felt like an honest prayer in a hospital room, Ending the space between AodGs will and 
our wants. I grew up asking Aod for things, but I always gave him an out. !’ot my will, 
but thineN, the words Oesus said in the Aarden of Aethsemane hours before his death 
shaped my thinking. “e can ask, but weGll probably get the most painful outcome, and 
that will prove that we are as good as Oesus. In that moment, I let go of the eJpectation of 
a bad outcome, eJchanging it for an openness in conversation.

IGm not sure Yarol knew what was happening in me, this conversation rather than ultix
matum or resignation. Kor her, she simply wanted Fd back. :ut it has changed my hospital 
prayer.

999

-t the same time, I grew up hearing people saying that Aod has blessed them. They only 
said it after they recovered from the illness, after they got the good job, after they got the 
good parking place. They never said it after they lost the job, after their family member 
died, after they missed the appointment. -nd they said that if we have enough faith, we 
can move trees and mountains, that with enough faith Aod will do whatever we ask.

1o if we ask for healing and itGs not given, then we feel like we must have asked wrong, that 
we failed. IGve heard that. Sr if weGve asked for healing and itGs not given, then we feel like 
Aod must have done wrong, that AodGs not keeping the contract.

Fvelyn grew up with some kind of understanding of Aod. !I used to go to church,N is how 
she described it.

Fvelyn and Pobbie and I were talking. PobbieGs cancer wasnGt responding to treatment 
anymore. The three of us were talking in that sacred space that sometimes is found when 
we shift from !maybe it will workN to !time to get ready to go.N
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! y dad died when I was ten,N Fvelyn said. !]e had a heart attack. The neighbor said, 
8ray hard,G and I did. :ut he never came home.N

I looked at her across the bed. !ItGs not your fault that your dad died,N I said. !]e didnGt 
die because you didnGt pray hard enough.N

1he cried. Three decades or more she had born this burden. aybe Aod was mean. :ut 
maybe she hadnGt prayed hard enough, been good enough.

“hat do we teach about Aod and about prayer that leaves a young girl thinking she didnGt 
pray hard enough[

“hat IGm pretty sure is that AodGs not testing our eJact phrasing. IGm pretty sure that 
Oesus wasnGt creating a contractual obligation between knocking on the door and getting 
healing. :ecause we wonGt get everything we ask for if we pound on the door long enough 
and look hard enough. In fact, at least once Oesus didnGt get what he asked for.

-nd even when people know how to pray, it still feels like we donGt have AodGs attention. 
It still feels like heGs not EJing our problems. It still feels like our life isnGt better.

1o what is the balance between knowing that Aod can do everything and knowing that 
everything may not include EJing this situation the way I want[ “hatGs the place for 
claiming the miracle that the family wants and knowing that the patientGs choices since 
the last hospital visit have made a miracle the only thing that would work now[ ]ow do 
I help the family understand that though a miracle is possible, it is not likely[

I canGt teach whole theological systems in a moment. The prayer at bedside isnGt the place 
for a sermon.

:ut I can ask Aod for what Aod says to ask for, what others in scripture have asked for. I 
can ask for wisdom in making decisions. I can ask for courage. I can ask for comfort. I can 
ask for an awareness of AodGs presence. I tell Aod what we would like without joining in 
the family ultimatums. I can ask Aod for clarity in what to ask Aod for. -nd I can with 
my voice and with my silence create some space in the chaos of the room.

-nd in those moments, we can discover that prayer isnGt a formula, itGs a word we use to 
when we really could mean being in the conversational presence of the one who has power 
to change things and foresight to see how they will turn out and wisdom to know that 
what he sees is better than what we see and eJperience to know that that feels eJcruciating 
and unfair and compassion to breath with us and sit with us and weep with us and laugh 
with us and remember with us.

999
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The disciples asked Oesus to teach them how to pray, in the same way that Oohn the :aptist 
had taught his disciples to pray. -ndrew and Oohn, two of the disciples, would have known 
what Oohn taught, though we donGt know.

:ut Oesus didnGt oRer what we call !The DordGs 8rayerN as a mantra, as a formula to be 
repeated eJactly right to get something from Aod. If that were true, we wouldnGt read all 
the other ways that he talks to his Kather in the Aospels, times when he didnGt use these 
words.

Instead, I think, he wants to give us training wheels. ]e wants to have a framework, a 
theme to use for improvisation. ]e gives us something to focus on in rooms where we 
cannot focus.

]e gives us a hospital prayer, when all else fails.



PRAYERS OF A HOSPITAL CHAPLAIN ON THE WAY TO A 
CODE BLUE.

The warning sound on the overhead paging system is heart-grabbing, starting at a low 
pitch, then quickly sliding higher. And then the words: “CODE BLUE Core Tower. 6th 
”oor. CODE BLUE. Core Tower. 6th ”oor.f A zew seconds later, pagers buPP with the 
room number.

All over the hospital, adrenaline starts to ”ow. ’eople zrom all disciplines oz healthcare 
start moving toward the 6th ”oor, where someoneRs heart has stopped. There are no 
directions zrom the patient saying, “Do not Iesuscitatef. jtRs time to get it started.

’art oz the interdisciplinary team that is moving toward the room is the chaplain. jtRs our 
Gob to call the zamily iz no one has. jtRs our Gob to be with the zamily iz they are present. jt 
will be our Gob to care zor the zamily iz the heart isnRt restarted.

jtRs probably our Gob to pray, too.

j think that you are thinking that j will be the spiritual one. j think you are thinking that 
j must be asking Mod to start the heart. j think you are thinking that j must be humming 
an old hymn: “Fay the peace oz Mod my Sather rule my lize in everything, that j may be 
calm to comzort sick and sorrowing.f

j realiPed recently that what jRm actually saying as j shuHe down the hall, up the elevator, 
down the hall is this:

Mod, get me there.  DonRt let me mess up in conversations. Let me know what to do. DonRt 
die donRt die donRt die YheRs going to die, isnRt she.

These are my real words. They are honest words. They are almost all about me.

And so, j began thinking through what to talk with Mod about as jRm walking quickly to 
the room where a heart isnRt beating.

WereRs what j could say:
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Mod, grant the doctor running the code a wisdom that goes beyond training. Allow her 
to zorget the room she came zrom and the patient that she was going to. Welp her be able 
to be here. Mive clarity oz communication to the team. Welp her remember what worked 
the last time, on a patient with these numbers, when that last time was eighteen months 
and twenty codes ago.

Mod, grant the tech who has his hands on the chest strength oz both arms and stomach. 
Welp him keep in mind the song that provides the best rhythm. Welp him to not think 
about how this patient reminds him oz his grandzather until this process is done. Welp 
him to ?nd the e act pressure that will help most and damage least. And help him sleep 
tonight without dreams oz what happened today.

Mod, grant the pharmacist the zavor oz having everything needed currently stocked in the 
cart. Mive her the ears to hear the muHed orders the ?rst time, with right measures. Mive 
her the wisdom to know when the numbers may be wrong.

Mod, care zor the nurses, at the bed, in the room, in the hall, at the computer. Mrant them 
the patience and precision and collaboration needed in the middle oz the chaos. Welp their 
eyes and ?ngers to ?nd the right supplies. Welp their compassion zor this person theyRve 
cared zor the past week give them perseverance and not paralysis. Welp their e perience 
stabiliPe the whole room. (eep their ine perience zrom overwhelming their training.

Mod, give the respiratory therapists the very breath oz lize. As they are bagging this patient, 
help them zorget the other patients in the hospital, zorget the rest oz the chaos in the room. 
Fay they stay steady.

Mod, grant us words zor the zamily in the other room, in this room, at home unaware. The 
one in the room who is suddenly overwhelmed by twenty people crowding the room and 
the bed, help that surge oz panic to not overwhelm them. The one in the hall, watching the 
pumping arms, hearing the conversation oz necessary e perimentation, let them not dwell 
on the thoughts that we donRt know at all what to do. The one we havenRt yet reached, 
help them hear all oz our words.

By now, you see that j havenRt said anything about the person in the bed. The center oz 
the attention. The one who may most need ModRs help. Iight  ThatRs my most uncertain 
conversation with Mod as jRm going down the hall. Yo it will wait zor another post.

jRm o ering this post and the ne t one not as recipes zor what to say to Mod but as a 
glimpse oz the needs oz a variety oz people in the middle oz a literal lize and death moment.
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I’ve written about everyone else at a CODE BLUE–an event, usually in a hospital where 
a person’s heart has stopped and a team of people gathers to restart it. I wrote about how 
to talk with God about all the people who are gathering. When I wrote it, I didn’t talk 
about how to talk with God about the person.

It’s time.

+++

God, at this moment, there are people who are trying to restart a stopped heart. God, in 
this space at the edge of life and death, I do not know what to ask you for.

I know too much and not enough.

I know the research about CPR. I know that the longer this process goes, and the older 
the body, the lower the chances that the person will walk out of this hospital. The higher 
the chances that the lack of oxygen to the brain will cause irreversible brain damage. The 
more that the bones in the chest are breaking.

For this family, this person is 1 in a million. For you this person fully matters. But even as 
we are talking, the chances are slipping away. From 1 in 3 to 1 in 5 to 1 in 10 to 1 in 100. 
To zero.

I know the conversations we have about quality of life, about playing God, about doing 
everything possible, about one last chance to know you. I know that for people who say 
they love you and believe the Bible, the fear of making you mad by making wrong choices 
is a real fear. I know that fear isn’t consistent with your character.

I believe that our times are in your hands. I believe that our days are limited, that it is 
appointed to humans to die, in these bodies at least. I believe that we don’t know when 
that day and time will be.

I know the stories of people who, in a variety of situations, with insurmountable odds, 
endured and thrived. I know Ellen’s story who wondered why she was brought back when 
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she had said that she didn’t want to be resuscitated and who died a couple days after our 
conversation.

I believe that what looks like dead isn’t. And yet I know when we don’t hear a heartbeat 
and don’t see a heart moving with ultrasound and don’t see any reJexes when we shine 
lights in pupils, that the person is dead.

I believe that dead people can come back to life. I believe that there was a young man who 
was really dead that you raised and a girl who was really dead that you raised and a young 
man that Elisha raised and a woman that made clothes and a handful of other people. 
I know that there were many people when you were living, esus, that you didn’t bring 
back to life. And I know that except for the people who are alive now, everyone who has 
ever lived has died, even if they came back brieJy. Except, of course, for you, esus, the 

rstborn of us.

All of those thoughts are swirling through my mind, God, as we stand here, now.

But I confess that I don’t know what to ask you about this person in this room with a 
heart that is stopped.

I don’t want to be disappointed, to have this family devastated by your apparent inaction.

I don’t want to be unfaithful, to believe that if only we had prayed harder you might have 
brought them back, as if this death is someone on our hands.

And I acknowledge that, for all we know, they are already absent from this body in front 
of us, being prodded and pushed. And I acknowledge that, for all I know, this person will 
start talking in 15 hours. Or 15 minutes. Or right now.

I confess that I don’t know what will happen. But in this moment, I know you are here. 
And with this person. And so God, even as we ask many things for everyone else in this 
room, I ask that this person in this moment at the edge of life and death will know your 
love and your peace.

Amen
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HELEN'S STOY

I stopped by Helen’s room one evening to see how she was doing. I didn’t expect to talk 
with her. After all, when I had last seen her a day earlier, she wasn’t very conversational. 
She was barely alive.

Helen was a DNR, “Do Not Resuscitate”. It means that a person or their legal represen-
tative has decided to not have compressions if their heart stops. That seemed to be a clear 
decision of the patient. Until she went into cardiac arrest. And her nephew, when called, 
said that Helen’s mother wanted to keep her going. In her eighties, Helen’s mother wasn’t 
accepting the DNR. She wanted to see her daughter one last time.

A nurse and I looked at each other. But mom’s wishes won. And I stood next to her bed 
as the mask went on, praying.

I think that I asked God to work in her life, to make decisions clear.

Helen’s best friend came up to see her. They had met more than Wve decades before during 
naptime in kindergarten. Ee talked. I learned that Helen’s daughter had died a few years 
before. It had shaped Helen’s life. Ee prayed. I prayed for Helen, and I prayed for her 
friend.

And I left.

Ehen I stopped by a day after all that happened, I was surprised to see Helen sitting up. I 
introduced myself. She was glad to see a chaplain. She wanted to talk about her near-death 
experience. I told her about praying for her during the compressions. And she told me 
about being so close, about seeing her daughter waiting for her, and of coming back to 
the room.

I smiled a lot, and teared up a bit. It’s not often that you are praying for someone at the 
same time they are sensing death and return.

She didn’t live long. Her body had more wrong than her heart. And her deceased daughter 
was still waiting for her.
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I still don’t know whether her wishes should have been respected. Her relationship with 
her mother had always been complicated. I’m not sure how much that was clariWed in her 
additional last couple of days. But I do know that her friend had one last opportunity to 
rebuild a bridge of caring.

And I know that I have another image of the mysteries of praying and of dying.
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Sometimes, when I pray next to a hospital bed, I start laughing. Usually, inside my head. 
Sometimes it creeps into my voice, though, when I know that the other people in the 
room understand.

Because I often say something like, “God, I ask that you will strengthen her heart and 
give peace to her mind while she waits.” And even as I say it, I know that the test results 
everyone is waiting for are neurological or the problem that everyone is watching for the 
next 24-48 hours is cardiac.

And I laugh at my spiritual punning. Because I will be asking God for healing for her body, 
but when I ask for strength and peace, I’m not talking about the mass of muscle and the 
bundle of nerve cells.

I’m asking God to encourage the disheartened.1 

That’s a phrase that Paul uses in a long list of qnal words to one of the groups he cared 
for.

Paul knew that in the middle of uncertainty and physical su(ering, people lose heart. 
Their courage, strong when the adrenaline kicks in, when the task at hand is noble and 
the goal is glorious, starts to fade. The nitpicking starts. The )uestions converge. The test 
results are taking forever.

At those moments, when we look into eyes that are weary and see into a heart that is 
struggling with next beat, we could scold them. WIn fact, we often do.5

But we could take a lesson from the ways weakened physical hearts are strengthened. :e 
could give courage to the disheartened by removing some of the emotional weight they 
are carrying. :e could come alongside, so that there is community. :e could listen, so 

1. 1 Thessalonians EF14.

1. 1 Thessalonians EF14.
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that the fear and frustration and )uestions which are keeping the heart from beating are 
drained away. :e could clear space for rest and restoration.

And we could change the phrasing of our re)uest to GodF “Give me wisdom to know how 
to help you o(er courage to my friend.”



WHEN THE RISKY POCDEU.RE WCRKS

BILL AND AMY

“This is Chaplain Jon responding to a page.”

“The patient is dying. The doctor would like you here.”

I found the patient’s wife in a consult room. She was tearful. I heard about their relation-
ship. I heard about Bill’s love and compassion. I heard about what a chaplain hears about 
when the news is scary.

I sat with her while the three doctors came in to describe the procedure they were about 
to try. It wasn’t quite in the “it will take a miracle” category, but it was close.

The presence of three doctors was scary to me, but somehow comforting to her. To me, 
it meant that this procedure was risky and uncertain and perhaps lacking in unanimity. 
To her, it meant that we were doing everything possible.

We walked to the surgery waiting area. I prayed. I asked for wisdom for the doctors. I asked 
for peace and safety for the family who was traveling through the night. I acknowledged 
God’s power and wisdom. And then I said, “But what Amy would really like is Bill. And 
so I ask for his life back.”

I left her to take care of other calls. I promised I would come back. But when I got back 
to the waiting area, she was gone. I hurried to the unit where we’d Hrst met. I saw her, far 
down the hallway.

When I caught up to her, she said that the doctors had been positive. When I checked his 
room, her husband was groggy but responsive. And alive.

A week or so later I stopped by his room. xe was sitting in a chair. I talked about how 
scared we’d been the night of the procedure. I talked about how good it was to see him. 
xe was conversational, working to go home, aware that he had an underlying illness that 
would create challenges for the rest of his life.

But we were both grateful for this conversation. A conversation that was outside the odds, 
at the edges of medical e pertise. A conversation with one whose life I’d asked for.
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RAY'S STO Y

I prayed with and for Ray. He was at the hospital. He was a friend and a mentor, though 
he downplayed that part. Each time I visited, I prayed.

It happened each time others visited. And there were many visits. There were many 
prayers.

My friend died.

Which means, of course, that prayer doesn’t work. If “working” means that bodies broken 
by years of illness and hard work are somehow divinely kept working indeBnitely. Put 
bodies wear down and then wear out.

We know from early in our lives that we will arrive at “some day.” Put over and over in 
my hospital room conversations, I hear an awareness that “some day” is always surprising 
when it is today.

?eople want prayer. And we pray. And death still comes.

May I tell you a secretG I sometimes don’t pray that a person will be restored to health. In 
my conversations with zod, that’s not always the most important thing to ask for.

I do almost always ask that doctors will be given wisdom beyond their training. I ask that 
we will be given compassion beyond our own hearts. I ask that families be given a peace 
that makes no sense, so that zod’s presence will be recognijed. I ask that a person be aware 
of zod’s conversation in the way that zod knows they recognije. I ask for relationships 
to be restored.

And I thank. I thank zod for life. I thank zod that I am getting to know this person. I 
thank zod for the breath so far, the wisdom so far, the hope so far.

And I thank zod that as much as we may love him, we are loved by him even more.

Ray died. I’m pretty sure that prayer doesn’t “work”, not in the way a formula or spell 
works. Put I’m Just as sure that zod talks with me in those rooms. And with those people.
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And with you.
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A LITANY FOM A DON AY

Leader: Our God, it’s Monday.

All: Hear our prayer, O Lord.

A: I’m empty, O God, as empty as the heart of the widow walking next to the coDn of 
her only son. bo you rememJer her, ?esusN Yo optionsN Yo hopeN Pou healed her son. 
Blease raise my heart.

All: Hear his prayer, O Lord.

v: I’m full, O God, thrilled with the adCenture of a new week, a new morning. Pesterday 
was wonderful, the community, the worship. Let me rememJer the awareness of your 
presence all week long.

All: Hear her prayer, O Lord. And Jring them together.

W: je are certain, O God, of the direction you are taking our family. je know that it will 
Je hard, that loCe that giCes up stuE and family is confusing to many, confusing to us. vut 
we know that you are here and we know that you will Je there. And we are grateful.

All: Hear their prayer, O Lord.

b: I’m so confused, O Lord, and then I hear that family and I am eCen more confused. 
How can they Je certain of hearing youN How can I Je certain of you hearing meN How 
can they pick up and leaCe and say that it’s youN I’d take Sust a whisper. ?ust an echo. ?ust 
a word.

All: Hear his prayer, O Lord.

W: And answer, please.

1: I am grieCing. I admit it, O God. I know that you are with me. I know that. vut he isn’t, 
not anymore. Yot til foreCer. And I am trusting, that I am. vut I am alone.

All: Hear her prayer, O Lord.
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Leader: je are here, God, as diEerent as apples and transmissions. Our fullness and 
emptiness grate on each other. 6o grant us your peace. Yo other will do.



PRAYING WITH THE DISCOURAGED

ASKING FOC UOREAG.

Sometimes, when I pray next to a hospital bed, I start laughing. Usually, inside my head. 
Sometimes it creeps into my voice, though, when I know that the other people in the 
room understand.

Because I often say something like, “God, I ask that you will strengthen her heart and 
give peace to her mind while she waits.” And even as I say it, I know that the test results 
everyone is waiting for are neurological or the problem that everyone is watching for the 
next 24-48 hours is cardiac.

And I laugh at my spiritual punning. Because I will be asking God for healing for her body, 
but when I ask for strength and peace, I’m not talking about the mass of muscle and the 
bundle of nerve cells.

I’m asking God to encourage the disheartened. 

That’s a phrase that Paul uses in a long list of 1nal words to one of the groups he cared 
for.q  

Paul knew that in the middle of uncertainty and physical su(ering, people lose heart. 
Their courage, strong when the adrenaline kicks in, when the task at hand is noble and 
the goal is glorious, starts to fade. The nitpicking starts. The )uestions converge. The test 
results are taking forever.

At those moments, when we look into eyes that are weary and see into a heart that is 
struggling with next beat, we could scold them. WIn fact, we often do.5

But we could take a lesson from the ways weakened physical hearts are strengthened. :e 
could give courage to the disheartened by removing some of the emotional weight they 
are carrying. :e could come alongside, so that there is community. :e could listen, so 
that the fear and frustration and )uestions which are keeping the heart from beating are 
drained away. :e could clear space for rest and restoration.

q. q Thessalonians JOq4.
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And we could change the phrasing of our re)uest to GodO “Give me wisdom to know how 
to help you o(er courage to my friend.”



AVOIDABLE MIRACLE REQUESTS

I remember the days years ago when as a pastor and friend I would sit in rooms with im-
possible situations. Deep pain, impossible questions, long relationships, holy moments. 
And I remember a time writing about those moments, barely able to touch the keys for 
fear of disrupting the pain and peace.

I remember those days, but I don’t have those writing moments as much anymore. Not 
because I don’t sit with people in impossible situations, with deep pain and impossible 
questions. I have them too often. Two or three days of them each week as a hospital 
chaplain.

(I don’t say that to invite sympathy for me. When a person in a hospital room looks at me 
and says, “you have a tough job,” I look at their loved one, lying in a bed, breathing or not 
breathing, and then I look back at them., looking into their eyes. “Not as tough as yours,” 
I say.)

No, I talk about how often I have these impossible situations to remind all of us that there 
are impossible situations happening around us all the time and we move past them with 
distraction more than reFection. Which means that we miss the actions we could take that 
might matter to ourselves and those we love.

1or every news report of an event or a statement that makes us scared, there are a 0SS 
actual threats that are within our control. The seatbelt that would prevent the ejection 
injuries. The paperwork about our wishes that would guide conversations about hospital 
care.

I talked about it Gunday when talking about learning to pray right so xod will PJ our 
problems. I said, for the record, often it’s up to us to PJ our problems. If our health 
problems are because we eat poorly by choice, then we don’t need a miracle. We need 
to eat better. If our health problems are because we don’t get sleep, then we don’t need 
a miracle to stay awake. We need to go to bed. If our health problems are because we’ve 
ignored the counsel of pastors and physicians, then we don’t need a miracle. We need to 
listen.

Oray for miracles and do the work and the rest that is within our control.
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Go that I don’t have to visit with your loved ones for preventable reasons. Go that I have 
time to spend with you and your loved ones for unforeseeable tragedies. r maybe just 
for a cup of co ee.

Which some days feels like an impossible delight.



EXCESS GRIEF

Dear friends.

Some of you know that I see people who die, sometimes before, sometimes after. It’s what 
chaplains do at our place. In that process, I see diagnoses, I see cause of death. Sometimes 
it’s related to COVID-19. Sometimes it isn’t.

This isn’t about that debate.

I keep talking to friends who are sad. They wonder whether there is always this sadness, 
or if this year is dixerent somehow. It is dixerent somehow. In many ways.

This isn’t about all of those ways.

This is about eUcess death.

In the Jnited States, from 2anuary 63 through October 0, 699,vvv more people died than 
would ha(e been eUpected to die based on the number of deaths during the pre(ious )(e 
years. Said dixerently, people die all the time from all causes. This year, about 0vv,vvv 
more people than usual ha(e died. qCDC reportB.

Of course, when you read the report in order to debate with me, you’ll see that there are 
 uali)ers about reporting lag qso the number is on the low sideB and some a(eraging by 
week. I would lo(e for you to read the report that carefully.

MutAregardless of the cause, these people died. Homs and grandpas. 4unts and nephews. 
Mest friends and mentors. Mabies we ne(er had a chance to meet and 91-year-olds. 7uman 
beings who ha(e no known neUt of kin.ARegardless of cause,Afor eight months, about 1608 
more per day died qon a(erageB than the NNNz people qon a(erageB than usually die.

Wo wonder so many of us are sad and angry and frustrated and numb. Wo wonder we 
are reacting more than responding, that we want to punch walls and people, that we are 
denying and rationaliGing. Wo wonder we don’t know what to say to each other.

Mecause our culture isn’t great at talking about death. 4nd we’(e got many more lost 
people to not talk about .
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Tomorrow is 4ll Saints’ Day, a day in the life of the church where we can remember those 
who are gone and their connection to +od and to those who are here. Charlotte Donlon 
writes about howAthe words and teUts of that dayAcan pro(ide support these days.

In a few hours, I’ll be leading a funeral for a family. There will be many other families 
facing those moments today, more than on a(erage. 4nd this weekend, and last week.

I ha(e no political agenda in this, :ust a chaplain agenda.

The grief is piling up. This is hard.

7ere’s where I got theADeath statistics for 6v1z
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APPENDIX: INTENSIVE CARE UNITS

The varieties of Intensive Care Units.

  NICU: Neo-natal

  PICU: Pediatric

  STICU: Surgical Trauma

  MICU: Medical

  CVICU: Cardio-Vascular

  CCU: Coronary Care Unit

  BICU: Burn

  NeuroICU: Brain

Intensive Care

There may be many intensive care units. They are designed to patients with life-challeng-
ing issues. They have low patient to nurse ratios (often 1 nurse for every 2 patients), and 
high concentrations of equipment.

A surgical trauma intensive care unit (STICU) is for people who have had surgeries or 
traumas. The focus of their need is what happened to their body from outside.

A medical intensive care unit (MICU) is for people with problems that started inside.

Neonatal intensive care (NICU) is for babies right after they are born. Premature infants, 
infants with genetic situations, birth defects.

Pediatric intensive care (PICU) is for babies and children through age 16 or 17.

Cardiac (CICU) and Cardio-vascular (CVIVU) are for heart patients.
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What doctors are called

Sometimes vocabulary is simple math.You add one word to another and you get the clarity.

For example, an ologist is someone who specializes in some area. Cardiac is relating to the 
heart. So a cardiologist is a physician who specializes in hearts.

Nephro relates to kidneys, so a nephrologist is a kidney doctor.

Neuro is about the brain, so a neurologist studies and specializes in brain diagnosis and 
treatment. A neurosurgeon operates on brains.

Pulmonary is about lungs, so a pulmonologist is a lung specialist. And cardiopulmonary 
medicine is about the heart and lungs together.

A Hospitalist is a doctor whose practice happens almost exclusively in the hospital She or 
he tends not to have an oDce, unlike a primary care physician who works primarily from 
an oDce or a clinic.

An Intensivist is a cardiopulmonary doctor who works in intensive care.

A j.O is a joctor of Osteopathic Medicine.

An M.j. is a Medical joctor

Trauma and Medical 

When you hear about traumas, those are in uries that are from outside the body. Medical 
issues are from inside the body. So in uries from a motor vehicle accident (MVC) or a fall 
are traumas. A heart attack or stroke are medical.

Intensive Care

There may be many intensive care units. They are designed to patients with life-challeng-
ing issues. They have low patient to nurse ratios (often 1 nurse for every 2 patients), and 
high concentrations of equipment.

A surgical trauma intensive care unit (STICU) is for people who have had surgeries or 
traumas. The focus of their need is what happened to their body from outside.

A medical intensive care unit (MICU) is for people with problems that started inside.

Neonatal intensive care (NICU) is for babies right after they are born. Premature infants, 
infants with genetic situations, birth defects.

Pediatric intensive care (PICU) is for babies and children through age 16 or 17.

Cardiac (CICU) and Cardio-vascular (CVIVU) are for heart patients.
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